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Java Optimization by Simulation (JOBS) is presented:  an open-source, object-oriented 
Java library designed to enable the study, research, and use of optimization for models evaluated 
by simulation.  JOBS includes several novel design features that make it easy for a simulation 
modeler, without extensive expertise in optimization or parallel computation, to define an 
optimization model with deterministic and/or stochastic constraints, choose one or more 
metaheuristics to solve it and run, using massively parallel function evaluation to reduce wall-
clock times.   
JOBS is supported by a new language independent, application programming interface 
(API) for remote simulation model evaluation and a serverless computing environment to 
provide massively parallel function evaluation, on demand.  Dynamic loop scheduling methods 
are evaluated in the serverless environment with the opportunity for significant resource 
contention for master node computing power and network bandwidth. 
JOBS implements several population-based and single-solution improvement 
metaheuristics (solvers) for real, discrete, and mixed problems.  The object-oriented design is 
extendible with classes that drastically reduce the amount of code required to implement a new 
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This research was inspired by real-world experience in large scale supply chain 
modeling.   For many problems, it is commonplace that the modeler must make a choice between 
attempting to model the complexity of the underlying stochastic system or to simplify the model, 
ignoring or assuming simplifying forms for the uncertainty in the system.  For some problems, 
uncertainty has relatively little impact on the system and the modeler can simplify to a 
deterministic model or a simple, stochastic model in order explore the design space.  Where the 
modeler is required to model a complex, stochastic system without over-simplifying 
assumptions, discrete event simulation modeling is commonly used, but with relatively long 
simulation run-times, the opportunity to explore the design space of the model can be severely 
limited and with the time available to provide analysis for decision-makers continually shrinking, 
exploration is often limited to a few decision-maker selected scenarios. 
Parallel computation can provide a substantial speed improvement, in terms of wall-clock 
time, to the exploration of the design space for slow to calculate evaluation functions, however,  
access to dedicated computing resources is limited and the necessary technical skills to use them 
effectively are not common in the modeling community.  This research evaluates the use of 
recent developments in serverless computing to provide ad-hoc access to thousands of parallel 
compute nodes.  Serverless computing provides an architecture to scale out compute nodes 
automatically, without the modeler having to provision or manage any hardware, paying only for 
the resources used while executing their code.  Through development of standards and 
supporting open-source code libraries, the authors aim to provide an “easy button” for simulation 
modelers to broadly explore the design space of their models. 
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Chapter 2 demonstrates the use of a serverless environment to provide large-scale, ad-hoc 
parallel exploration of a simulation model’s design space.  A standard, language independent 
Application Programming Interface (API) is designed to support the remote evaluation of a 
simulation model with a set of control-values and return the results. Extensions to the open-
source Java Simulation Library (JSL) are implemented to handle requests using this API.  JSL 
models are deployed as serverless functions and called from a client application managing 1,000 
serverless compute nodes in parallel.  Experimental results from this study further the 
understanding of the capabilities of a serverless architecture for use in parallel processing. 
Chapter 3 considers the problem of assigning a set of tasks (such as evaluating a 
simulation experiment) to a set of parallel, serverless compute nodes to increase utilization of the 
parallel resources and reduce wall-clock execution time.  The work associated with tasks is 
neither constant nor known in advance.  Serverless compute nodes are similar but not 
homogeneous and, as they are provisioned on the fly, the compute nodes available change from 
run to run.  Tasks may be grouped into jobs and each job assigned to one parallel machine at a 
time for processing with setup time between jobs as the job is returned to the master node for 
processing before a new job is issued.   Dynamic Loop Scheduling (DLS) methods are typically 
used to manage such problems, but in contrast to common parallel environments for which DLS 
methods were designed, the master node, that groups tasks into jobs, has no control over which 
compute node will execute each job.  Furthermore, due to the scale of parallel execution and the 
distributed architecture, there is significant opportunity for resource contention on the master 
node and the network that can delay wall-clock execution time.   
Chapter 4 presents JOBS (Java Optimization by Simulation) an open-source, object-
oriented library intended to expand the study, development and use of optimization where the 
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objective function and some constraints are evaluated through simulation.  JOBS builds on the 
Simulation Evaluation API , the serverless computing model, the JSL extensions presented in 
chapter 2 and the evaluation of Dynamic Loop Scheduling methods in a serverless environment 
(chapter 3) to enable highly-parallel function evaluation and applies this to the optimization of 
simulation models.    
JOBS includes several novel design features that make it easy for a modeler, without 
extensive expertise in optimization or parallel computation, to define an optimization model with 
deterministic and/or stochastic constraints, choose one or more optimization methods to solve it 
and run, using massively parallel function evaluation to reduce wall-clock time.   
Furthermore, the object-oriented design makes JOBS easily extendible and with 
relatively small amounts of code to add e.g., a new optimization method, a stopping-condition, or 
a replication schedule.  
To explore the versatility of JOBS, several solvers have been implemented including 
population-based and single-solution improvement methods for real, discrete, and mixed 
problems.  Solvers may also be used as building blocks to create new solvers and a memetic 
class combining a population-based method with local search is presented as an example.   
JOBS is tested against standard test functions, with and without both deterministic and 
stochastic constraints, and to optimize a realistic stochastic inventory model with a 100-
dimensional search space. 
Chapter 5 presents overall conclusions and considerations for future work. 
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2 Adapting a serverless architecture to provide ad-hoc, massively parallel exploration of 
discrete event simulation models. 
Abstract 
This paper presents a massively parallel, cloud-computing framework for the ad-hoc 
evaluation of discrete event simulation (DES) models to enable broad exploration of the design 
space for model parameters. Parallel evaluation is enabled through use of a serverless computing 
environment allowing thousands of simultaneous experiments, on demand, without the need to 
explicitly provision or manage hardware. A standard application programming interface (the 
Simulation Evaluation API) was designed for evaluating simulation functions that enables 
language independence between client application and evaluation functions and encourages re-
use of simulation models for multiple purposes (what-if analysis, ranking and selection, 
sensitivity analysis or optimization). Extensions to the Java Simulation Library (Rossetti, 2008) 
enable rapid deployment of models built with the JSL as parameterized serverless functions 
implementing the Simulation Evaluation API. New Java packages facilitate the calling of any 
serverless functions that implement the Simulation Evaluation API. 
2.1 Introduction 
This paper was, in part, motivated by experiences in real-world, large-scale supply-chain 
modeling. It is generally understood that the time available to make business decisions is both 
short, and ever decreasing. Thus, in order to generate recommendations for decision makers, the 
modeler must often choose to either simplify the problem, ignoring or approximating complex 
stochastic behaviors to create a model that can be directly optimized, or the modeler may attempt 
to represent more of the complexity using simulation.  
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If choosing optimization as the main approach, decision-makers may question the 
relevance of model optimality to their problem given the approximations and estimations that 
were required to force the real-world problem into a solvable model. Under a simulation 
scenario, the model can more faithfully represent the problem but the computational time 
necessary to evaluate even a single experiment is such that broader exploration of the solution 
space is often ignored in favor of evaluating key experiments guided by the decision maker. 
Broader exploration of the solution space for a simulated model may require millions of 
experiments which, when evaluated sequentially, results in hours or days of processing time.  
In this paper, we present an application programming interface, the Simulation 
Evaluation API, and exploit this API using a parallel serverless environment to evaluate 
hundreds of experiments concurrently, illustrate its use and provide testing results.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:   Section 2.2 introduces serverless 
computing, compares providers, discusses design issues impacting performance and the 
relevance of serverless computing to discrete event simulation; section 2.3 outlines the proposed 
API for serverless computing of discrete event simulation functions; section 2.4 discusses 
implementation design issues; section 2.5 outlines a test of broad parallel execution using the 
serverless infrastructure; section 2.6 shows the results; and section 2.7 identifies conclusions and 
opportunities for further work.  Detailed documentation of the Java classes that support API 
communications, extensions to JSL to support evaluation for the API and Java classes to call the 
API are included in appendix (0).  Documentation related to setting up and using the AWS 
Lambda environment is included in appendix (0). 
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2.2 Serverless Computing 
Serverless computing also known as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) is a cloud-based 
architecture that provides a highly scalable, fault-tolerant, and cost-effective means to evaluate a 
stateless function that maps inputs to outputs. Despite the name, servers are inevitably involved, 
but the developer has no need to provision and manage the servers or to pay for them when they 
are not executing the developer’s code. Once a serverless function is defined in the serverless 
environment, it can be called with parameters via an API as many times as needed and the 
serverless environment will automatically provision workers (compute nodes, also known as 
function instances) in the cloud to execute the calls and return the results. Theoretically, the 
degree to which a function can scale out across workers in parallel is limited only by the number 
of workers available. In practical terms, the maximum number of parallel function executions is 
controlled by a software restriction imposed by the service provider, but, in a large cloud, can 
scale across thousands of simultaneous function evaluations. 
Amazon launched the first commercially successful serverless environment in 2014 with 
the launch of AWS Lambda (Introducing AWS Lambda, 2014). The use of serverless functions 
has increased rapidly since 2014, as shown in Figure 2-1, which charts the Google Trends search 
index for the term “serverless” over the last 5 years. Furthermore, this growth is expected to 
continue: (Jonas et al., 2019) suggest a number of architectural enhancements that would make 




Figure 2-1 – Google Trends search index for "serverless." 
A serverless environment can automatically scale out (or scale down) computational 
resources as demand requires and the user pays only for those resources consumed. Given steady 
demand for computational resources, a cloud or on-premise solution with a fixed footprint would 
be more cost effective but for so called “bursty” demand as shown in Figure 2-2, where demand 
changes rapidly and can drop to zero, a pay-for-resources-used, serverless environment is 
preferable.  
 
Figure 2-2 – illustration of “bursty” demand 
In contrast to other approaches to parallelization, serverless computing provides a 
simplistic architecture providing only a map process for each function from a set of input 
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parameters to calculated results: each function evaluation is stateless, with no messaging or 
coordination between prior functions evaluated or current parallel function being evaluated 
across nodes. 
For the interested reader (Baldini et al., 2017; Hendrickson et al., 2016; Jonas et al., 
2019) provide excellent overviews of serverless computing.  Figure 2-3 shows a simplified 
schematic for a serverless function call. The calling application makes a function call for a 
specific function with required parameters to the cloud-based API. The serverless scheduler will, 
where possible, re-use an existing function instance on an existing virtual machine but if one or 
the other is not available, these must be provisioned with additional processing time, termed the 
“cold start”.  
Once a function instance is available with the serverless function code installed, the 
scheduler calls the handler function, defined by the serverless function developer, with the input 
parameters provided by the calling application. The handler translates the calling parameters 
(typically JSON encoded) to the necessary parameters and data types for the evaluation function, 




 Figure 2-3 – schematic of a serverless function call 
2.2.1 Service Providers 
Open-source software frameworks are available and may be installed and run on any 
public or private cloud that a client provisions and manages. A serverless service provider offers 
both the software framework (which in some cases is open source) and access to the physical 
hardware in the cloud. The key service providers and their basic capabilities are shown in Table 
2-1.  
Service providers offer solutions with both proprietary and open-source software 
frameworks, support different base programming languages, different levels of scalability and 
allow for different time limits per function execution. Base programming languages are 
supported by a provider offering a pre-built container with the necessary run-time and standard 
libraries already installed. In this way the function code itself can remain small. Increasingly, 
10 
 
providers support other languages using user-provided containers that include all necessary 
libraries including the language run-time. 
Table 2-1 – service providers 
Service 
provider 





AWS Lambda Proprietary Java, Go, PowerShell, 
Node.js, C#, Python, and 
Ruby. Other languages 
through use of containers. 
          1,000 15 
Google Cloud 
Functions 
Proprietary JavaScript, Python 3, or Go           1,000 9 
IBM Cloud 
Functions 





Node.js, Go, Java, PHP, 
Python, Ruby, Swift, .NET. 
Other languages through 
use of containers. 




Proprietary JavaScript, C#, F#, Java, 
Python, TypeScript, 
PowerShell 
           200  10 
Oracle Cloud 
Functions 
Fork of the 
open source 
Fn project. 
Java, Python, Node, Go and 
Ruby. Other languages 
through use of containers. 
 unknown  unknown 
 
Table 2-2 details current pricing by service provider. The main component of pricing is 
the rate per Gigabyte-second (GB.s) consumed. This is the cost per second of wall-clock-time 
execution for a function that has been allocated 1 GB of memory.  
It is not the case that all functions process on identical hardware even for the same 
provider (L. Wang et al., 2018) which makes cost comparisons challenging but the stated rates 




Note that elapsed time for a function call is commonly evaluated by rounding up to the 
nearest 100ms interval, so very short function evaluations will effectively be charged at a higher 
rate.  
Table 2-2 – service provider costs 
Provider Free Tier Pricing 
AWS Lambda 1 million requests / month  
400,000 GB.s 




2 million requests / month  
170,000 GB.s  
5GB of I/O traffic per month 
$0.4 per million requests 
$0.0000145 - $0.0000185 per GB.s  
$0.12 per GB I/O 
IBM Cloud 
Functions 
1 million requests / month  
400,000 GB.s 




1 million requests / month  
400,000 GB.s 




2 million requests / month 
400,000 GB.s 
$0.2 per million requests 
$0.00001417/GB.s 
 
2.2.2 Issues impacting performance. 
Working with proprietary frameworks and black-box serverless schedulers requires an 
experimental approach to understanding what features drive performance for serverless 
functions. (McGrath & Brenner, 2017; L. Wang et al., 2018) experimentally reverse-engineered 
several features of the proprietary serverless frameworks used by AWS Lambda, Microsoft 
Azure Functions and Google Cloud. (McGrath & Brenner, 2017) present an alternative 
architecture for a serverless framework implemented on Azure using .NET and compare its 
performance to several alternatives including AWS Lambda, Microsoft Azure Functions and 
Google Cloud Functions. (Lloyd et al., 2018)  also attempt to reverse engineer performance 
characteristics of AWS Lambda and Microsoft Azure. These findings of course represent 
performance at snapshots in time and it is to be expected that each of these commercial offerings 
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is subject to continuous improvement effort but understanding these dynamics for a provider is 
key to making an effective allocation of tasks. 
2.2.2.1 Concurrency 
(L. Wang et al., 2018) found that AWS Lambda scaled as expected up to 200 concurrent 
evaluations (the maximum tested), each function evaluation having its own function instance. 
The authors also determined that Microsoft Azure never created more than 10 concurrent 
function instances despite the documentation allowing for 200 concurrent evaluations. Google 
cloud functions scaled to approximately 50% of the requested evaluations and queued the 
remainder. 
2.2.2.2 Cold Starts 
When a function evaluation job is requested from the serverless environment, the 
serverless scheduler must allocate a copy of the appropriate function instance to a virtual 
machine operating on physical hardware in its cloud. It is faster to re-use an existing virtual 
machine and to re-use an existing function instance but when either is not available the function 
evaluation must wait on their provision and thus it takes longer to execute, experiencing a cold 
start. On completion of a function evaluation, the serverless environment keeps the function 
instance for possible re-use by a future job for an unspecified time-period. 
It is important to note that each newly created function instance has a cold-start, so 
starting from cold with 100 function invocations in parallel of the same function will incur 100 
cold-starts. These warmed function instances can then be re-used for other function invocations 
in the near future. 
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(L. Wang et al., 2018) found that cold start latencies for Microsoft Azure and Google 
Cloud were both longer and more variable than those for AWS Lambda. In addition, they found 
that for AWS Lambda, the provision of a new virtual machine had negligible impact on latency 
implying that AWS Lambda maintains a “pre-warmed” pool of virtual machines ready for use as 
confirmed by (Jonas et al., 2019).  
(Manner et al., 2018) test 3 possible hypotheses that may contribute to cold-start times. 
The authors conclude that the choice of programming language, between interpreted JavaScript 
and compiled Java running on the Java Virtual Machine, has a significant effect with cold starts 
for Java being longer on both AWS Lambda and Azure. (It is however worth noting that the 
overall processing times for Java are still shorter than JavaScript for the same task even with the 
cold start.)  The authors test for the impact of  package size with less conclusive results and 
finally for the impact of allocated memory, which, as it is also an estimate of processing-power 
allocated, results in shorter cold starts, as expected. While it is beyond the scope of this study to 
understand the cause of cold start time variation, some appreciation of cold start latency for a 
platform would help inform how best to submit tasks to the service. 
2.2.2.3 Function instance reuse. 
After completion of a function evaluation the serverless environment keeps the “warm” 
function instance for some period to enable faster starts on subsequent calls to the same function. 
If it has not been reused after that period it is retired, freeing up resources for other needs. (L. 
Wang et al., 2018) finds that AWS Lambda function instances are kept warm for approximately 
25 minutes and that both Azure and Google typically keep functions alive for longer periods, up 
to 2 hours. (McGrath & Brenner, 2017) found that for AWS lambda most function instances are 
retained for between 5 and 25 minutes after use.  (McGrath & Brenner, 2017)  examine function 
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execution times for different intervals after the prior function call and conclude that it is possible 
to see after what period systems stop reusing function instances by the increase in execution 
times. The execution time increases for Azure, OpenWhisk and their own prototype are so large 
after function instances are no longer reused that it is impossible to see any significant impact for 
AWS Lambda and Google Cloud Functions on the same chart.  
It is perhaps surprising that these studies report such varied results for the same providers 
although they do reflect different periods in time, different cloud conditions and different testing 
approaches.  
2.2.3 Application to parallel computation 
Serverless computing is typically used to provide scalable micro-services for 
consumption by other applications in response to events, such as creating a thumbnail whenever 
a user of a photo-storage application uploads a picture file.  Demand for such a service could 
vary widely through time and the developers do not want to provision hardware just to manage 
peak demand. 
It is not common to use serverless computing as a means to provide a high-performance 
computing platform. (Kehrer et al., 2019) describe a Java based algorithmic skeleton to 
concurrently manage parallel tasks on a serverless framework and demonstrate applications for 
numerical integration and hyper-parameter optimization via grid-search although this was tested 
on a small cluster of 2 virtual machines with 14 vCPUs. 
(Jonas et al., 2017) created a Python based serverless function on AWS Lambda into 
which they could inject both job-code and job-parameters, both being pulled from cloud storage 
for each individual function call with results written to cloud storage. This allows for one 
general-purpose, serverless function to handle different tasks that require only a map operator 
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based on the code and parameters provided. This has the advantage of rapidly enabling parallel 
cloud execution of map operations without the need to create more serverless functions. The 
disadvantage is that every function instance (warm or cold) must load both job-parameters and 
job-code with every function call adding additional latency to the job. 
2.2.4 Applications to Discrete Event Simulation 
Discrete event simulation is used to model complex, stochastic, inter-dependent processes 
that have no closed form solution. The computational time necessary to evaluate an experiment 
is such that broader exploration of the solution space is often ignored in favor of evaluating key 
experiments guided by a decision maker. Exploring this space more broadly through what-if 
analysis, sensitivity analysis, ranking and selection or optimization of simulation models could 
involve millions of independent experiments. However, each experiment with a different 
parameter set can be run independently and each replication of each experiment with different 
pseudo random number streams can be run independently creating a simple parallel execution 
problem that can be broadly distributed and managed from a single master node. While such 
tasks could be distributed locally on multi-core machines or to dedicated computing clusters, 
there are several arguments that suggest a good fit with cloud-based, serverless computing. 
 The typical cycle of model development (a single machine process) and model 
exploration (potentially a highly parallel process) results in exactly the type of “bursty” 
demand that is ideally suited to the ad-hoc scaling serverless is designed for, scaling out 
rapidly and scaling back to zero as the set of required experiments is complete. 
 The parameters of each function evaluation, and the resulting performance estimates are 
relatively small incurring little penalty for network I/O. 
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 Simulation model developers are typically not computer scientists and have little 
knowledge of parallel or concurrent programming, so we are motivated to provide an 
“easy button” (inspired by the “cloud button” concept as described  by (Jonas et al., 
2017) to make broad parallel execution of simulation experiments easy.  
Numerous approaches to analysis on simulation models could benefit from fast, easy to 
implement, broad parallelism when there are stages where multiple experiments can be run as a 
batch, when experiments must have multiple replications or both. In optimization of simulated 
systems,  (Xu et al., 2010) describe Industrial Strength COMPASS a framework to optimize 
performance of a simulated system with integer-ordered parameters. In each phase of the 
framework: an initial genetic algorithm search, nested partitioning and a final ranking and 
selection clean-up phase, there is opportunity to execute batches of experiments in parallel. (H. 
Wang et al., 2013) describe R-SPLINE a gradient-based search algorithm for optimizing 
simulated systems that implements alternating phases of continuous search and neighborhood 
enumeration both of which could harness parallel serverless evaluation. (Ni et al., 2017) describe 
both a framework for efficient ranking and selection of large numbers of model experiments and 
offer implementations using both a low-level Message-Passing Interface (MPI) approach and 
Hadoop MapReduce at scale. Serverless functions offers a simpler mechanism for parallelization 
that would work with the same framework. 
2.3 The Simulation Evaluation API 
Serverless functions are commonly called via a web-based RESTful API or as is done 
here, directly from a client via a TCP/IP connection. Calling parameters are passed in as an 
encoded text message and results returned in a similar manner. The method of encoding could be 
anything that is understood by both the calling master node and the serverless function, but 
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JSON encoding is common, recommended, well supported by serverless providers, and is 
adopted here regardless of whether the evaluation function being called via the API is in a 
serverless environment.  
JSON is a lightweight, language-independent data-interchange format that is human-
readable. Most computer languages already have a JSON parser and JSON can encode even 
complex data structures quickly and without loss of information. Figure 2-4 shows an example of 
a JSON formatted job, following the Simulation Evaluation API structure, for a simulation 
experiment of a one node inventory model with controls R and Q. This job is for a single 
experiment with an id, a set of simulation parameters that determine how the simulation is to be 
run and a set of controls that define a point in the design space for the model.  
 
Figure 2-4 – JSON encoded job. 
Table 2-3 provides a simplified guide to JSON encoding and enables a better 
understanding of the API design. 
{ 
  "experiments": [ 
    { 
      "id": 1, 
      "parameters": { 
        "lengthOfReplication": 1000, 
        "lengthOfWarmup": 100, 
        "numberOfReplications": 3, 
        "firstReplication": 1, 
        "useAntithetic": false 
      }, 
      "controls": { 
        "RQNode.R": 5, 
        "RQNode.Q": 5 
      } 
    } 




Table 2-3 – basic JSON encoding. 
[,,…,] denotes a collection of objects (an array or a list) 
{} denotes the start and end of an object 
"attributeName": value denotes a named attribute and its value 
 
Re-examining Figure 2-4 it should now be clear that a job object contains an array or list 
of experiment objects (although in Figure 2-4 just one experiment was included). Each 
experiment has an id, a parameters object, and a controls object. Allowing for multiple 
experiments in a single job enables more control from the calling function as to the quantity of 
work associated with each job. Figure 2-5 shows an example of a job with 2 experiments, both 
would be run against the same simulation model. 
 
Figure 2-5 – multi-experiment job  
{ 
   "experiments": [ 
    { 
      "id": 1, 
      "parameters": { 
        "lengthOfReplication": 1000, 
        "lengthOfWarmup": 100, 
        "numberOfReplications": 3, 
        "firstReplication": 1, 
        "useAntithetic": false 
      }, 
      "controls": { 
        "RQNode.R": 5, 
        "RQNode.Q": 5 
      } 
    }, 
    { 
      "id": 2, 
      "parameters": { 
        "lengthOfReplication": 1000, 
        "lengthOfWarmup": 100, 
        "numberOfReplications": 3, 
        "firstReplication": 1, 
        "useAntithetic": false 
      }, 
      "controls": { 
        "RQNode.R": 10, 
        "RQNode.Q": 10 
      } 
    } 




Figure 2-6 shows class diagrams for the components of this API. An instance of the Job 
class is passed to the evaluation function as a JSON encoded request (and returned as a response 
with results calculated). The key component of a job is the list of experiments to be evaluated. 
 
Figure 2-6 –class diagrams for the API 
Each experiment in the job has an id, a set of simulation parameters and a set of model 
controls. Once evaluated, an experiment should also include a map of results and if a run-time 
error was encountered during evaluation that should be returned as a non-empty String in the 
functionError attribute. 
The id is optional as it is not used within function evaluation and serves only to provide a 
means of identification for the calling function. 
The parameters object defines how the simulation model is to be evaluated in terms of 
the length of the simulation; the length of the warmup period; the first replication number to 
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evaluate, the number of replications in total; and whether or not to use antithetic random 
variables. Any of these parameters may be defined with default values within the simulation 
model and if so, do not need to be defined in the experiment unless the values are to be over-
ridden.  
The controls attribute of the experiment contains a map of <String,Numeric> key-value 
pairs where the keys are specific to the model being evaluated. Keys need to be unique and 
understandable by the evaluation function. This structure is human readable, does not require the 
calling function to know or understand the internal class structures in the model and importantly 
decoding of the map does not depend on the sequence in which values are passed. 
Each key in this example is a composite of the model-object name for which a control 
value needs to be set and the name of the control. (e.g., "RQNode.R": 5 sets the attribute "R" of 
the model object "RQNode" to the value 5). 
 
Figure 2-7 – optional responseVariables attribute 
{ 
  "responseVariables": [ 
        "Amount of Inventory On Hand", 
        "Amount of Inventory On Order" 
    ], 
  "experiments": [ 
    { 
      "id": 1, 
      "parameters": { 
        "lengthOfReplication": 1000, 
        "lengthOfWarmup": 100, 
        "numberOfReplications": 3, 
        "firstReplication": 1, 
        "useAntithetic": false 
      }, 
      "controls": { 
        "RQNode.R": 5, 
        "RQNode.Q": 5 
      } 
    } 




A Job object contains two additional, optional attributes. Figure 2-7 shows the use of the 
responseVariables  attribute which defines an array of the response variables to be returned by 
name in the experiments results set. The API requires that, if the responseVariables field is 
omitted from the request, all response variables be returned in the results for each experiment. 
When present, the results of each experiment should be filtered to only include the named 
responseVariables and reduce the size of the encoded response.  Note that a response-variable 
can be any statistic that results from a single replication run of a model. While this is often a 
simple average it could represent a time-weighted average, a count, a proportion, a percentile or 
indeed any statistic that the simulation model can report for an individual replication. 
The config attribute of the Job class can be used to pass in any encoded String that can be 
understood by the receiving evaluation function handler.  This provides a means to provide data 
of arbitrary complexity for the handler to change the structure of the model before control values 
are set, such as setting the number of servers in a queuing system to providing a full definition of 
a multi-node, multi-product, multi-echelon inventory model. Such configuration is necessarily 
model specific. 
It is the responsibility of the evaluation function handler to parse the job, optionally 
configure the model, apply simulation parameters, and control values to model objects and run 
the simulation as defined. The Job is returned as the response with each experiment now 
including the by-replication, response-variable results and any functionError encountered (as 
shown in Figure 2-8). Returning by-replication statistics makes it possible to distribute 
replications for the same control values across separate jobs and function evaluators and then 
combine results upon completion at the client. 
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It is the calling function’s responsibility to encode the job as JSON and on receiving the 
response, parse the JSON encoded text to extract experiments and results.
 
Figure 2-8 – JSON response example 
2.3.1 Design for re-use 
In this design, the evaluation function’s only purpose is to evaluate simulation 
experiments given a set of inputs and to return a set of response values. In no way does it define 
how these results are to be used. This is in contrast to the approach taken in the SimOpt library 
(Pasupathy & Henderson, 2011) which is focused on simulation optimization such that the 
{ 
  "experiments": [ 
    { 
      "id": "1", 
      "functionError": "", 
      "parameters": { 
        "lengthOfReplication": 1000, 
        "lengthOfWarmup": 100, 
        "numberOfReplications": 3, 
        "firstReplication": 1, 
        "useAntithetic": false 
      }, 
      "controls": { 
        "RQNode.R": 5, 
        "RQNode.Q": 5 
      }, 
      "results": { 
        "replication": [ 
          1, 
          2, 
          3 
        ], 
        "Amount of Inventory On Hand": [ 
          6.100001863494069, 
          6.16631623938122, 
          6.514570026889307 
        ], 
        "Amount of Inventory On Order": [ 
          1.845498622098942, 
          1.7499999999990512, 
          1.5445886842683685 
        ] 
      } 
    } 




function definition also includes the definition of the optimization problem. It is anticipated that 
by taking this more abstract approach, the same evaluation function could be re-used for a 
variety of purposes: optimization, sensitivity analysis, ranking and selection or what-if analysis. 
2.3.2 Error handling 
Each job may contain multiple experiments, any of which could encounter error 
conditions during execution. It is clearly preferable that the evaluation function handle and 
record errors at the experiment level allowing the job to complete all other experiments. Errors 
encountered during the execution of an experiment are returned in the functionError attribute of 
the Experiment response. If the job fails for some reason outside of the control of the function 
being evaluated (timeouts, server failure, etc.) this is typically trapped and returned by the 
serverless provider to the master node. 
2.4 Implementation 
For this paper, simulation models have been built using the Java Simulation Library, JSL 
(Rossetti, 2008) and deployed as serverless functions although any code supported by a 
serverless environment or within a container supported by the service-provider could be used if it 
supports the Simulation Evaluation API. AWS Lambda was chosen as the serverless provider 
due to the relative simplicity of defining Java based serverless functions, the proven scalability 
(L. Wang et al., 2018) and shorter cold-start times. The use of a serverless function provides for 
language independence between client code and serverless code.  Testing of the serverless API 
has been performed from both Java and R clients. 
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2.4.1 Job invocation considerations 
Cold-starts, function run-times, the size and number of jobs to be evaluated, the number 
of parallel jobs to execute concurrently, function configuration and the way in which the black-
box, serverless scheduler adds and re-uses function instances all have an impact on cost and 
wall-clock time. 
2.4.1.1 Function configuration 
It is common for service-providers to allocate resources to a function instance as a 
proportion of a single virtual machine. In so doing, if a serverless function is configured to use 
half of that machine’s memory it will also receive half of its processing power (L. Wang et al., 
2018). For memory intensive functions, the processing power provided may go largely unused 
and for processing intensive functions, like discrete event simulation models, the memory may 
be under-utilized. AWS Lambda is setup to use proportional VMs and it is tempting to increase 
the memory allocation to 100% of the VM to get maximum processing speed for each function. 
It should be noted however that the Amazon virtual machines are configured with more than one 
virtual CPU and, for single threaded applications like the JSL, only one of these can be used at a 
time. At the time of writing, increasing the memory allocation beyond 1,792 MB provided no 
further increase in speed.  
Figure 2-9 shows the results of an experiment on AWS Lambda running the same 
simulation model with the same parameters for 40 replications at different levels of virtual-
machine memory allocation on a warm function instance. (Jitter is added to the x-axis to help 
visualize the dispersion of results in the y-axis). The memory equivalent to 1 vCPU is marked 
and beyond that point we see no further improvement in processing speed as the JSL model 
executes on a single thread with limited memory requirements. While processing speed does not 
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increase linearly with the memory allocation this can be attributed to a small, fixed time (with 
noise) for tasks not influenced by the allocation. Revisiting  Figure 2-3, the latency associated 
with a function call, returning a result and the scheduler’s activities should not be influenced by 
the proportion of a VM allocated to the function instance. 
 
Figure 2-9 – AWS Lambda client observed elapsed times by memory allocation. 
2.4.1.2 Cold starts 
Table 2-4 illustrates the difference in processing time for cold and warm starts on a JSL 
simulation model evaluation using AWS Lambda. Elapsed time is measured from the client’s 
perspective, from calling a serverless function until the response is returned to the client and 
from the serverless handler’s perspective, from receiving a call to returning a result.  Cold starts 
are identified using the function instance that each job executes on and whether that function-
instance has been used on any prior jobs. (L. Wang et al., 2018) suggest mechanisms for 
identifying the function instance for multiple service providers. 
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Table 2-4 – AWS Lambda elapsed times (ms) as observed by the client and serverless handler 
using 30% of a vCPU. 
 Client 
 Serverless Handler 
        
 Cold  Warm  Cold  Warm         
 n  26,705  473,295    26,705   473,295  
 mean   18,667      9,489    16,356      8,970  
 min   14,498      7,388    12,604      7,032  
 max  
   
113,421   
   
911,534   
   
108,377    36,777  
 sd     2,537      1,540      2,486      439  
 se     15.53     2.24      15.21     0.64  
 
Note that there is a cold-start impact to both the elapsed time as observed by the client, 
which would include the time to find and setup a virtual machine and function instance and to 
the elapsed time for the handler which contains only user-provided code. The cold-start time for 
the handler is influenced by the vCPU allocation for this function, which in this case is 
approximately 30% of a vCPU. It is assumed that the first run of the Java code on a function 
instance includes some initialization work that is not repeated on warm function instances. 
2.4.1.3 Heterogenous servers 
(Wang, L. et al., 2018) identified different physical hardware used across function 
instances for all the providers they reviewed (AWS, Microsoft, Google) and noted that 
performance could vary substantially across hardware. Figure 2-10 presents the results from a set 
of experiments run across 30 concurrent function instances. Cold starts have been removed from 
the results and client-observed elapsed times for each function instance encountered are plotted, 
showing clear empirical evidence that function instances with the same serverless function 




Figure 2-10 – serverless function elapsed times (ms) by function instance 
2.4.1.4 Job size 
Assuming that the number of experiments in a batch is greater than the number of 
concurrent function instances available, combining multiple experiments into fewer, longer jobs, 
each with similar expected run-times, will reduce the frequency of network traffic. Each job must 
be small enough to be sure of completing within the time-limit set by the service provider 
(currently 15 minutes for AWS Lambda). With pricing based on execution time rounded up to 
the nearest 100 ms, fewer, longer jobs will also be more cost effective than smaller jobs. 
If multiple waves of jobs are needed to complete all experiments in a batch, it may be 
more cost effective to reduce the number of concurrent function instances so that the same 
number of jobs execute in each wave, reducing the need for cold starts without increasing wall-
clock time.  
With many small jobs the serverless scheduler can run more jobs on the faster function 
instances, that return results sooner and better balance load across available resources. At the 
other extreme with just one job per function instance, the batch cannot complete until the slowest 
function instance finishes its job. 
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Determining the most effective method of grouping experiments into jobs to make 
efficient use of resources and reduce wall-clock time is a problem left for future work. 
2.4.2 Moving to serverless 
A key goal of this research is to develop the “easy button” for ad-hoc parallel evaluation 
of simulation models. To make this easy for a model developer, it must be simple to both create 
the serverless function and to call that function. Extensions to JSL provide simple approaches for 
both mechanisms.  (See section 0 for details) 
2.4.2.1 Serverless function  
For any serverless function the developer must provide a handler method that receives the 
job, parses the job into experiments, then for each experiment, handles simulation parameters 
and controls, runs the function-evaluation, and returns the result. Within the JSL, this is enabled 
by a handler class. A developer need only annotate the class setter methods they wish to be 
controllable and include the code that defines the model within the handler. If the model 
developer wishes to enable configuration of the model, essentially changing model structure on 
the fly using the config attribute of the job API, they must additionally over-ride the available  
method to do so. The resulting jar file is uploaded to AWS Lambda ready for use. 
2.4.2.2 Calling application 
To make full use of the parallelization offered in the serverless environment, the calling 
application must be able to concurrently manage parallel jobs, invoking these jobs in a non-
thread-blocking manner and handle job responses as they return. Within Java, this is achieved 
using threads, a separate thread associated with each serverless function invocation. While 
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programming for concurrency may be beyond the typical simulation model builder, this 
capability is hidden within a JSL class method that: takes a batch of jobs; parses the jobs into 
JSON; invokes each job concurrently while ensuring that the function instance limits are not 
exceeded; receives responses as they complete; parses the JSON response into Java objects; and 
returns a batch of responses when all are complete.  (For more details see 2.9.3) 
For the purposes of testing, jobs large enough to limit the utilization loss between jobs on 
a function instance but small enough to allow the scheduler some freedom to fully utilize faster 
function instances are used.  
2.4.2.3 Client and network resources  
It was notable during test execution that the client machine, creating jobs and handling 
responses, had, on average, a very low CPU and memory footprint. It does however require a 
good network connection to maintain the number of TCP/IP connections created. Working 
across Wi-Fi and using a residential ISP invisibly throttled the number of TCP/IP connections 
available resulting in low utilization of serverless resources. A direct connection to a cable 
modem and using the University of Arkansas VPN resolved the issue. 
2.5 Testing at scale 
To evaluate the performance of the serverless implementation, a JSL model that evaluates 
the performance of an RQ inventory model was used. This model was evaluated using a standard 
experiment with fixed calling parameters and simulation controls and hence the same memory 
requirements, CPU demand and results whenever it is called. This standard experiment was used 
in all function calls for this testing thus eliminating a source of variation in experiment run-time.  
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With some scaling of allocated memory (and hence vCPU allocation) for the serverless 
function this single experiment is expected to run for approximately 10 seconds. A series of 50 
batches , each of 10,000 jobs containing a single experiment were run at 10-minute intervals.  
For each job, the following data was recorded: the times at which it was sent and received 
by the calling application; the times at which the handler was called and returned a result; and 
the function instance ID of the serverless handler to identify cold and warm starts. 
Figure 2-11 shows a Gantt chart of activity by function instance for a representative run  
distinguishing cold starts from warm starts. The timeline starts at 0, when the first client job was 
invoked. After a few seconds, the serverless scheduler restarts warm function-instances to 
evaluate jobs. Once all available warm function-instances are utilized it adds cold function-
instances until it reaches the maximum number available. As jobs complete, the results are 
returned to the client, new jobs are created and invoked, leaving short periods of time when 
function instances are not busy. Towards the end of the batch, function instances finish a job 
with no further jobs to be scheduled and become idle.  
 
Figure 2-11 – sample Gantt chart of serverless-handler activity within a batch 
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Function instance utilization may be more clearly seen in aggregate:  Figure 2-12 shows 
the number of active client-calls and the number of active function-instances through time for the 
same representative batch. (Minor discrepancies in time synchronization between servers and 
client cause it to appear that there are more active function instances than active jobs for short 
periods of time.)  After the initial job invocation of a wave of jobs, it takes some time for the 
serverless scheduler to setup and start the handlers on 1,000 function instances. The periods of 
low function-instance utilization are associated with the conclusion of jobs and the latency 
involved in returning responses to the client and then additional new jobs. Once all jobs have 
been invoked there is a cool-down period waiting for all active jobs to complete. 
 
Figure 2-12 – sample, summary activity within a batch. 
Note that it is possible in the AWS architecture to push jobs to a cloud-based queue that 
is then used as the source for AWS Lambda functions which would allow it to reduce the impact 
of downtime between jobs on a function instance, however it is more complex to implement and 





In the following summary, results from the first batch of jobs have been discarded as a 
warmup with atypical behavior in terms of the proportion of cold starts. Table 2-5 shows 
summary statistics across the remaining 49 batches each containing 10,000 identical, single-
experiment jobs. 
Table 2-5 – summary results across batches 
 
In each batch, exactly 10,000 jobs were evaluated with no invocation errors encountered. 
With a 10-minute gap between each batch start, approximately half the function instances were 
cold implying that AWS Lambda did recover function instances for general use within this time 
interval. 
The maximum number of function instances that AWS Lambda will make available for 
the account used in this test is 1,000 yet, within a batch, we see that the count of unique function 
instances used averages more than 1,000 suggesting some turnover of function instances, retiring 
old ones, and introducing new ones, is routine even within the life of a batch. 
Average elapsed times by job, within a batch, as observed from the client and from the 
serverless handler show the overhead associated with a call, including network transmission, the 
execution of the serverless scheduler and the time to provision function instances is 





number of jobs evaluated 49 10,000       10,000       10,000       -              -            
number of errors encountered 49 -              -              -              -              -            
number of cold starts 49 544.8          504.0          795.0          40.7            5.8            
number of function instances used 49 1,004.4      1,000.0      1,013.0      3.6              0.5            
elapsed ms 49 137,927     111,808     996,196     125,398     17,914     
average client ms per job 49 9,977.5      9,853.9      10,194.7    74.2            10.6          
average handler ms per job 49 9,369.8      9,270.8      9,600.2      48.2            6.9            
active c lient jobs (time-weighted mean) 49 814.4          101.2          884.6          114.5          16.4          
active function instances (time weighted mean) 49 763.0          94.5            828.9          107.7          15.4          
effective parallelization 49 736.3          90.4            801.3          104.4          14.9          
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approximately 600 ms per job. This latency limits the value of parallel processing through 
serverless computing for short running jobs and reinforces the need for the API to allow for 
execution of multiple experiments within a job. 
The time-weighted-average number of active client jobs and active function instances 
within each batch are shown, both averaging less than the software-controlled maximum of 1000 
due to the latency of startup, lack of utilization between successive jobs and the cool-down 
period at the end of processing. Effective parallelization is calculated, by batch, as the ratio of 
the average warm-start handler-time per job to the client-observed elapsed time for the batch 
divided by the number of jobs. 
Elapsed time for the batch, as observed by the client, averages 138 seconds but with a 
maximum of almost 1,000 seconds. This outlier is due to a single job on a single batch shown in 
Figure 2-13. This batch has a single job that does not start handler execution until almost 1,000 
seconds have elapsed and its completion both delays the completion of the batch and reduces 
effective parallelization of this batch.  
 
Figure 2-13 – batch with late experiment 
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No error or warning condition was encountered for this job and the execution time on the 
serverless handler was not abnormal: this is almost certainly the result of a network issue, 
sending the job to the serverless environment that was recovered from and hidden from the 
calling application by the TCP/IP protocol. While this outlier is just one job in 500,000 tested, it 
does highlight the potential loss of control in job scheduling on a serverless environment that is 
the main counter to the simplicity and ad-hoc availability of serverless functions. 
2.7 Conclusions and Further Work 
Serverless function evaluation has been shown to be an effective way of parallelizing 
large numbers of discrete event simulation experiments. With supporting code, as developed for 
the JSL, it is possible to move a model to a serverless environment and call it from a client 
application with little effort or understanding from the modeler of parallel computation or 
concurrent programming.  
Working with batches of 10,000 jobs and 1,000 serverless function instances, an average 
effective parallelization of 736 has been achieved, reflecting 73.6% parallel utilization. It should 
be possible to improve on this in future work.  
The Simulation Evaluation API is both language and platform independent. It is possible 
to create serverless functions for simulation evaluation using any language supported by the 
serverless provider and call them from any other language using the API. Similarly, simulation 
evaluation functions can be called on any non-serverless environment with the same API. 
In addition to the existing body of work evaluating AWS Lambda as a serverless 
environment we have shown that it does smoothly scale out to the software controlled limit of 
1,000 concurrent function instances and that warm function instances are retired more quickly 
than has been observed in the past (L. Wang et al., 2018) 
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The job invocation approach used here is an initial step intended to provide reasonable 
wall-clock executions time for a batch of experiments; however, it does so without an attempt at 
optimization with regard to cost or wall-clock-time.  
For applications with a large batch of experiments like grid-search, sensitivity analysis, 
ranking and selection or population-based optimization metaheuristics, future work could 
consider job invocation approaches that explicitly trade-off cost vs execution time by controlling 
the number of experiments allocated to each job and ongoing monitoring to assess and adapt job 
size to the environment.  
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2.9.1 Implementation in Java and the JSL 
The Simulation Evaluation API exists independent of the languages used to either request 
a Job evaluation or to execute that request.  As Java is a strongly typed, object-oriented language, 
in order to recognize a Job or an Experiment or indeed any of the structures used in the API it 
must have supporting classes that match these structures.   Figure 2-14 shows the Java 
Experiment class and its supporting inner-classes.  The Experiment class supports the API 
definition of an experiment, including id, functionError, (simulation) parameters and controls 
and results.  In addition, it contains attributes to capture the start and end of processing for the 
experiment ( handlerStartedMs and handlerEndedMs).  The SummaryStatistics inner class is 









Figure 2-14 – Java Experiment class and supporting inner-classes. 
Figure 2-15 shows the Java Job class and its inner class SystemInfo. The Job class 
supports the API definition and includes a SystemInfo attribute used by the handler to capture 
key information for activity timestamps, and operating system information.  While not a standard 
component of the Simulation Evaluation API, the system information is key to understanding the 
serverless environment and in no way prevents the serverless function being called by an 





Figure 2-15 - Java Job class and supporting SystemInfo inner-class. 
Note that these same classes are used to support API messaging, within the JSL 
components to handle API evaluation requests and the within the Java classes that support 
calling the API. 
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2.9.1.1 Building an Experiment 
An Experiment object can be instantiated directly without setting any attributes and be 
used for a valid API call – the evaluating function should return a simulation run of the model 
using only defaults.   It is recommended however to use the associated Builder sub-class shown 
in Figure 2-16.  This includes methods to set the id, set parameters and a variety of methods to 
define controls. 
 
Figure 2-16 – Java Experiment Builder class 
Similarly, the Experiment.Parameters inner class can be instantiated directly with no 
arguments (which results in the Experiment being run with default simulation parameters) or by 
defining all necessary attributes in the constructor or through use of the associated Builder inner-




Figure 2-17 – Java Simulation Parameters Builder class 
Exhibit 2-1 shows Java code to build a set of simulation Parameters and build an 
Experiment with named control values. 
 
Exhibit 2-1 – defining an Experiment with parameters and controls. 
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2.9.1.2 Building a Job 
A Job is a complex object requiring validation as part of its creation that is supported 
only by the Job.Builder class (Figure 2-18).    
The Builder class allows for a set of default Parameters to be applied to any Experiments 
subsequently added to the Job that do not already have Parameters defined.  
ResponseVariables (per the API definition) can be defined to identify the named response 
that should be returned by the API in the results. 
A Config string can be set that contains any arbitrary encoding of information, 
recognizable to the Job handler, to define or modify the simulation model to which Control 
values will then be applied.   
Experiments may be added singly, as a collection or defined on the fly for a variety of 
Control and Parameter arguments. 
The methods chunkExperiments and chunkReplications may be used to split a single Job 
into a List of smaller Jobs at the Experiment and Replication level  respectively with the intent of 





Figure 2-18 – Job Builder inner class 
2.9.2 JSL implementation of the API handler 
A key feature of the Simulation Evaluation API is that it is language independent 
enabling separation between calling application and simulation evaluation function.   
This section will outline, as an example, the JSL implementation to support handling 
Simulation Evaluation API requests and a Java implementation to support calling that API. 
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Figure 2-19 outlines the main classes associated with providing the API handler (in JSL) 
and Java code to call the API.  Note that the same classes (Job, Experiment, Parameters, 
Control) that support API messaging and are also used by both the JSL and non-JSL Java code.   
 
Figure 2-19 – Java classes supporting the API (caller and handler) 
The JobRunner is independent of the JSL and will support calling any routine that 
implements the Simulation Evaluation API for one or more Jobs.  Each Job results in a single 
call to a JobHandler. 
Within the JSL implementation, a JobHandler is associated with a specific JSL model 
and receives a Job request to be executed against that model.  It is responsible for handling any 
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Config settings to modify the model then for each Experiment it creates and calls an 
ExperimentRunner. 
The ExperimentRunner is responsible for running a single Experiment, setting simulation 
Parameters and model Controls for the underlying JSL model then running the simulation and 
and collecting results. 
Results from multiple ExperimentRunners are collated by the JobHandler and returned to 
the JobRunner.  Results from each API call to a JobHandler are collated by the JobRunner. 
2.9.2.1 Annotations 
In order to execute an individual Experiment the JSL makes use of Java annotations 
within the model code to define which model attributes are controllable and Java reflection to set 
controllable values before running a simulation. 
Figure 2-20 shows the class structure for annotations supporting numeric and boolean 
controls.  Controls can only be applied to single-parameter, consumer methods of any sub-class 
of a JSL ModelElement class.  (All objects within a JSL model that interact with the simulation 
are sub-classes of ModelElement).  NumericControl annotations are for methods with a single 
numeric parameter (byte, int, short, long, float, double) and include the option to define lower 
and upper bounds on that control.  BooleanControl annotations may be applied only to methods 
with a single boolean parameter.  (Remembering that the API supports named controls with a 
floating-point numeric value, boolean control values are interpreted as true if the control value is 
non-zero and false otherwise.) 
An ExperimentRunner uses these annotations and Java reflection to gather a collection of 
controllable methods associated with ModelElement objects in the active model and to set the 
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values of these controllable methods from the named control-value pairs provided in the API 
call. 
Attempting to apply an annotation control to an invalid method of a ModelElement will 
result in the annotation being ignored and a warning message generated.  Annotation controls 
applied to a method of a class that is not a sub-class of ModelElement are ignored. 
 
Figure 2-20 – annotations to define Controllable values within a JSL model. 
Both numeric and boolean control annotations have optional name and comment 
parameters.  Where no name is defined it is inferred from the method name. It is this name, in 
conjunction with the object name, that is used by the JSL to uniquely define each control and 
must be provided in the Controls section of the API in order to change a model value. 
Exhibit 2-2 shows the simplest usage of an annotation control to a setter method defining 
a lead-time for a ModelElement object.  With no parameters, the control name will be inferred as 
[ObjectName].leadTime.  The bounds on the control are the bounds of the data type (in this case 




Exhibit 2-2 – a @NumericControl annotation with defaults 
Exhibit 2-3 shows the use of the name parameter of an annotation control to over-ride the 
default inferred from the method name.  In this instance the control will be named 
[ObjectName].RDelta rather than [ObjectName].initialReoOrderPointDelta. 
 
 
Exhibit 2-3 –  a @NumericControl annotation with a name over-ride 
Exhibit 2-4 additionally defines the lower bound of the control value.  Lower and Upper 
bounds set outside the bounds of a parameter’s data type are ignored.  Note that in setting the 
control using annotation and the ExperimentRunner, if the control-value lies outside the bounded 
range an error will be generated, so for this purpose, the validation on line 221 is not strictly 
necessary.  However, if a modeler uses Java code to directly call a setter method rather than 
using the annotation approach the annotation bound will not be checked. 
 
Exhibit 2-4 – a @NumericControl annotation with name and lower-bound 
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Exhibit 2-5 shows an annotation control on a single-parameter setter method with a long 
data type.  Lower and upper bounds are defined as is a comment.  The comment is used for no 
other purpose than documentation and can be any valid String object. 
 
Exhibit 2-5 – a @NumericControl with bounds and a comment 
2.9.2.2 The ExperimentRunner 
The ExperimentRunner class is used to run an Experiment against a JSL model. The 
model must have annotations defining what is controllable.  The Experiment includes simulation 
Parameters (length of simulation, warmup period, replications, etc.) and Controls that specify 
control values to apply by name. 
The simplest way to use an ExperimentRunner directly is to call the constructor with the 
model it is to be applied to as an argument, then call the run method with the required 
Experiment as an argument.   An example is shown in Exhibit 2-6, building simulation 
Parameters, then building an Experiment with the Parameters and defining Controls. 
An RQPolicy object (a sub-class of ModelElement) is added to the JSL model and finally 
an ExperimentRunner is created and run.  Results are summarized, parsed into JSON format (for 




Exhibit 2-6 – building and running an Experiment with ExperimentRunner. 
Note that an ExperimentRunner is a local operation, it runs an Experiment on a model 
defined in the local environment on the localhost machine, and while designed to be called from 





Exhibit 2-7 – JSON encoded ExperimentRunner sample summarized output. 
The class diagram for the ExperimentRunner is shown in Figure 2-21.  In addition to  the 
basic functionality, it includes methods to explicitly extract Controls from a model (via 
annotations) into the myControls attribute and to report information about these Controls via the 
methods getControlValues(), getControlDetails() and printControls(). 
{ 
  "replication": { 
    "n": 20, 
    "mean": 9.5, 
    "var": 35.0, 
    "sd": 5.916079783099616, 
    "se": 1.3228756555322954 
  }, 
  "Amount of Inventory On Hand": { 
    "n": 20, 
    "mean": 4.0096784222473, 
    "var": 0.12286976473187589, 
    "sd": 0.3505278373137801, 
    "se": 0.07838040722395996 
  }, 
  "Amount of Inventory On Order": { 
    "n": 20, 
    "mean": 2.040176600759222, 
    "var": 0.05897296297631393, 
    "sd": 0.24284349481984055, 
    "se": 0.05430145623107815 
  }, 
  "Stock Out Indicator": { 
    "n": 20, 
    "mean": 0.09437990012680714, 
    "var": 0.001420372007824594, 
    "sd": 0.03768782307091501, 
    "se": 0.008427253431055085 
  }, 
  "Fill rate (1-A)": { 
    "n": 20, 
    "mean": 0.8858442125769825, 
    "var": 0.0019911977408119497, 
    "sd": 0.044622838780292204, 
    "se": 0.009977970086174716 





Figure 2-21 – ExperimentRunner class diagram 
2.9.2.3 The JSLJobHandler 
The class diagram for the abstract JSLJobHandler class is shown in  Figure 2-22.  The 
JSLJobHandler implements the AWS Lambda RequestHandler interface providing an 
implementation of the required handleRequest method.  Note that the parameters for the 
handleRequest method includes a Job object, rather than a JSON representation of a Job object.  
In an approach common to other serverless environments, AWS Lambda parses the JSON string 
into a Job object before calling the handleRequest method.   This also makes it possible to call 
the handler directly from Java, passing in a  Job object both for testing purposes and for 
lightweight, local, serial execution of a set of Experiments. 
The handleRequest method captures the SystemInfo associated with a Job, controls the 
random number streams, creates the JSL model using the createModel() method of its sub-class, 
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builds an ExperimentRunner for that model, defines the ResponseVariables and runs each 
Experiment in turn, collecting and returning the results. 
 
Figure 2-22 – AWS Lambda based JSLJobHandler. 
It is worth noting that this class structure only allows for construction of handlers that 
follow the AWS Lambda interface.  A more general structure that would allow switching 
between providers is left for future work. 
In order to make a JSL model callable from AWS Lambda via a JSLJobHandler a JSL 
model developer need only implement a sub-class of the JSLJobHandler with the required 
createModel method. Exhibit 2-8 shows an example for a simple model.  The createModel 
method defines the JSL simulation and model, adds a ModelElement (RQPolicy) , sets default 
simulation parameters and returns the created Model.  In this instance, the model has no 




Exhibit 2-8 – example of a JSLJobHandler sub-class 
2.9.3 The JobRunner 
A shown in Figure 2-19, a JobRunner is independent of the JSL and may be used to call 
any application that implements the Simulation Evaluation API.  The JobRunner shown here is 
specific to AWS Lambda.  All JobRunners are required to extend the abstract class 
AbstractJobRunner which could be extended to work with any serverless provider (Figure 2-23). 
AbstractJobRunner also includes an optional logger that, if provided, must implement the 
JobRunnerLoggerIfc interface.  Where defined, the logger’s traceProgress method is called with 
every response received by the JobRunner.  A simple file-based logger was used in this testing. 
The JobRunner and JobHandler are designed to support communication between 








2.9.4 Working with AWS Lambda 
This section outlines how to get up and running with AWS Lambda as a serverless 
provider for the JSL. 
2.9.4.1 AWS security 
In order to create and use serverless functions in AWS Lambda the user must have an 
Amazon account (login and password) and set up a security role via AWS Identity and Access 
Management (IAM) in the AWS management console, https://console.aws.amazon.com.  This is 
sufficient to create and test a simple “Hello-World” type Java function in the AWS Lambda 
console, however, to define a JSL function as a serverless function and deploy it to AWS 
Lambda requires further setup of the client machine. 
From the AWS IAM console create and download config and credentials files onto the 
local machine.  The config file (Exhibit 2-9) defines the default AWS region on which your 
serverless functions will reside and the default output format.  
 
Exhibit 2-9 – AWS config file 
  The credentials file (Exhibit 2-10) contains your access key id and secret access key 
associated with your IAM role.  Once setup, these files will be used both to deploy serverless 




Exhibit 2-10 – AWS credentials file 
2.9.4.2 AWS SAM CLI install  
The AWS SAM CLI (command line interface) can be used directly but preferably it is 
used via the AWS toolkit for IntelliJ (below) to test serverless functions locally, and to deploy 
and update functions on your AWS Lambda account.   Versions are available for MacOS, Linux 
and Windows (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/serverless-application-
model/latest/developerguide/serverless-sam-cli-install.html) 
2.9.4.3 Docker desktop (optional) 
To test and debug AWS Lambda functions locally you will also need to install Docker 
desktop.  During development of the Simulation Evaluation API and the JSL extensions to 
support the API, this feature has been rarely used, in preference to testing by calling code 
directly from Java and using the AWS Lambda console testing capabilities. 
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2.9.4.4 AWS toolkit for IntelliJ plugin  
The AWS toolkit for IntelliJ plug-in (https://aws.amazon.com/intellij) makes it easier to 
create, test, deploy and update serverless functions from within the IntelliJ IDE.  (A similar 
toolkit plugin is available for Eclipse).  Once installed, the AWS toolkit for IntelliJ creates a new 
AWS Explorer window within the IDE (Figure 2-24).  Note that this plugin provides access to 
many AWS services including AWS Lambda.  From this window it is possible to see all AWS 
Lambda functions defined on the user’s account and, through context menus, find source code 
for a function in the open project, deploy an update for an existing function to AWS Lambda or 
update the function configuration. 
 
Figure 2-24 – AWS toolkit for IntelliJ IDE window 
When updating source code for a function, AWS uses the SAM CLI to package and to 
deploy the function to the chosen region and account.  The function configuration editor (Figure 
2-25) defines the required handler (an implementation of JSLJobHandler) the runtime, and  
memory to be allocated to the serverless function.  It is critically important to note that as well as 
allocating memory, this controls allocation of cpu resources - increase the memory allocation and 
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you also increase the processing power of the function instance.  As the time of writing a 
function with 1,769 MB of memory has the equivalent of 1 virtual CPU.   For a single threaded 
application like JSL with a small memory footprint, anything more than this is wasted.  Reducing 
the memory (and vCPU) allocation has been useful for mimicking longer running jobs in tests 
without incurring processing expense. 
Note that the handler (an instance of JSLJobHandler) must be fully specified. 
 
Figure 2-25 – AWS Lambda Function Configuration 
2.9.4.5 AWS SDK for Java  
The AWS SDK for Java required to call serverless functions from Java is installed within 




2.9.4.6 Microsoft Windows note 
For a master node using Windows, when running large numbers of concurrent calls to 
AWS Lambda an error “java.net.BindException: Address already in use: connect” is 
encountered because of the number of simultaneous connections.  A registry setting needs to be 
added/changed to modify the maximum port number parameter: 
In the Windows Registry Editor navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM and  
the sub-directory \CurrentControlSet\Services\Tcpip\Parameters. Add or modify the 
MaxUserPort entry as Type: DWORD, Value: 65534(Decimal) 
2.9.4.7 Defining a JSL model as a new AWS function 
To modify a JSL model for use as a serverless function, first use @NumericControl and 
@BooleanControl annotations to define setters of ModelElements that should be controllable.  
(See section 2.9.2.1).   
Create a sub-class of JSLJobHandler that implements the createModel method as shown 
in Figure 2-26.  This should define and return a Model object with necessary ModelElements and 




Figure 2-26 – example of a JSLJobHandler sub-class 
Once created, the AWS toolkit for IntelliJ identified this as a potential AWS Lambda 
function (as it extends the required AWS RequestHandler class) and places a Lambda indicator 
in the gutter margin of line 15.  A context menu for this indicator (Figure 2-27) provides the 
option to “Create new AWS Lambda…” which will let the user set function configuration and 




Figure 2-27 – AWS toolkit for IntelliJ context menu for Lambda capable functions  
2.9.4.8 Using the AWS Lambda console. 
Within the AWS console for Lambda (https://console.aws.amazon.com/lambda) it is 
possible to test, monitor and update the function configuration of each deployed Lambda 
function.  It is also possible to define new functions and upload the necessary .jar file from the 
console but this is more easily done from IntelliJ via the AWS toolkit plugin.  Note that 
serverless functions based on the JSL are too large to edit the source code directly from the AWS 
console so any code updates should be made on the user’s local machine and deployed to AWS 
Lambda.  
Figure 2-28 shows the AWS Lambda console for a function RQPolicy.  From the Test tab 
the function can be tested against the JSON input provided.  For a function using the Simulation 
Evaluation API, the JSON must represent a valid Job object although attributes that can be 
defaulted may be omitted. This example shows a Job for a single Experiment with a subset of 
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simulation Parameters (the remainder use defaults) and Controls, R and Q, for a ModelElement 
named RQNode.  Running Test returns a JSON encoded Job response. 
 
Figure 2-28 – AWS Lambda console for function testing 
The Monitor tab provides reporting on recent activity for this function including the number of 
invocations, duration of function calls, the error rate, and the number of concurrent function 
executions. 
The Configuration tab lets the user change the same function configuration settings as they can 
from the IntelliJ IDE. 
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3 Dynamic Loop Scheduling methods for large-scale parallel tasks in a serverless 
environment. 
Abstract 
Dynamic Loop Scheduling (DLS) methods are designed to efficiently execute a set of 
tasks with unknown execution times across parallel processors, balancing the need for setups 
between tasks on each processor with load balancing across processors to maintain high 
processor utilization and minimize makespan.  
Recent developments in serverless computing have made it possible to execute thousands 
of tasks in parallel, on demand, without the need for a programmer to provision or manage 
hardware. This is particularly attractive for broad exploration of the design space for 
computationally expensive, slow to execute models such as those produced through discrete 
event simulation. 
In prior work, the authors presented a Simulation Evaluation API for the remote 
evaluation of discrete event simulation models and developed a simple mechanism for 
converting models built in the Java Simulation Library (Rossetti, 2008) to support this API and 
to support it as a serverless function. This work arose out of the desire to provide an “easy 
button” for simulation model builders to explore the model’s design space.  
This paper examines the effectiveness of DLS methods for large-scale, parallel execution 
of tasks in a serverless environment which, in comparison to earlier test environments for DLS, 
includes substantial communication delays and the opportunity for resource contention in both 




Recent work by the authors has developed an Application Programming Interface (API) 
enabling remote evaluation of discrete event simulation models to support broad, parallel 
exploration of the design space via what-if analysis, ranking and selection, sensitivity analysis or 
optimization. This API was tested against a simulation model deployed as a function in a 
serverless environment to enable massively parallel, concurrent evaluation of points in the design 
space. 
The serverless environment removes the need to explicitly provision or manage worker 
nodes to run parallel computation but also provides some new challenges in scheduling tasks to 
workers. Unlike the common master-worker, parallel, star-architecture, the master node does not 
directly connect with the workers but communicates via the serverless, online scheduler which 
assigns incoming work to the next available worker. Workers are heterogeneous and  
performance characteristics are unknown at the start of a run and can only be discovered during a 
run by measuring job run-times. Communication between the master and serverless scheduler is 
typically across an internet connection which is much slower than a shared memory multi-
processor architecture or message passing on a LAN. The serverless architecture provides the 
capability to execute thousands of simultaneous tasks in the cloud but at this scale there are 
significant resource contention issues in master node processing and network bandwidth. 
Alternative methods to reduce resource contention could include hierarchical supervision, 
improved network connections and more powerful master nodes, but this study, continuing prior 
work and inspired by (Jonas et al., 2017) continues in trying to find an “easy button” to provide a 
simulation model developer access to massively parallel exploration of the design space of their 
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model without requiring them to understand high-performance computing or abandon their 
personal development environment.  
Heuristics to schedule loops across parallel processors, originally developed for shared-
memory multi-processor architectures, to reduce makespan are tested to see how well they work 
in the serverless environment. These heuristics work by grouping tasks into  jobs such that all 
tasks for a single job are run sequentially on one machine.  Typically, larger jobs are submitted 
early in the run to reduce the amount of communication overhead with the master node and 
smaller jobs later in the run to help with load-balancing so that all processors finish processing at 
approximately the same time.  
A further issue for serverless architectures is that the maximum run-time for an individual 
job is restricted by the serverless provider which could provide an additional but trivial, 
restriction to the maximum job size that is not covered here. 
3.2 Background and prior work 
In prior work, the authors have explored the use of serverless computing in conjunction 
with their Simulation Evaluation API to enable broad exploration of the parameter space for 
discrete event simulation models.  
Discrete event simulation is used to model complex, stochastic, inter-dependent processes 
that have no closed form solution. The computational time to evaluate an experiment is such that 
broader exploration of the solution space is often ignored in favor of evaluating key experiments 
guided by a decision maker. To explore the space more fully through what-if analysis, sensitivity 
analysis, ranking and selection or optimization by simulation could involve millions of 
simulation model evaluations (experiments) to evaluate different points in the parameter space 
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and to conduct multiple replications at each design point to measure and manage the precision of 
the resulting estimates. 
Each experiment, and each replication of each experiment, can be run independently so 
the evaluation of multiple experiments is a so-called embarrassingly parallel problem, where 
each evaluation communicates only with its calling application to receive input parameters and 
to return results.  
Serverless computing provides an environment that enables broad parallelization of 
model evaluation without the modeler needing to manage or provision hardware or understand 
the complexities of high-performance computing. 
3.2.1 Simulation Evaluation API 
The simulation evaluation API was designed to enable language and platform 
independence between an application exploring the parameter design space of a discrete event 
simulation model and the evaluation of that simulation model.  
Using the API, a calling application can request evaluation of a model that is written in a 
different language or hosted on a different platform. It is anticipated that this will enable model 
re-use for what-if analysis, sensitivity analysis, ranking and selection or optimization by 
simulation. It further enables the evaluation of multiple requests, in parallel by issuing separate 
requests to multiple function evaluation hosts. 
This API was tested using discrete event simulation models developed in the Java 
Simulation Library (Rossetti, 2008) and deployed as serverless functions on the AWS Lambda 
serverless environment (Introducing AWS Lambda, 2014). 
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3.2.2 Serverless Computing 
Serverless computing is a cloud-based architecture that provides a scalable, cost-effective 
means to evaluate a stateless function that maps inputs to outputs. A serverless function can be 
called, with parameters, as many times as needed and the serverless environment will 
automatically scale out workers (function-instances) up to some software defined limit, to 
evaluate the requests and return results to the calling function. The user pays only for the 
computing resources used while their code is running and need not be concerned with 
provisioning or managing the hardware it executes on. For the interested reader  (Baldini et al., 
2017; Hendrickson et al., 2016; Jonas et al., 2019) provide excellent overviews of serverless 
computing.  
3.2.2.1 Network architecture 
In conventional master-worker environments, the master node is directly connected to the 
workers in a star network, as shown in Figure 3-1, so the master node can choose what work to 
send to each worker in the network. Where there is known processing speeds for each worker 
and known work associated with each task to be completed, this information can be used to 




Figure 3-1 – master-worker star network 
In a serverless environment (Figure 3-2) the master node can still determine job size and 
the sequence in which jobs are presented, but it communicates only with the serverless scheduler 
and the serverless scheduler chooses the next available worker for a job. This limits the 
capability of the master node in managing heterogeneous workers or heterogeneous tasks 
effectively. 
Furthermore, while worker nodes in serverless environment have been shown to be 
heterogeneous (L. Wang et al., 2018) which workers will be assigned to a serverless function by 
the serverless scheduler cannot be known in advance and the processing speeds of each worker 




Figure 3-2 – master-worker serverless network 
At large scale, one common method to reduce resource contention for communication 
with the master is to introduce a hierarchy of supervisor nodes that each manages a section of the 
overall batch of tasks across workers, consolidates and perhaps aggregates results before passing 
them back to the master. Given the goal of finding an easy way for a model developer to enable 
broad parallel search of their model, these options have been avoided and alternative means to 
avoid resource-contention are explored. 
3.2.3 Dynamic Loop Self-scheduling 
Dynamic loop self-scheduling (DLS) aims to distribute a large batch of computationally 
intensive tasks across parallel processors (workers) to minimize the completion time of the batch, 
the makespan. Tasks may be grouped into larger jobs for submission to workers, such that the 
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tasks in a job are run sequentially on a single node and there may be a setup time between jobs 
for communication between worker and master nodes.  
3.2.3.1 Simplistic approaches 
The following approaches are rarely used in practice but provide a useful introduction to 
the subject. 
Block scheduling 
 With 𝑁 identical tasks and 𝑃 identical processors loop-scheduling becomes a trivial 
problem, assigning a single chunk of 𝑘 (or 𝑘 − 1) tasks to a single job on each processor where 
𝑘 =  . This static scheduling method has no setups between jobs but, if processors are 
heterogeneous or the work associated with each task varies, it does not balance the load well 
across processors. Figure 3-3 shows a representative Gantt chart for one thousand tasks run in 
parallel across forty processors where each processor runs a single job of 25 tasks. Tasks have 




Figure 3-3 – Gantt chart for 1000 tasks, each approx. 1 second in duration, scheduled across 40 
processors in chunks of 25 jobs. The last job to complete is highlighted. 
The last job to finish is highlighted in red. Clearly, the completion time can be highly 
variable and thus the variation in load/utilization of each processor may be an issue. 
Simple Self-Scheduling (SS) 
Another simple approach to loop scheduling allows each worker to call for another single 
task whenever it becomes available. In this way faster workers execute more tasks than slow 
ones and better balance the load across processors, but at the expense of more setups between 
tasks on each processor. Figure 3-4 shows a Gantt chart for the same tasks and processors as 
shown in Figure 3-3 but now each task is assigned to a separate job and jobs are assigned to the 




Figure 3-4 – Gantt chart for 1000 single task jobs, each approx. 1 second in duration, scheduled 
across 40 processors. The last job to complete is highlighted. 
The last job to finish, which is not, in this instance, the last one to start, is highlighted in 
red. In comparison to Figure 3-3  the load is well balanced across all processors but the 
makespan has increased.  
Fixed Static Chunk 
Grouping multiple tasks into jobs reduces the number of setups between jobs but 
decreases the degree of load-balancing and extends the cool-down period from the point the last 
job is sent to a worker until the completion time of the batch. Figure 3-5 shows a Gantt chart for 
the same tasks executed on the same processors as in Figure 3-4, but with tasks chunked into 
groups of 4 tasks per job. The cool-down period is substantially longer, again, approximately the 
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length of a single chunk, but offset by the reduction in setup times to produce a shorter 
makespan. As before, the last job to finish is not the last one to start processing.  
(Kruskal & Weiss, 1985) derived an optimal fixed chunk size that minimizes makespan 
for homogeneous processors and task runtimes that are independent, identically distributed 
random variables from any distribution with an increasing failure rate. They also include the 
ability to allow for the setup time between jobs (network communications and master node 
processing) as a constant or as a random variable that is independent of job size.  
 
Figure 3-5 – Gantt chart for 1000 jobs, each approx. 1 second in duration, executed in chunks of 
4 per tasks job across 40 processors. The last job to complete is highlighted. 
Summary 
Table 3-1 provides a summary of the Block Scheduling, Simple Self Scheduling and 
Fixed Static Chunk examples shown in Figure 3-3, Figure 3-4, and Figure 3-5.  As a measure of 
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load-balancing the difference between 𝐶  and when the first processor to completes 
processing end (t) is shown. 
Table 3-1 summary of Block Scheduling, Simple Self Scheduling and Fixed Static Chunk  
 
Block scheduling has no setup-times between jobs but shows poor load balancing across 
methods.  Simple-self-scheduling has excellent load balancing but with an excess of setup times 
between jobs that delays the makespan.  Fixed Static Chunk (although not with an optimal chunk 
size here) tries to balance between these 2 extremes with a fixed chunk size per job.   
Intuitively, we might expect that larger chunk sizes at the start of a run would reduce 
setups and smaller chunk sizes towards the end would help load balancing across processors.   
3.2.3.2 Guided Self Scheduling (GSS) 
(Polychronopoulos & Kuck, 1987) introduced Guided Self Scheduling to optimally load-
balance chunks of identical tasks on a shared-memory multiprocessor machine, the key problems 
being to avoid contention for the processors in accessing shared memory and to allow for each 
processor to finish an unknown quantity of pre-existing work before starting on the work from 
the current batch. The chunking function 𝐶(𝑡) generates a new job size at each iteration 𝑡 based 






 1st processor 
ends (t) Cmax - t
Block Scheduling 40 25 0 28.7 20.4                 8.3            
Simple Self Scheduling 1000 1 960 40.5 38.6                 1.9            




Figure 3-6 – GSS chunking function C(t) by iteration. 
For small 𝑡, jobs will be large, reducing the number of setups between jobs but leading to 
an imbalance in load across processors. As 𝑡 increases, jobs reduce in size, helping to balance the 
load but incurring additional setups. In this default configuration, at least 𝑃 − 1 final jobs will be 
for a single task and, with very short-running tasks, high resource contention or long setup times, 
this may not be appropriate. A modification, 𝐺𝑆𝑆(𝑘) increases all chunk sizes, with the loss of 
load-balancing optimality, such that the final chunks are no smaller than 𝑘. In a further 
modification Polychronopoulos & Kuck recognize that, in common use, tasks are unlikely to be 
of a fixed size and suggest artificially increasing the number of processors to reduce initial chunk 
sizes although they provide no guidance for what level of increase would be appropriate. GSS is 
commonly used as an alternative approach in the evaluation of newer DLS methods but typically 
with the default implementation 𝐺𝑆𝑆(1) intended for identical jobs on homogeneous processors 
with varying start times. As noted by (Hummel et al., 1992), when GSS is used for loop 
scheduling of heterogeneous tasks and heterogeneous processors it is typical for the first jobs 
scheduled to be too long, resulting in longer makespan. 
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3.2.3.3 Trapezoid Self Scheduling (TSS) 
Trapezoid Self Scheduling (Tzen & Ni, 1993) was proposed as a method for scheduling 
varying size tasks on shared-memory, homogeneous multi-processors. It is called “Trapezoid” 
because the chunking function is, at least approximately, a linear, decreasing function between 
the number of jobs at the first iteration, 𝑓, and the number at the last iteration, 𝑙, as shown in 
Figure 3-7 
 
Figure 3-7 – TSS chunking function C(t) by iteration. 
In comparison to GSS this chunking function is faster to calculate, something of key 
importance for large numbers of fast iterations. (Tzen & Ni, 1993) recommend default values of 
𝑓 =  and 𝑙 = 1 that, they claim, while not optimal, generally give acceptable results for 
variable run-time jobs on homogeneous processors. Of course, the chunking function is restricted 
to an integer number of tasks which becomes evident for smaller  ratios as shown in Figure 3-8. 




Figure 3-8 – TSS chunking function 𝐶(𝑡) by iteration for small  
As noted for GSS, TSS is often used as an alternative approach in the evaluation of new 
DLS methods with the default parameters. Comparing TSS to GSS, (Tzen & Ni, 1993) ran a grid 
search for each test problem-instance to find the best value of the GSS parameter 𝑘 that controls 
the smallest possible chunk-size. This was then used for all executions of a test problem across 
different numbers of processors. They did not consider a more conservative starting point; 
therefore, all GSS tests started with + 𝑘 − 1 jobs in the first chunk, rather than  used in 
TSS.  
3.2.3.4 Factoring (FAC) 
(Hummel et al., 1992) propose Factoring, a probabilistic approach for scheduling 
homogeneous processors with task run-times that are independent and identically distributed. 
Chunk sizes are calculated for groups of iterations, each iteration assigning 𝑃 jobs for execution, 
such that all jobs in a group have the same number of tasks. The chunk size for each group is 
calculated from the mean and variance of job run-times, using a distribution-free bound on the 
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completion time of 𝑃 samples of 𝑘 tasks, finding 𝑘 such that all processors should finish before 
the earliest possible completion time. The factoring calculation is significantly more complex 
than prior methods and a commonly used approximation proposed by its creators, builds groups 
of 𝑃 jobs such that each group in total schedules 50% of the remaining tasks.  
It appears that FAC is the de-facto standard for scheduling jobs with varying work to 
homogeneous machines that are idle at the start of scheduling.  It is also the basis for many of the 
extensions to handle heterogeneous machines. 
The chunking function 𝐶(𝑡) for FAC is shown in Figure 3-9. 
 
Figure 3-9 – Factoring (FAC) chunking function C(t) works in groups of 𝑃per iterations. 
3.2.3.5 Increasing chunk size 
(Philip & Das, 1997) present an opposing view to the reducing chunk-size approach from 
the context of distributed processors using a message passing interface (MPI) rather than shared 
memory architectures. MPI architectures that cross multiple processors have much slower 
communications and therefore longer setups (overhead) between iterations. (Philip & Das, 1997) 
note that prior attempts have focused on fast access shared-memory architectures and that for 
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slower message passing architecture different approaches may be needed. They propose two new 
DLS methods, Variable Increase and Fixed Increase both of which increase iteration chunk sizes 
as the number of iterations increase. These methods are tested empirically, and results are 
favorable in comparison to TSS, GSS and Factoring. However, increasing chunk size over 
iterations should be expected to reduce load-balancing so that processors spend longer waiting 
for the last job to complete. It seems likely that the advantage discovered here is not the 
increasing chunk size but that both proposed methods, tested on slow network connections, use 
larger average chunk sizes with fewer costly setups than the defaults for GSS, TSS and 
Factoring. Intuitively, as the time of a setup between jobs increases, so too must the minimum 
size job that it is worth executing - it would be counter-productive to incur a 500ms setup to run 
a 10ms chunk. 
3.2.3.6 Alternative functional forms 
(Javier Díaz et al., 2009) proposed alternative functional forms for the chunking function: 
Quadratic self-scheduling (QSS), Exponential Self-Scheduling (ESS) and Root Self-Scheduling 
(RSS). Each of these methods is parameterized and by optimizing the parameters to minimize the 
makespan for each individual problem-instance tested, they were able to outperform TSS, GSS 
and FAC (all using their default settings). As it is typically not feasible to optimize parameters 
on a physical system, a subsequent paper performed this step on a simulated environment (J. 
Díaz et al., 2008). The meta-parameter optimization to reduce makespan was performed 
individually by problem-instance and no default settings for general use have been published. 
This does raise the possibility that for any functional form a meta-parameter optimization across 
a broad range of use-cases may deliver improved results; however, it is not clear that QSS, ESS 
or RSS have any inherent advantage over prior approaches. 
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3.2.3.7 Heterogeneous processors 
With the advent of computational clusters, grids, and networks of workstations it is no 
longer possible to assume that all processors will operate at the same speed and multiple attempts 
have been made to extend the homogeneous processor DLS methods and to introduce new 
methods to deal with these new challenges. A short outline of relevant approaches is included 
here.  
Weighted Factoring (Hummel et al., 1997)  is an extension to Factoring for independent, 
identically distributed tasks on Heterogeneous processors that, having calculated the number of 
tasks to include in a group of 𝑃 jobs, assigns them to jobs on each processor in proportion to a 
pre-calculated processor speed. (Bull, 1998) provides a similar mechanism for GSS as that used 
for Weighted Factoring, using the average speed of each processor to determine chunk size for a 
specific processor at each iteration. (Chronopoulos et al., 2006) extend TSS in the same fashion. 
(C.-T. Yang & Chang, 2003) propose a 2 step adaption for GSS/FAC/TSS such that 
α% of jobs are scheduling directly to processors in proportion to known processor clock-speeds 
and subsequently, 1 − 𝛼% of jobs are scheduled using a standard homogeneous-processor DLS 
method such as GSS, FAC and TSS. (C.-T. Yang et al., 2005) provide an extension that 
dynamically adapts 𝛼 based on the heterogeneity of processors found in terms of CPU clock-
speed. (Shih et al., 2007) further extend this work by recognizing clock-speed is a poor predictor 
of processor performance, indeed performance is the result of a more complex set of machine 
components in combination with the specific tasks being processed and other demand being 
placed on the computing grid. They use grid monitoring tools to calculate a relative performance 
function for each processor throughout the run based on processor clock speed and processor 
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loading. 𝛼 is set dynamically,  𝛼% of jobs are assigned relative to processor speed and the 
remaining 1 − 𝛼% of jobs assigned using GSS.  
Adaptive Weighted Factoring (Ioana Banicescu et al., 2003; Ioana Banicescu & 
Velusamy, 2001) is an extension to weighted factoring that updates the processor speed estimates 
after each batch of jobs is complete. This is appropriate where there are multiple batches of jobs 
to be processed and a synchronization applied between batches, such as might be encountered in 
the time-stepping applications they describe or in a population-based heuristic optimization 
method such as a genetic algorithm. (Cariño & Banicescu, 2008) further modified this approach 
for within batch updates to processor speeds so it could be applied to single batch loops. 
Adaptive Factoring (I. Banicescu & Liu, 2000; I. Banicescu & Velusamy, 2002) modifies 
the factoring method to allow for variability in job processing time due to heterogeneous 
processors, competing work running on the same processors and variability in work associated 
with each job. This requires a separate estimate for the mean and standard deviation of job 
processing-time on each processor and ongoing updates to these estimates as the method 
progresses.  
It is possible in a serverless environment to identify a processor within a run, using the 
approach outlined in (L. Wang et al., 2018). It is also possible to capture the run-time of each job 
and therefore for reasonably homogeneous tasks to estimate processing speed by processor. 
However, all heterogeneous processor approaches outlined here rely on the ability to assign jobs 
to specific processors, which is not possible in the serverless environment. 
3.2.3.8 Divisible Load theory (DLT) 
A parallel and closely associated stream of literature on Divisible Load Theory addresses 
the problem of splitting a block of perfectly divisible work across multiple workers. There are 
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however widely used assumptions that make Divisible Load Theory unsuitable for the purpose of 
loop-scheduling on serverless machines: firstly, the so called one-port model assumes that the 
master node can communicate with just one worker at a time; secondly that a processor can 
overlap communication and computation; and finally, as for heterogeneous processor DLS 
approaches, that jobs can be assigned to specific workers. The first two assumptions lead to a 
benefit from slowly increasing the size of chunks at the start of a run to get all processors 
actively working as soon as possible, something that is not as relevant to serverless scheduling 
where communication between master and worker can be done in a parallel manner and where 
communication with the worker and computation on the worker cannot overlap.  In an interesting 
approach that combines DLT and DLS (Y. Yang & Casanova, 2003) present RUMR an 
adaptation of their previous, deterministic, approach to optimal scheduling for divisible loads 
(UMR) that uses DLS Factoring as a mechanism in the latter parts of the run to help provide 
robustness for load-balancing in the presence of random variation in job execution times. 
3.3 Proposed approach. 
The serverless environment operates heterogeneous processors but existing DLS methods 
designed for heterogeneous processors are not directly applicable because it is not possible for 
the master node to assign a job directly to a specific worker node, the serverless scheduler simply 
assigns the next job it receives to the next available worker.  
DLS methods that do not rely on assignment to specific processors (Block scheduling, 
Simple Self-Scheduling, GSS, TSS and Factoring) may be applicable and while they were all 
originally designed for shared-memory, homogeneous-processor environments they have been 
successfully applied to problems with heterogeneous processors and varying job workloads and 
remain the benchmark to which newer methods compare themselves. In contrast to the shared-
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memory environment explored in the literature, the serverless environment operates at much 
larger scale across thousands of nodes, with substantially longer communication overheads and 
potential for network congestion and resource-contention when too may worker nodes attempt to 
communicate with the master at the same time. 
Figure 3-10 shows the numbers of active client-calls and active serverless function-
instances through time for a sample run executing 10,000 identical, approximately 10-second 
tasks against 1,000 serverless function instances on AWS Lambda using simple self-scheduling.  
 
Figure 3-10 – sample activity within a batch. 
After the initial invocation of a wave of 1,000 jobs, it takes some time for the serverless 
scheduler to provision function-instances and start the handlers from a cold-start. (It appears that 
the first 500 or so function instances have been re-used and the following 500 suffered a cold 
start, increasing the time between client call and function instance startup while waiting for a 
function-instance to be provisioned.)   As the initial wave of 1,000 jobs complete processing, 
they return to the master node at about the same time (approx. 10 seconds elapsed) causing 
network congestion, contention for master-node resources and additional delays in processing. 
Further waves of a thousand jobs each start and complete at approximately 10 second intervals. 
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Variation in the system from network transmission, function-instance processing and job work 
helps disperse the demands on the master node and network resources through time with each 
successive wave of jobs, reducing resource contention and increasing the utilization of the 
serverless function instances. Once all jobs have been invoked (after approx. 95 seconds elapsed) 
there is a cool-down period waiting for all active jobs to complete.  
It is hoped that an effective DLS method will reduce the number of setups between jobs 
and reduce the cool-down period resulting in less resource contention, higher utilization of 
serverless function instances and a shorter makespan. 
To explore the behavior of existing DLS methods on a large serverless environment 
where we experience significant network congestion and contention for master-node resource, an 
experiment has been set up as follows.  
A simple reorder point (R) and reorder quantity (Q) inventory simulation model was built 
in the JSL, parameterized for 𝑅 and 𝑄 and deployed to AWS Lambda as a serverless function. A 
set of 100,000 tasks were generated to explore the 2-dimensional design space with 𝑅 and 𝑄 for 
each experiment randomly sampled from the range (0,100). Figure 3-11 shows the distribution of 
execution time (ms) for 100,000 RQ jobs corrected to average processor speed. The average 




Figure 3-11 – execution time of 100,000 RQ jobs (corrected to average speed) 
Each DLS method was tested in turn, grouping the same 100,000 tasks into jobs, 
submitting them to AWS Lambda for parallel processing with 1,000 available function instances 
and capturing the performance metrics from log files. 
This experiment was replicated 10 times, generating a new set of 100,000 tasks for each 
replication to calculate estimates of performance and confidence intervals for each estimate. 
To avoid issues with varying degrees of function-instance cold starts between tests and 
replications, a warmup run of 1,000 jobs (one per function instance) was executed before each 
test of a DLS method. The time for this warmup is not included in the performance metrics. 
To minimize the impact of any drift in network, serverless or master-node capacity each 
full replication including one trial with each DLS method was completed in turn. 
Block scheduling, Simple self-scheduling (SS), GSS, TSS, and Factoring are tested with 
default parameter values. The Fixed Static Chunk method requires information on the 
distributions of task work and setup times that are generally not available without prior testing 
and the assumption that setup times are independent of job size is clearly violated in this 
environment. Increasing Chunk Size methods are not tested given the likely increase in 
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makespan in this environment. Alternative functional forms (QSS, RSS, ESS) are not tested as 
they require parameter optimization for the functional form for each problem instance, which 
would be cost prohibitive in the serverless environment or require an accurate simulation model 
of the environment. 
The development of a simulation model to more fully explore the application of DLS 
methods across a variety of problem instances and to find better default parameterization of these 
methods was considered but, at least temporarily, discarded due to the difficulty in general of 
simulating a poorly specified and constantly changing network (Floyd & Paxson, 2001) and the 
inaccuracy of simulating small message network transfers (Casanova et al., 2014) without 
resorting to a slow packet-level network simulation model. 
3.4 Results 
3.4.1 Main experiment 
For each trial, the selected DLS method takes 𝑛 tasks and creates a set of jobs where each 
job contains one or more tasks. For a maximum number of  𝑃 function instances, a pool of 𝑃 
master node threads are created to manage the execution of the concurrent calls to the serverless 
environment. Each job 𝑗 is handled by a single thread on the master node and a single function 
instance in the serverless environment. (However, as each job is received by the serverless 
scheduler, it can be assigned to any available function instance so it is not expected that the same 
serverless function-instance will be associated with the same master-node thread for successive 
jobs.) 
Timestamps associated with the execution of each job are captured to millisecond 
precision from clocks synchronized for both master and worker nodes to an atomic clock. All 
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elapsed times are shown relative to the time at the start of the test.  The function instance 
identifier for a job is captured using the approach outlined in (L. Wang et al., 2018) and the Java 
master node thread number is captured when the job is created on the master.   For each trial of a 
selected DLS method, let :  
𝑚 be the number of jobs created from 𝑛 tasks by the chosen DLS method. 
𝑎  be the time when job 𝑗 is sent from the master node to the serverless scheduler. 
𝑏  be the time when the serverless handler starts processing of job 𝑗. 
𝑐  be the time when the serverless handler ends processing of job 𝑗. 
𝑑  be the time when the response for job 𝑗 is received at the master node. 
𝑒  be the time when receiving processing completes for job 𝑗 on the master node. 
𝑃 be the number of available function instances. 
Makespan (𝐶 ) is defined as max 𝑒 , the time at which the final job completes 
processing on the master node. 
Warmup is defined as 𝑏  with jobs ordered such that 𝑏 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ ⋯  ≤ 𝑏  : the elapsed 
time to start serverless handler processing on the first 𝑃 jobs.  This includes network 
communications time, serverless scheduler processing, provisioning of the function instance and 
the call to the serverless handler. 
Cooldown is defined as 𝐶 − 𝑐 with jobs ordered such that 𝑐 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ ⋯ ≤ 𝑐  : 
the elapsed time to complete the last P jobs after the first of that set has completed serverless 




Send time is defined as 
∑ –
 , the average, by task of elapsed between master node send 
and serverless handler start.  
Return time is defined as 
∑ –
 , the average, by task of elapsed time between a job 
ending serverless processing and receipt of the response at the master node. 
Master processing measures the average elapsed time, by task, between receiving a job 
response at the master node and completing processing of that response.  Additionally, where 
jobs remain to be sent, it also includes the processing time to prepare and dispatch the next job 
on the same thread.  Let 𝑥  be the elapsed time between completion of master processing for the 
𝑖 job and send of the (𝑖 + 1)  job on thread 𝑡. Master processing time then is defined as  
∑   ∑ ∑
  . 
Serverless utilization is defined as 
∑
 ⋅
  , the total serverless handler execution time 
expressed as a percentage of the available processing time on 𝑃 machines. 
Three additional metrics for serverless function instances are captured, the maximum 
number available to the master node, the maximum number of function instances actually used 
concurrently, and the number of unique function instances used throughout a run. 
Table 3-2 shows the results from 10 trials each of 𝑛 = 100,000 tasks with 1,000 
available AWS Lambda function instances using differing DLS methods to chunk tasks into jobs. 
In total, over 55 days of serverless processing (not including warmup runs) was executed in just 
over 3 hours wall-clock time. The master node for this test was a virtual machine with 4, 
2.2GHz, Intel Xeon cores and 16GB of RAM, running Windows 10 on the University of 
Arkansas network. The AWS Lambda environment targeted was “us-east-1” in North Virginia.  
Estimates are averaged across trials with a 95% halfwidth. 
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Table 3-2 – results for 100,000 approx. 1-second tasks executed on AWS Lambda by method. 
 
 
All methods have the same number of trials and the same number of function instances 
available to them and they all spend approximately 1.1 seconds processing each individual task.  
The methods are shown here in ascending order of serverless utilization. 
Simple self-scheduling (SS). With single tasks assigned to each job, the initial warmup 
period is short, but the system is quickly overwhelmed by communication congestion and in 
particular master processor requirements as the master processing time per tasks is orders of 
magnitude greater than for any other method.  On average, only 341.5 function instances are 
used at peak concurrency flagging that the combined master node and network resources are 
unable to keep the serverless function instances fully employed.  In contrast, all other approaches 
at some point in the run used all of the available 1,000 function instances concurrently. 
Figure 3-12 shows a small-multiples chart to visualize load and response times for 
various processes plotted by elapsed time for a single trial of SS.  The upper section of the plot 
shows the duration in seconds to send, return and handle master processing for each job.  
Individual job response times are shown in gray.  (Response times are plotted against the starting 
a.
method trials jobs available max. concurrent used cold starts est. +/- est. +/-
SimpleSelfScheduling 10     100,000 1,000      341.5                     524.9     28.8            786.6      22.8   14.5% 0.5%
Block 10     1,000      1,000      1,000.0                 1,000.0 82.9            153.7      20.9   75.5% 8.9%
Factoring 10     7,000      1,000      1,000.0                 1,003.3 4.3              134.2      2.7      83.0% 1.7%
GSS 10     5,185      1,000      1,000.0                 1,001.6 7.1              129.6      2.4      85.6% 1.8%




method est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/-
SimpleSelfScheduling 277.8      7.6 1,136.8   4.8 44.5         7.4      6,261.8   249.4 8.2           1.3 14.5         3.1    
Block 3.7           1.5 1,127.4   9.0 3.5           0.8      0.2           0.1      11.5         3.2 69.2         20.1 
Factoring 20.2         2.2 1,112.9   7.4 7.6           0.6      98.6         17.1    8.8           1.2 9.9           2.3    
GSS 15.8         2.6 1,108.3   4.6 6.8           1.8      75.3         10.7    12.8         4.0 8.1           1.4    















time of the process for each job).  To reduce some of the noise, a smoothed version (using a 
Gaussian kernel smoother with an inter-quartile range of 0.25 seconds) is also shown in blue. 
The lower section shows the associated load (as the number of jobs being processed) for each 
process type.  Note that processing times for sending, returning and master processing should be 
dependent on both the number of jobs and the size of those jobs.  Load is shown here as the 
number of jobs as it was more highly correlated with changes in processing times than the 
number of tasks. Each row of the small-multiple shares a vertical axis and all sub-plots share the 
same elapsed seconds timeline.   Makespan (𝐶 ) is shown  on each sub-plot and labeled in the 
upper section. 
 
Figure 3-12 – Simple Self-Scheduling load and response times for a sample run 
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Clearly SS performs very poorly in this environment and primarily due to extended 
master-node processing times. This also provides an insight into how other methods that result in 
a set of single task jobs at the end of each run (FAC, GSS) may suffer from resource congestion. 
Note that the master node processes all waiting jobs using a form of round-robin 
scheduling on each core that processes work for a single thread for a short period of time (e.g., 
20 ms,  known as a time-slice or quantum) before returning the job to the work queue and 
moving to the next thread. The more threads with work in the processor queue, the longer the 
period between successive time-slices on each thread and the longer it takes to finish processing 
each job. Additionally, there is overhead associated with saving and restoring the state of each 
task between time-slices (known as context switching) so a given number of tasks returned as a 
single job processed on one thread without context switching will use less CPU time than the 
same number of tasks returned as separate jobs on separate threads with context switching. The 
interested reader is referred to (Microsoft, 2021; Russinovich & Solomon, 2009) for more 
details. 
Block scheduling assigns a single large job to each worker avoiding all send, return and 
master node processing outside of the warmup and cooldown phases. The long cool-down period 
highlights the load imbalance that occurs driven by task-work and function-instance speed 
variation.  Figure 3-13 shows the same small-multiple chart format as used for SS, the only 
change being that the scale of the elapsed time axes is reduced to a range appropriate for 
comparing the remaining DLS methods and will be consistent in all following charts.   Block 
Scheduling results in almost no resource contention issues with the return of jobs and associated 
master node processing spread across 70-80 seconds. Note that an error in coding resulted in a 
single trial having 786 cold-starts, but as this had a minimal effect on the overall makespan or 
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utilization it was not deemed necessary to repeat the test. The sub-millisecond master node 
processing time per task shows how quickly the master can process large numbers of tasks 
within a single job when there is no contention for master node resources. 
 
Figure 3-13 – Block Scheduling load and response times for a sample run 
Factoring, with default parameters, starts the first set of 𝑃 jobs with 𝑁/(2𝑃) tasks and 
has a shorter warmup than Block scheduling. It also incurs some delays in network transmission 
and, as designed, provides excellent load-balancing with a short cool-down time, but master node 
processing is showing some signs of resource contention.  Figure 3-14 shows load and response 
by process for a sample trial of FAC.  The master-node processing duration spikes at the end of 
each stage of the factoring method (approx. 50%., 75%, 88%, 94%, …) .  The final stage of 𝑃 
jobs in factoring are for single-task jobs which, improve load-balancing but at the cost of master-




Figure 3-14 – Factoring (FAC) load and response times for a sample run 
Guided Self Scheduling  (GSS) starts with large chunks (𝑁/𝑃 tasks in the first job) and 
shows a correspondingly high warmup period relative to FAC. GSS avoids some of the master-
node contention issues associated with factoring but as it also ends with the last 𝑃 jobs as single-
task jobs it encounters similar master-node contention at the end of the run. Figure 3-15 shows 





Figure 3-15 – Guided Self-Scheduling load and response times for a sample run. 
Trapezoid Self Scheduling shows the lowest makespan and highest utilization of the 
methods tested. It is not the best method for load balancing, but does, as shown in  Figure 3-16, 
avoid almost all contention for master node resources.  Examining the TSS chunking function for 
the final 𝑃 jobs, Figure 3-17, shows the wide variation in the size of jobs created and that the 




Figure 3-16 – Trapezoid Self Scheduling (TSS) load and response times for a sample run 
 
Figure 3-17 – Chunking function C(t) for the last 1,000 jobs under TSS(n = 100,000, P = 1000) 
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3.4.2 Impact of an imbalanced network 
Initially, all tests of DLS methods were run from a physical workstation with 6, 3.07GHz, 
Intel Xeon cores and 24GB of RAM, running Windows 10 over a residential Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) via the University of Arkansas’ virtual private network (VPN).  An ISP upgrade 
during the course of this research increased download bandwidth (from 300Gbps to 500Gbps) 
but limited upload bandwidth (from 30 Gbps to 10Gbps) with resulting congestion.  
Table 3-3 shows a performance comparison, using the TSS method and processing the 
same jobs on the University of Arkansas virtual machine (as above) and the physical workstation 
over the residential ISP.  Due to the long-run time of the residential ISP trials only 3 were run but 
the results across all 3 were consistent: makespan increases dramatically with the residential ISP.  
Serverless handler processing times remained comparable and within the level of variation we 
might expect from using different function instances.  Master-node processing for the residential 
ISP trial here is no longer a bottleneck, processing tasks as quickly as Block Scheduling in the 
main experiment.  There is clear congestion though for both send and receive network 
communications.  This can be understood by recognizing that all network communications 
require bi-directional exchange of data packets in the network.  (Messages are broken into 
smaller chunks, packets, in order to be passed across the network, the message being 
reconstructed from these packets at the receiver). Reliable communication relies on return 
packets from the receiver to the sender to modify connection parameters, to acknowledge 
successful receipt of packets and request resending of lost packets.  Hence, overloading upload 
capacity can slow communication times for message downloads even where there is otherwise 
sufficient bandwidth.  An excellent primer on the mechanisms underlying TCP/IP protocols is 
available via (Grigorik, 2013). 
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Table 3-3 – comparing TSS using a Univ. of Arkansas vm and a residential network. 
 
 
On further investigation, the extreme makespan is primarily the result of a handful of 
excessively long send times for jobs.  Figure 3-18 shows a sample for load and response times 
for a single run of the TSS method run using the residential ISP.  In the first few seconds of the 
run a handful of jobs are created that have approximately 20 seconds send durations per task.  In 
this initial part of the run, TSS generates jobs with approximately 𝑛/2𝑃 tasks per job so this 
corresponds to a send time per job of approximately 1,000 seconds, comparable to the makespan 
of the schedule.  Without this delay, the makespan would have completed in under 200 seconds.  
This behavior is almost certainly the result of lost packets due to an overloaded router input-
buffer requiring packets to be resent with consequent changes in packet size and, perhaps, 
routing as TCP attempts to reassemble data packets in sequence and deliver a message in full to 
the receiving destination. 
a
method trials jobs available max. concurrent used cold starts est. +/- est. +/-
UA VM 10     3,912      1,000      1,000.0                 1,003.1 5.1              123.8      1.5      89.6% 1.1%




method est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/-
UA VM 9.7          0.4    1,108.9 5.1    6.1          0.2      17.2       3.6    12.6       6.1     9.5          1.7     
















Figure 3-18 – load and response for the TSS on a residential ISP 
While it may not be possible to know in advance the capacity limitations of a network 
connection, it is possible to artificially throttle the number of jobs being sent from the master in a 
given time-window. Table 3-4 repeats the data in Table 3-3 adding a new experiment where the 
master node limits the send operation such that there is at least 5ms between each job sent.   
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Table 3-4 – comparing TSS using a Univ. of Arkansas vm and a residential network (2) 
 
 
The makespan is now comparable with the experiment using the University of Arkansas 
virtual machine. Due to the combination of the throttled send operation and the extra master node 
cores, the master-node is not a bottleneck processing each returned task in sub-millisecond time.  
Warmup takes slightly longer as we should expect given the throttle on the send rate. 
3.4.3 Supplementary analysis 
3.4.3.1 Variation in serverless processing speed 
To aid in understanding the results from the main experiment, several supplementary 
experiments were performed. 
Figure 3-19 shows the relative speed of serverless processing for 10,000 observations of 
identical job processed on 1,000 AWS Lambda, warm function instances. On average, each 
function instance processed 10 jobs although faster function-instances would handle more jobs 
and slower ones fewer. Relative speed is calculated in comparison to the average time to execute 
for all jobs.  
a
method trials jobs available max. concurrent used cold starts est. +/- est. +/-
UA VM 10     3,912      1,000      1,000.0                 1,003.1 5.1              123.8      1.5      89.6% 1.1%
residential ISP 3       3,912      1,000      993.3                     1,006.7 8.3              965.4      2.3      11.5% 0.3%




method est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/- est. +/-
UA VM 9.7          0.4    1,108.9 5.1    6.1          0.2      17.2       3.6    12.6       6.1     9.5          1.7     
residential ISP 264.0     98.2  1,114.1 24.6 247.3     206.3 0.2          0.1    43.0       2.6     814.5     24.2  
















Figure 3-19 – relative speed observed over 10,000 identical jobs on 1,000 function instances. 
Note that it was possible to identify a processor type for each job execution using an 
operating system command and just two function instances identified as 3GHz processors rather 
than the more common 2.5GHz.  These 3GHz processors are faster than the average but are 
neither the fastest in this experiment nor noticeably different in relative speed to the top 150 
function instances from which we can infer that processor-type alone is not a good indication of 
speed. The marginal histogram for relative speed shows a bimodal distribution, suggesting that at 
the time this experiment was run, the pool of hardware supporting AWS Lambda includes at 
least 2 performance standards with some variability around that standard. While variability in 
processor speed does exist, it is not extreme and this, perhaps, should be expected on a platform 
where customers pay for processing time rather than the number of floating-point operations. 
As has been noted by other authors, there is an observable variability of execution time 
(and therefore relative speed) for the same processor running the same job due to system 
interference. Figure 3-20 shows a histogram of the observed coefficient of variation (CoV) in 
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execution time by function instance for the same 10,000 identical jobs across 1,000 function 
instances expressed as a percentage. For practical purposes, a CoV of less than 10% is small 
enough to be ignored.  
 
Figure 3-20 – Coefficient of Variation for identical jobs by function instance. 
3.4.3.2 Impacts of job size on processing in an uncongested system. 
Figure 3-21 shows the results of a supplementary experiment performed with the same 
master node and against the same serverless environment. This experiment was designed to 
better understand how processing (master node, serverless handler and send/return network 
times) were impacted by the size of a single job. Job size here is determined by the number of 
identical tasks contained in each job. In this experiment, a single serverless function instance was 
used to avoid issues with network congestion or resource contention on the master node. The 
vertical scales on each chart are of course dependent on the setup of this physical experiment, of 




Figure 3-21 – the impact of job size (in numbers of tasks) on processing times 
a) Shows handler time for this implementation is strictly linear in terms of tasks per 
job so there is no advantage or disadvantage for handler execution time related to 
job size. 
b) Despite the precautions to reduce activity in the system it appears that some other 
system processes may have been running that caused random delays in the 
measurement of master-node processing times. For this implementation master 
node processing time is otherwise relatively constant and independent of job size. 
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c) Network send times are approximately affine with a fixed component and 
increasing with job size. This would suggest some advantage in submitting fewer, 
larger jobs. 
d) Network return times behave much like network send. The return is noticeably 
faster despite the response message including the entirety of the request along 
with the results due to the asynchronous nature of bandwidth. 
3.5 Conclusions and Further Work 
Dynamic Loop Scheduling (DLS) methods are designed for the execution of loops across 
parallel processors; to balance the need for setups between jobs on each processor with load 
balancing across processors to maintain high processor utilization and minimize makespan. 
Successful approaches do this by grouping tasks into jobs such that job size decreases through 
the course of a run.  
Recent developments in DLS have focused on how to better assign tasks to 
heterogeneous processors and while the serverless environment does exhibit variation in the 
speed of processors these approaches cannot be applied because it is not possible to assign 
specific jobs to specific processors. 
This paper examines the use of a variety of DLS approaches originally designed for 
homogeneous processors where resource contention can largely be ignored to a large-scale 
serverless environment with significant delays in master-worker communication and the 
potential for resource-contention in master-node processing and network transmission.  
  For a single, although not unrealistic, problem instance (scheduling one hundred 
thousand, one-second tasks across one thousand parallel, serverless function instances) it was 
found that Trapezoid Self Scheduling, provided the best balance between load-balancing across 
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processors, setup time between jobs and avoiding resource contention to provide the shortest 
makespan.  Incorporating the results of the supplementary analysis the authors suggest that the 
primary reason for the performance of TSS in this experiment is due to its relatively poor 
capability to load balance and therefore to spread returning jobs and associated master node 
processing through time and avoid resource contention.  To perform effectively in this 
environment, minimizing makespan, a DLS method must not only trade-off setups and load-
balancing but actively attempt to avoid resource contention. Ironically, FAC and GSS load 
balance too well, leading to high peaks in demand for resources. 
From a computing efficiency standpoint, it is desirable to locate the master node as close 
as possible to the serverless environment and to ensure it has sufficient processing power to 
handle job responses without backlogs.  However, a key motivation behind this research is to 
provide an “easy button” for broad, parallel exploration of a model’s parameter space and in that 
spirit, prefer to offer an architecture that can adapt to the system the modeler already uses.  As an 
example, the impact of a severe network overload, sending jobs from the master node to the 
serverless environment has been seen, raising both average send times per task and average 
return times per task and potentially resulting in very long delays in communication.  A throttling 
approach that limits the rate at which jobs are sent to the serverless environment has been shown 
to be an effective way of handling this problem.  A dynamic approach to throttling based on 
connection timeouts that cancel the request and generate an error when data is not sent in a 
reasonable time is possible and left for future work. 
While it has not been observed in a physical environment, network overload when  
returning job responses can be expected to have a similar impact although without direct control 
over when responses are returned to the master will require a different solution – either through 
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actively managing the DLS method to prevent spikes in the return schedule or by limiting the 
number of function instances active at any time.  This is left for future work. 
In the main experiment, it was observed that single-task jobs executed in parallel can 
overwhelm the master node’s processing capability, resulting in long processing delays and an 
inability to keep all available function instances busy – the prime example being Simple Self 
Scheduling but with additional examples in the later parts of a run for GSS and TSS.  TSS avoids 
this problem somewhat as there are very few single-task jobs created in this schedule.  With 
shorter tasks the problem would be worse and while there needs to be some guidelines on just 
how short a job can be before it is ineffective in a given environment this is left for future work.   
All DLS methods tested used default parameters on a single problem-instance. For 
individual problem instances, including the one tested, it is unlikely that any of these methods 
are optimal. Likewise, for the range of problem instances from of a particular class, such as those 
encountered running DES models on a serverless platform it is unlikely that the parameters have 
the best defaults. It would be possible to optimize parameters for any method for a given 
problem instance as in (Javier Díaz et al., 2009) or to find better defaults across a set of problem 
instances and physical environments (Ansótegui et al., 2009; Hutter et al., 2009; López-Ibáñez et 
al., 2016) but large-scale physical testing of DLS methods on serverless environments is not 
financially viable. A simulation model capable of adequately representing the range of physical 
environments and problem-instances is needed to explore the application and development of 
DLS methods in this area more fully.  An approximation to reality will be required as it is futile 
to attempt to model the full complexity of a largely unknown network shared with other 
unknown processes at a packet level (Paxson & Floyd, 1997). It is hoped that this research 
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4 Java Optimization by Simulation (JOBS): An open-source, object-oriented library for 
building, evaluating, and using optimization methods with simulated evaluation 
functions. 
Abstract 
This paper describes an open-source, object-oriented Java library, JOBS, for 
implementing optimization methods on simulated, noisy evaluation functions. The intent is to 
improve the ability for students, researchers, and practitioners to build, study and use 
metaheuristics at massively parallel scale on any simulation-oracle that can evaluate a simulation 
model for a given number of replications at a given design point. The capabilities of this library 
are illustrated through the implementation of several metaheuristics on real and integer-valued 
test problems with bounds and constraints. 
4.1 Introduction 
This paper describes the design and functionality of an open-sourced, object-oriented 
Java library intended to expand the study, development and use of metaheuristics for optimizing 
models where the objective function and potentially, some constraints are evaluated through 
simulation. 
Key features of the design include: an object-oriented approach to drastically reduce the 
code required to implement an optimization method (a solver); a standard problem definition 
structure that can be used by all solvers; a solution-cache to avoid over-evaluating often-visited 
design points; directing the use of pseudo-random number streams in the evaluation function; the 
ability to switch rapidly between local or remote and serial or parallel function evaluation, 
independently of the solvers used; and the ability to run multiple solvers in parallel (multi-start 
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approaches, multi-island models or competing, diverse methods) or in series (memetic 
algorithms) as required. 
To explore the versatility of the design, several solvers have been implemented:  real-
valued, population-based metaheuristics include particle swarm optimization (Kennedy & 
Eberhart, 1995), cross-entropy optimization (Rubinstein, 1999), differential evolution (Storn & 
Price, 1997) and a real-valued genetic algorithm;  real-valued, single-solution improvement 
metaheuristics include simulated annealing and stochastic hill climbing;  memetic algorithms 
combining global random and local search solvers into a single new solver; a discrete, binary 
encoded Genetic Algorithm; and R-SPLINE  an integer-valued, metaheuristic (H. Wang et al., 
2013) designed for optimization of simulated systems and including multiple iteration phases 
(gradient estimation, line search and neighborhood enumeration). An implementation outline is 
provided for Industrial Strength Compass (ISC)  (Xu et al., 2010). 
Simulation models developed for testing purposes are built in the Java Simulation Library 
(JSL) (Rossetti, 2008) but it is important to note that JOBS is not dependent on the JSL and 
could be used with any simulation oracle in any language that can be called with appropriate 
simulation parameters and controls. 
JOBS exploits recent work by the authors in defining an application-programming-
interface (API) for remote evaluation of simulation models, the use of massively parallel, on-
demand evaluation and dynamic loop scheduling of parallel design-point evaluations to improve 
finite time performance while avoiding congestion on master and network resources. 
Several experiments have been conducted on standard test problems to show the 





Reviews of optimization via simulation methods (Amaran et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2017; 
Fu, 2015; Jian & Henderson, 2015; Xu et al., 2015) highlight that much of the existing body of 
work focuses on ranking and selection procedures for relatively small problems that can be fully 
enumerated or continuous methods (response surface methods, stochastic-approximation, sample 
average approximation, gradient-estimation methods). Effective, provably-convergent methods 
for discrete, integer-ordered problems are more recent. (Hong & Nelson, 2006)  introduced 
COMPASS a local-optimization method for discrete (integer-ordered) variables based on 
partitioning the search space,  Industrial Strength COMPASS (Xu, Nelson et al. 2010) is a 
further development that includes an initial global search step using a niching genetic-algorithm 
to identify promising clusters of solutions, each explored separately by COMPASS and a final 
Ranking and Selection step to guarantee correct selection of the best (to a given confidence) 
from the best solutions for each cluster. (H. Wang et al., 2013) developed R-Spline, a local-
optimization approach for integer-ordered problems that uses piecewise-linear interpolation to 
approximate the response surface at a point and estimate the gradient. At each iteration, a 
neighborhood enumeration is conducted to determine whether a local optimum has been found. 
R-Spline is shown to perform favorably in comparison to COMPASS for local search on the 
chosen test problems. Note that while it is possible to force a continuous problem to work with 
an integer-ordered optimization method by discretizing the design-space, this is unlikely to be 
effective as noted in (Xu, Nelson et al. 2010). 
In practice, heuristic methods, adapted from deterministic optimization methods 
dominate simulation by optimization. The most successful, commercial simulation-optimization 
package, OptQuest (Laguna, 2011; OptQuest, 2021), uses a combination of tabu-search, scatter-
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search and what appears to be a machine learning layer associated perhaps with response surface 
models. (Better et al., 2007; Fu & Henderson, 2017). 
All the non-commercial approaches referenced so far describe the optimization method 
and sometimes the code, but none provide a framework for building optimization via simulation 
methods or for making them available for use by modelers. 
(Boesel, Nelson, & Ishii, 2003) present a framework for simulation-optimization 
software, that lays out a very similar framework to the one adopted in this package, including: a 
problem definition section with bounds and granularity on input-variables; and a solution-cache 
to avoid over-evaluation of often-visited points in the search space. They do not however present 
a framework for building optimization via simulation methods, choosing a genetic-algorithm 
(GA) in discrete-space as their search tool and a screening and selection process to clean-up after 
the GA run completes to select the best solution. Similarly, (Olafsson & Kim, 2001) present a 
single framework composed of a Nested-Partitioning algorithm (NP) enhanced with local-search 
capabilities. 
(Wolpert & Macready, 1997), in their well-known “no free lunch” theorems, show that 
we cannot expect any optimization algorithm to dominate all others and that for any algorithm 
we can create a problem on which the algorithm will perform poorly. (Xu et al., 2010) suggest 
that this provides a strong argument for the value of correctness guarantees in an algorithm, that 
if we process for long enough, we will have a guarantee on the quality of the solution. The 
authors of this paper take the view that getting to a good solution quickly is, in many cases, more 
important and therefore, the ability to build and switch between methods quickly to choose a 
method that is well suited to the problem at hand is of value. While some methods are more 
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easily adapted than others, to the authors’ knowledge, there is no widely available parallel 
implementation of any optimization method for functions evaluated by simulation. 
4.3 Key Packages and Classes 
This section covers the main packages within JOBS and describes the functionality of 
several key classes. Figure 4-1 shows an outline of the main class-types.  
Note that a single Evaluator and ProblemDefinition are shared by all Solvers 
concurrently executed by the SolverRunner. 
The Problem Definition is used by each Solver (to define the structure of input and 
response-vectors and to flag feasible/infeasible input vectors) and by the Evaluator (to decode 
the input-vector into named-input, value pairs, to encode named-response, value pairs into a 
response-vector in the correct sequence for return to the SolverRunner and to calculate penalties 
associated with response constraint violation.) 
 
Figure 4-1 – class overview 
At each iteration, the SolverRunner collects a set of evaluation Requests from each 
Solver, combines them into a single batch and passes them to the Evaluator. The Evaluator 
executes a run of a simulation-oracle for each Request, making use of the embedded solution-
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cache to avoid over-sampling often-visited points in the search-space and returns a set of 
evaluated Solutions to the SolverRunner. The SolverRunner distributes the evaluated Solutions 
back to each Solver, checks stopping conditions for each Solver and if any are not complete, 
starts the next iteration. 
4.3.1 Problem 
The problem package provides classes to define the problem to be solved. A 
ProblemDefinition class consists of a named objective function response, a set of 
InputDefinitions , deterministic InputConstraints on the input space and stochastic 
ResponseConstraints on responses values from the simulation-oracle. It is important to note that 
the problem definition has no concept of how, mathematically, inputs will be mapped to 
responses. The simulation-oracle is treated as a black box and while this is assumed to be a 
stochastic simulation the returned solutions could be the result of a deterministic calculation.  
JOBS is intended to solve problems of the form: 
 𝐿𝑒𝑡:   
                        𝑛 =  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑥  
𝑚 =  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 
𝑙 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑥  ,   𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 
𝑢 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑥  , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 
Θ =  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 − 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 
 
    
 min              𝐸[𝐻(?̅?)]  Eq. 4-1 
 𝑠. 𝑡.  
                                𝐴?⃗?  <  𝑏 
𝑥 > 𝑙  
𝑥 < 𝑢  
𝐸 𝐺 (?⃗?) < 𝑐  
  
  
𝑖 =  1,2, …  𝑛 
 𝑖 =  1,2, …  𝑛 






    




(Eq. 4-1) indicates that JOBS is set to minimize the expected value of a function 𝐻(?⃗?) , 
the value of which is sourced from the simulation-oracle. (Eq. 4-2) reflects linear constraints on 
the input vector ?̅?. (Eq. 4-3 and Eq. 4-4) are the lower and upper bounds of ?⃗? respectively. (Eq. 4-5) 
identifies constraints on expected values of the response-values sourced from the simulation. (Eq. 
4-6) denotes that JOBS can operate in different input-spaces, depending on the characteristics of 
the input-vector and the solver chosen. Many metaheuristics work naturally in a n-dimensional 
real-valued input space, others in a discretized or integer-ordered space and will only evaluate 
values in that space. Discretized, mixed-integer or integer-ordered problems can further be 
accommodated, using real-valued solvers that do not require derivatives, by modifying the 
evaluation function to provide stepwise responses such that all input vectors that round to the 
same discretized input get the same response values (Laskari et al., 2002); JOBS handles this 
automatically. 
4.3.1.1 Objective function 
The objective function is a named response-value from the simulation oracle. This 
response-value cannot also be used in the definition of a response-constraint. 
4.3.1.2 Input Definitions 
InputDefinitions are defined by name with lower and upper bounds and a level of 
granularity. The sequence in which inputs and responses are created in the problem definition is 
maintained so it is possible to create an evaluator that uses the index positions in the input 
design-vector and an output response-vector to denote which position of the input or response 
vector is being referenced. However, mapping input-variables by name is preferred as it allows 
for the simulation oracle to receive values from and return values to the Evaluator in a different 
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sequence, or to return additional responses. Thus, reducing the level of dependency between 
Solver, Evaluator and simulation-oracle. 
Lower and upper bounds on each input variable are mandatory and may make it easier to 
automatically initialize solver parameters or direct the search to a promising area. By setting 
bounds to the range (−∞, ∞), unbounded problems can also be defined. 
Granularity defines the level of precision for an input variable to which the problem will 
be solved. Setting granularity to 0, the default, means that the solver will attempt to find a 
solution to the level of machine precision. For any positive granularity value, the solution will be 
found to some multiple of that granularity. As a special case, setting granularity to 1 implies an 
integer-ordered input variable. Even for evaluation functions defined in ℝ  space, the 
specification of granularity reflects a reality for the decision maker that there is a level of 
precision beyond which it is not practical to implement a solution. For the modeler, larger 
granularity (lower precision) increases the likelihood that a solver will revisit a design-point so 
that a Solution, or at least some replications of the Solution, may be drawn from the solution-
cache, reducing the need for model evaluations, and reducing wall-clock execution time. 
Furthermore, larger granularity may reduce search time in the optimal region when additional 
precision is not required.  
Note that for real-valued solvers granularity does not change the input-vector, it modifies 
the evaluation function such that where input-vectors, rounded to the given granularity, are 
identical, they have the same response-values.  
A problem definition can include any mixture of continuous, discretized (rounded to a 
given granularity) or integer-ordered variables supported by the chosen Solver. JOBS is not yet 
capable of handling binary input values or permutation input vectors. 
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4.3.1.3 Input Constraints 
JOBS allows only linear constraints on the input-vector 𝑥 of the form 𝐴𝑥 < 𝑏. Non-linear 
constraints are excluded due to the challenges of defining constraints of arbitrary complexity in 
data. If non-linear constraints are required, the relevant left-hand-side expression can be coded 
and calculated within the simulation-oracle, returned as a response-value and a response-
constraint applied. 
Left-hand-side expressions for each InputConstraint are added as named-input, 
coefficient pairs. Input-values with zero coefficients need not be defined. 
The inequality for each constraint may be defined as strictly less than or strictly greater 
than, as a convenience for the modeler, but internally is expressed in 𝐴𝑥 < 𝑏 form with 
corrections to the sign of coefficients. 
Right-hand-side coefficients are real-valued constants. 
InputConstraints should not be used for relaxable constraints on the input-vector, rather 
the input-value should be returned as a response from the simulation-oracle as a stochastic 
constraint and a penalty cost applied to any constraint violation. 
Note that input-vectors that are not feasible in the input-space are rejected by JOBS with 
an error. It is the responsibility of the Solver to generate input-vectors that are input-feasible. 
(The input-feasible space is defined as the points satisfying all linear input-constraints and input 
bounds.  These points may or may not also satisfy any response constraints.)  
4.3.1.4 Response constraints 
The left-hand-side component of each ResponseConstraint is a single, named response-
variable. The right-hand-side component is a real-valued constant. This restriction forces any 
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mathematical combination of responses into the simulation oracle such that the standard-error 
and confidence intervals of the response estimate may be correctly calculated. 
The inequality for a ResponseConstraint may be expressed as either strictly-less-than or 
strictly-greater-than upon creation. This is done both as a convenience to the modeler and to 
allow upper and lower bounds on a single response-value without having to enter a coefficient 
term on the left-hand-side. Internally, all response constraints are held in 𝐸 𝐺 (?⃗?) < 𝑐  format. 
The expected value of the response-variable estimate is used in determining whether the 
constraint is satisfied or violated and to calculate slack estimates. Unit penalty costs (either 
defaults or as supplied by the modeler for each constraint) are applied to a power function of the 
violation and included in the penalized objective function value.  Squared violations are most 
commonly used (Rao, 2019) but this can be configured by the modeler for each response 
constraint.  JOBS uses an exterior penalty function method that allows infeasible solutions to 
exist on the path to finding an optimal solution as we cannot know prior to evaluation of an input 
vector whether the response constraints will be satisfied. 
4.3.1.5 Generating Initial Starting Points 
If initial input-vectors exist prior to running a Solver - from an external analysis or a prior 
run of a solver - these may be loaded directly into the Solver. If not, the Problem Definition class 
can generate random input-feasible starting points via acceptance-rejection sampling on the 
input-feasible space using a multi-dimensional Uniform distribution on the bounded input-space.  
For highly constrained problems this approach may result in a low acceptance rate and excessive 
time to find suitable starting inputs or even failure to do so. Thus, an alternative, problem 
specific InputGenerator may be provided by the modeler.  
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The class diagram for the InputGeneratorIfc interface and the default 
BoundedInputGenerator are shown in Figure 4-2. The interface requires that, given a problem 
definition argument, the getInput method returns an input vector of the correct length. While 
desirable, the returned input-vector does not have to be input-feasible, and JOBS will continue 
sampling from the provided InputGenerator until the required number of inputs have been 
created or a modeler-set sampling limit has been reached. 
Problem specific input generators that implement InputGeneratorIfc have been created 
for input-constrained test problems that significantly reduce the time required to generate the 
required starting points for solvers and improve overall solution time. 
 
Figure 4-2 – InputGeneratorIfc interface and the default BoundedInputGenerator class 
4.3.1.6 Feasibility and penalty costs 
The ProblemDefinition class additionally exposes methods used by other classes to 
determine the feasibility of an input-vector in the input-space and for response constraints: 
feasibility; violation; slack and penalty costs based on expected values of the responses.  





Exhibit 4-1 shows a sample problem and the associated Java code in JOBS to define a 
ProblemDefinition. This constructor uses a builder pattern for both ProblemDefinition and 
InputConstraints to ensure that only valid objects are created. Inputs and ResponseConstraints 
are simpler and have single-line constructors. The names identifying the objective-function, 





𝑬[𝑯(𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐, 𝒙𝟑)] 
 
𝒔. 𝒕.  
𝟐𝒙𝟏– 𝒙𝟐 > 𝟑 
𝑬[𝑮𝟏(𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐, 𝒙𝟑)] < 𝟑. 𝟐 
𝑬[𝑮𝟐(𝒙𝟏, 𝒙𝟐, 𝒙𝟑)]  > . 𝟐𝟓 
 
−𝟏𝟎 < 𝒙𝟏 <  𝟏𝟎 
     𝟎 < 𝒙𝟐 <  𝟐𝟎 
        𝟎 < 𝒙𝟑 <  𝟐𝟎𝟎 
 
𝒙𝟏 ⊂ ℝ 
𝒙𝟐 ⊂ ℤ, 
𝒙𝟑




pdef = new ProblemDefinition.Builder() 
        .setObjFnResponse("H(x)") 
 
        .addInput("x1", -10, 10) 
        .addInput("x2", 0, 20, 1) 
        .addInput("x3", 0, 200, .1) 
 
        .addInputConstraint( 
                new InputConstraint.Builder() 
                        .addLHSElement(2, "x1") 
                        .addLHSElement(-1, "x2") 
                        .setGreaterThan() 
                        .setRhsValue(3) 
                        .create() 
        ) 
 
        .addResponseConstraint( 
                "G(x)_1", 
                LESS_THAN, 
                3.2) 
 
 
        .addResponseConstraint( 
                "G(x)_2", 
                GREATER_THAN, 
                .25, 
                10) 
 
        .create(); 
 
 




A key design feature of JOBS is to separate the evaluation of input-vectors from the 
implementation of the Solver. An Evaluator receives a set of Request objects and returns a set of 
evaluated Solutions, one for each Request. The Evaluator does not know how these solutions will 
be used, while the Solver is unaware of how the requests are mapped into evaluated Solutions:  in 
series or in parallel; locally, or remotely. This separation of responsibilities makes it simple for 
the modeler to mix and match solvers, and evaluators to match their computing-environment and 
problem characteristics. 
4.3.2.1 Requests, Solutions and Estimates 
An Evaluator maps a set of Requests to a set of evaluated Solutions. As shown in Figure 
4-3, the Request class extends the InputVector class with additional properties to determine the 
number of replications and (where the simulation-oracle implements common random numbers) 
the first replication number.   
All entries in the solution-cache are identified by matching on the value of the input-
vector (the input attribute of the InputVector class).  Multiple InputVector and Request objects 
with the same input attribute may exist through the course of an optimization run and all of them 
need to find and update the same entry in the solution-cache.  The solution-cache uses the 
hashcode and equals methods of the InputVector to identify an entry, so the  InputVector class 
includes overrides for these methods so that they are based only on the content of the input 
attribute rather than uniquely identifying each InputVector instance (the default behavior). Both 
overridden methods are inherited by the Request sub-class such that either a Request or an 





Figure 4-3 –InputVector, Request, Solution and Estimate class diagrams 
A Solution object includes the Request, and the responses retrieved from the solution-
oracle for the base objective function value and any constrained response values. In addition, it 
includes any penalty values associated with violation of response-constraints and the penalized 
objective function value.  
Responses are anticipated to be estimates from a stochastic model and are held as 
instances of the Estimate class. Penalties for ResponseConstraint violation and the penalized-
objective-function value are calculated at the replication level before summarizing across 
replications to provide an unbiased estimate when responses are not independent. An Estimate 
object can be constructed from a single, deterministic evaluation but, in general, is used to 
provide statistics for the estimate of a response-value across i.i.d. replications (mean, variance, 




Figure 4-4 shows the class diagram for the EvaluatorAbstract class and two of its sub-
classes. The EvaluatorAbstract class cannot be instantiated directly but provides the framework 
for evaluating Requests in all its sub-classes. The EvaluatorAbstract class: 
 Receives a set of Requests for a given ProblemDefinition,  
 Determines which Requests can be sourced, in full or in part, from the solution-
cache and what must be sourced directly from the simulation-oracle.  
 Sends direct-evaluation Requests to the simulation-oracle for evaluation. 
 Merges direct-evaluated Solutions and cached Solutions. 
 Applies penalty costs for constraint violations. 
 Returns an array of evaluated Solutions, one for each request in the sequence that 
the requests were provided. 
 Monitors the total number of direct replications requested, from any Solver 
currently using this Evaluator, against a modeler-set budget as a stopping 




Figure 4-4 – Evaluator class diagrams 
Sub-classes of EvaluatorAbstract are required only to implement the calcResponses 
method which receives a list of requests and for each request returns a corresponding list of 
named response values (a ResponseMap). Two examples are outlined here. 
The LocalSerialEvaluator class is specific to JSL and uses a JSLRequestHandler for each 
request in turn on the local machine to build the required JSL model, set simulation parameters 
(simulation-length, simulation-warmup-length, number of replications), set controls associated 
with input-values, run the simulation, and return evaluated responses. The LocalSerialEvaluator 




The ServerlessParallelEvaluator class breaks evaluation Requests down into individual 
replications then groups them back into Jobs using the Trapezoid Self Scheduling loop-
scheduling method (TSS) (Tzen & Ni, 1993). Based on previous work by the authors, TSS 
provides a good balance between reducing setup time between jobs and avoiding network and 
client congestion to reduce overall execution time. Jobs are sent concurrently to a serverless-
environment, in this instance, AWS Lambda (Introducing AWS Lambda, 2014) for evaluation 
where a simulation-oracle has been deployed as a serverless function implementing the 
Serverless Simulation API developed by the authors. Upon receiving concurrent jobs, the 
serverless-environment’s scheduler automatically scales-out, up to 1,000 parallel function 
instances (machines), returning evaluated jobs to the client as they complete. 
A ServerlessParallelEvaluator can use any serverless function that implements the 
expected Serverless Simulation API. In this instance, the simulation-oracle deployed as a 
function to the serverless environment is built on the JSL and uses a JSLRequestHandler to build 
the model, set simulation parameters, set controls for input values, and execute requests, but it 
could be any serverless function, in any programming language and simulation framework that 
follows the same API. 
4.3.3 Solution Cache 
For many solvers in discretized space, it is common for the solver to revisit some input-
vectors multiple times during an optimization run. Given a fixed number of simulation 
replications for all requests, and controlled random numbers, once an input-vector has been 
evaluated, there is no additional benefit in re-evaluating the same input-vector, the previously 
calculated solution can be retrieved more quickly from the solution-cache. Where the number of 
replications increase over the course of a run, rather than re-calculate all replications for an 
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input-vector, the existing Solution instances are retrieved from the cache and merged with newly 
evaluated replications. 
The default in-memory solution-cache is designed for speed. To prevent memory-
overflow the cache may be limited in size and will automatically delete the worst entry (defined 
by the expected penalized objective function value) when that capacity is reached, and new 
solutions are being added. The size of the in-memory solution-cache is controllable by the 
modeler and may be turned off completely when available memory is limited, or the problem and 
solver combination is unlikely to benefit from it.  
An alternate solution-cache can be employed as long as it implements the required 
methods in the SolutionCacheIfc interface to store and retrieve solutions to e.g., operate against 
persistent storage or a hybrid of in-memory and persistent storage.  
4.3.4 Solvers 
The focus of this paper is not to propose a better metaheuristic or to propose 
improvements to existing methods but to offer a library that makes it easy to develop, test and 
use optimization via simulation methods that can effectively utilize parallel evaluation. Several 
approaches have been developed in JOBS to ensure its capability and flexibility. In this section, 
some of these methods are used to illustrate key capabilities and approaches in more detail with a 
focus on how each metaheuristic is implemented as a Solver rather than the underlying 
algorithms. 
4.3.4.1 IterableSolverAbstract 
The IterableSolverAbstract class provides a framework for building iteration-based 
metaheuristic solvers. It cannot be instantiated directly but provides capabilities to sub-classes to 
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initialize starting points, manage iterations, define the replication schedule, gather performance 
metrics, report on progress, and to configure and check stopping conditions. The 
IterableSolverAbstract class requires a ProblemDefinition on instantiation of its sub-classes but 
is not aware of an Evaluator and must be paired with a SolverRunner instance to execute a 
Solver. This object-oriented design limits the code required in sub-classes of 
IterableSolverAbstract to just key methods: 
 newInstance(): a method to provide a functional copy of the Solver with the same 
Problem Definition, solution-set size, replication-schedule and stopping condition 
configuration. 
 onInitialize(): called by the SolverRunner when setting up a Solver run. 
 getInputsToEvaluate(): called by the SolverRunner to provide a Java List of input-
vectors (double arrays) for evaluation. 
 setEvaluatedSolutions(Solutions): called by the SolverRunner with a list of 
evaluated Solutions. 
4.3.4.2 IterationControls 
The IterableSolverAbstract uses an instance of the IterationControls class that provides 
several parameterized stopping conditions. 
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Table 4-1 – stopping conditions provided by the IterationControls class 
time budget Elapsed processing time t exceeds the budget 𝑡  
iteration budget The number of iterations 𝑖 exceeds the budget 𝑖  
target value The best expected penalized objective function value is at least as 
good as 𝐻  
patience The best expected penalized objective function has not improved 
by at least 𝛿  over the last 𝑖  operations. 
convergence of the 
objective function value in 
the population 
For population-based solvers: the standard deviation of 
expected penalized objective function values in the current 
population is less than 𝐻  
convergence of the input-
vectors in the population 
For population-based solvers: the standard deviation of each 
input vector element across members of the current population is 
less than 𝑥  
 
With the exception of the time-budget, all stopping conditions may be individually turned 
on or off by the modeler.  At the end of each iteration for a solver, all active stopping-conditions 
are checked, and iterations stop if any are met.  Solver-specific stopping conditions may be 
added in the definition of any Solver, such as is used in R-Spline when the neighborhood-
enumeration phase flags a local-optimum.  In addition, there is a separate budget on evaluations 
as part of the Evaluator (4.3.2) that is shared by all concurrently executing solvers and excludes 
any evaluations pulled from the solution-cache. 
4.3.4.3 ReplicationSchedule 
The replication schedule solver determines the number of replications to be evaluated for 
each solution at each iteration.  This could be as simple as a fixed constant or some function of 
the iteration index such as the fixed growth rate per iteration employed by R-Spline. 
JOBS employs a replication schedule for each Solver that must implement the 
ReplicationScheduleifc interface.  The three current implementations are for fixed-value, linear-
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growth and fixed-growth-rate schedules based on the iteration counter.  Note though that the 
required method getReplications has a IterableSolverAbstract parameter so the replication 
schedule could be dependent on any attribute of the solver, such as the variability of recent 
objective function value estimates or the current the search-phase. 
 
4-5 the ReplicationScheduleIfc interface 
4.3.4.4 Particle Swarm implementation 
(Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995) proposed the particle swarm optimization method, a 
population-based approach to real-valued function optimization. Particle swarm optimization is, 
like many other population-based metaheuristics (genetic algorithms, differential evolution, cross 
entropy, estimation of distribution algorithms), in that the solution-set being considered, stays the 
same size, throughout execution. At each iteration 𝑚 inputs are created for evaluation and 
evaluated. In this implementation getInputsToEvaluate will generate 𝑚 input-vectors and 
setEvaluatedSolutions will receive  𝑚 evaluated Solutions in the same sequence, as guaranteed 
by the EvaluatorAbstract class. This implementation of ParticleSwarm does no comparison 
between the existing population of solutions and those returned by setEvaluatedSolutions but 
where this is required (such as where each iteration does a pair-wise comparison between old and 
new solutions and keeps the best) the guaranteed ordering of solutions makes this simple. 
Starting with a swarm (group) of particles randomly positioned in the search space, at 
each iteration, the velocity of each particle (direction and magnitude) is a linear combination of 
current velocity, a randomly weighted pull towards the position of the best solution the particle 
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has ever found and a randomly weighted pull towards the position of the best solution ever found 
by the swarm.  
This is a relatively simple metaheuristic to implement, made more so by inheriting from 
the IterableSolverAbstract class. Figure 4-6 shows the class diagram for ParticleSwarm. The 
required methods ( newInstance, onInitialize, getInputsToEvaluate and setEvaluatedSolutions) 
are implemented along with properties unique to the particle swarm metaheuristic (inertia, 
individualLearningRate and groupLearningRate) that control how velocities update. 
 
Figure 4-6 – ParticleSwarm class diagram 
The onInitialize method (Exhibit 4-1) does not need to initialize starting positions for the 
particles or evaluate them, that has been handled by the IterableSolverAbstract parent. It does 
need to initialize particle velocities to a small non-zero random values (Engelbrecht, 2012) and it 
also captures the current position of each particle  as its personal-best and finds the best overall 





 sm = .01 // define what "small" means as a percentage of the bounds 
 
 // get arrays for upper and lower bounds for each search dimension 
 lb = problemDefinition.getLowerBounds; 
 ub = problemDefinition.getUpperBounds; 
  
 for each particle, p { 
  // initialize velocity to small non-zero values; 
  for each dimension, d { 
   r = rand() - 0.5;  // uniform random in (-0.5, .5) 
   p.velocity[d] = (ub[d]-lb[d]) * sm * r; 
  }   
  p.personalBest = p.currentSolution(); 
 }; 
  
 globalBest = currentSolutions.getBest(); 
} 
Exhibit 4-1 – ParticleSwarm onInitialize pseudocode 
The getInputsToEvaluate method (Exhibit 4-2) is modified from the standard 
implementation of Particle-Swarm to prevent generating infeasible solutions. For each particle, 
an updated velocity and position are proposed: if the position is feasible the new velocity and 
position are accepted; otherwise, the current velocity is reduced by 50% and another attempt 




 for each particle { 
  do { 
   // based on: 
   // - attributes(inertia, individual/group learning rates)  
   // - the particle’s personal best position 
   // - the global best position 
   // - random weights 
   update particle velocity;  
 
   propose new particle position as (old position + velocity); 
 
   // avoid infeasible solutions 
   if (proposed position is infeasible) reduce velocity by 50%;  
    
  } while (proposed position is infeasible) 
 
  accept the proposed position; 
 } 
 return (particle positions);} 
} 
Exhibit 4-2 – ParticleSwarm getInputsToEvaluate pseudocode 
The setEvaluatedSolutions method (Exhibit 4-3) updates the personal-best position for 
each particle captures the globally best position found so far and moves all particles to their new 
points in the search space. 
setEvaluatedSolutions(Solution[] sols){ 
 for each particle {update its personal best position;} 
 update the globally best position; 
 replace the existing solutions with sols 
} 
Exhibit 4-3 –ParticleSwarm setEvaluatedSolutions pseudocode 
4.3.4.5 Stochastic Hill Climbing implementation 
A hill-climbing algorithm is a single-solution improvement metaheuristic that polls the 
neighbors of the current solution in the search space and moves to the location with the best 
objective function value. This continues until no improved location is found and the hill-climber 
has found a local optimum. The stochastic hill-climber has many variants.  
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This implementation, designed for a real-valued search space, randomly selects 𝑘 
(𝑘 ≤ 𝑛) dimensions to search along. Each of the 𝑘 dimensions are searched in both increasing 
and decreasing direction. The stepSize in each searched dimension is updated at each iteration to 
intensify search near a local optimum or increase exploration otherwise. A modification to avoid 
generating infeasible solutions simply ignores any infeasible solutions generated. Each iteration 
of this Stochastic Hill Climber generates up to 4𝑘 candidates for evaluation. 
The motivation for exploring Stochastic Hill Climbing as a test for implementation is that 
while it is a single solution method it creates multiple candidate points at each iteration, and the 
size of the candidate set varies as it can only include input-feasible candidates. Furthermore, the 
setEvaluatedSolutions method must be able to split the returned solutions by search dimension 
and have access to how each candidate was created to update the current solution and step-sizes. 
As a single-solution local-search method, it is also a candidate for testing the multi-start 
capability of the SolverRunner. Other single-solution improvement metaheuristics, real-valued or 
discrete (SA, Tabu-Search) have a similar structure.  
Figure 4-7 shows the class diagram for the StochasticHillClimber sub-class of 
IterableAbstractSolver. Methods ( newInstance, onInitialize, getInputsToEvaluate and 
setEvaluatedSolutions) are implemented along with solver specific properties for 
dimensionsPerIteration (k), acceleration (controls the relative size of smaller and larger steps) 
and stepSize[] the current step-sizes for each dimension. 
An additional override method chkAdditionalStoppingConditions adds a stopping 
condition to those provided by the IterableSolverAbstract such that when, for all dimensions, 




Figure 4-7 – StochasticHillClimber class diagram 
The onInitialize method (Exhibit 4-4) sets up a stepFactor array that determines the size 
of steps (positive and negative) based on the acceleration property relative to the stepSize in each 
dimension. 
onInitialize() { 
 // set stepFactors for both +/- directions based on acceleration 
 set stepFactor = array(-acceleration, -1/ acceleration,  
                        1/ acceleration, acceleration) 
} 
Exhibit 4-4 – StochasticHillClimber onInitialize pseudocode 
The getInputsToEvaluate method (Exhibit 4-5) randomly picks 𝑘 search dimensions and 
for each search dimension creates 4 evaluation candidates based on stepFactor and the current 
stepSize. (Any infeasible candidates created are ignored.)  Necessary information on candidates 




 searchDirections = randomly pick k of n dimensions to search; 
 candidatePoints = new List<Solution>; 
 candidateDimension = new List<integer>; 
 candidateStepSize = new List<double>; 
 
 for each d in searchDirections{ 
  for each sf in stepFactor { 
   cnd = currentPosition; 
   sz = stepSize[d] * sf; 
   cnd[d] = cnd[d] + sz; 
   if (cnd is feasible) { 
    candidatePoints.add(cnd); 
    candidateDimenions.add(d); 
    candidateStepSizes.add(sz); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 // save variables for use when solutions return; 
 save candidatePoints, candidateDimensions, candidateStepSizes 
 return candidatePoints; 
} 
Exhibit 4-5 – StochasticHillCllimber getInputsToEvaluate pseudocode 
The setEvaluatedSolutions method (Exhibit 4-6) works through each search dimension in 
turn and finds the best candidate. If this is better than the current solution, it replaces the current 
solution. If the absolute value of stepFactor used by the best candidate is greater than 1, stepSize 





 // NOTE: we can rely on solutions returning in the same order as requests  
 // were sent making matching of solutions to (local) request data easy  
 dimensionsSearched = unique(candidateDimension); 
 
 for each d in dimensionsSearched { 
  // filter candidatePoints, candidateStepSizes and sols to d 
  stepSz = candidateStepSize[candidateDimension == d]; 
  solsD = sols[candidateDimension == d]; 
  candD = candidatePoints[candidateDimension == d]; 
    
  find the best solution index i 
    
  if (solsD[i].penalizedObjFn > currentSolution.penalizedObjFn) { 
   // if nothing is at least as good, keep the current solution 
   // AND reduce the stepSize 
   stepSize[d] = stepSize[d] / acceleration; 
 
  } else { 
   // reset the stepSize based on what we found to be best 
   stepSize[d] = abs(stepSz[i]);  
   // set the current solution to this candidate 
   setCurrentSolution(solsD[i])    
 } 
} 
Exhibit 4-6 – StochasticHillCllimbing setEvaluatedSolutions pseudocode 
4.3.4.6 R-SPLINE implementation 
R-SPLINE (H. Wang et al., 2013) is a single solution, local-search, improvement method 
for integer-ordered search-space where the evaluation function is a simulation oracle. It is based 
on a line-search approach where gradient-estimation is piecewise-linear based on a simplex in 
integer-ordered space. Local optima are confirmed via a neighborhood-enumeration. 
From a single starting point in integer-ordered space, R-SPLINE begins with piecewise-
linear gradient-estimation of the response surface at the current point to identify a search 
direction.  
R-Spline then starts line-search taking a step along the identified search direction from 
the current point. This creates a real-valued search-point that cannot be evaluated, so it evaluates 
the closest integer-ordered point. If this provides an improvement in the objective function, it 
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continues line-search with a larger step along the search direction from the current point until no 
further improvement is found or the line-search breaks a constraint.  
When line-search completes, the current point is moved to the best solution found and a 
neighborhood enumeration step determines whether it is a local optimum. If not, it moves the 
current point to the best solution found via neighborhood-enumeration and restarts with 
gradient-estimation. 
R-SPLINE uses a replication-schedule that increases the number of replications with each 
iteration so that as the search gets closer to the optimal point the estimates become more 
accurate. The number of replications and their growth schedule is defined by the modeler and 
needs some trial and error to find a schedule that does not waste CPU cycles but avoids 
premature detection of a local minima due to inaccuracy in the evaluations for neighborhood 
enumeration.  
The motivation for including R-Spline in the testing of the framework is, in part, that it 
introduces complexity by switching between search phases as it progresses: gradient-estimation, 
line-search and neighborhood-enumeration. Furthermore, these phases require different numbers 
of simulation-oracle evaluations. In 𝑛 dimensional space: gradient-estimation via simplex 
requires evaluation of 𝑛 + 1 candidate points; line-search evaluates 1 point at each step; and 
neighborhood-enumeration requires 2𝑛 evaluations. 
The step-by-step line-search is particularly costly in wall-clock time, making a single step 
with each iteration of the solver.  A parallel enhancement has been made that can evaluate 
several steps concurrently (as defined by the modeler). Once the steps are evaluated, this 
implementation works through them one by one and switches phase to neighborhood-
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enumeration under the same conditions as the original method, so, with the same sample path, it 
will find an identical optimum at the expense of some wasted CPU cycles. 
Figure 4-8 shows the class diagram for the RSpline sub-class of IterableAbstractSolver. 
Required methods for evaluation are implemented along with solver specific properties for 
maxConcurrentLineSearchSteps, initialStepSize and stepGrowthFactor. The 
maxConcurrentLineSearchSteps property controls how many line-search steps to execute 
concurrently when running a parallel Evaluator. The initialStepSize and stepGrowthFactor 
control the size of each step along a line-search direction.  
 
Figure 4-8 – RSpline class diagram 
The onInitialize method for R-SPLINE (Exhibit 4-7) simply sets the initial phase of 
search to gradient-estimation. 
onInitialize() { 
 // set the initial Phase to Gradient estimation 
 currentPhase = Phase.GRADIENT_ESTIMATION 
} 
Exhibit 4-7 – R-SPLINE onInitialize pseudocode 
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The getInputsToEvaluate method (Exhibit 4-8) switches between phases as needed. In 
gradient-estimation phase it provides the simplex vertices for evaluation and if that is not 
possible switches to neighborhood-enumeration. In line-search mode, it provides the next point 
in the line-search for evaluation, unless the point is infeasible, in which case it switches to 
neighborhood enumeration. In neighborhood enumeration mode, it provides all feasible 
neighbors for evaluation. 
getInputsToEvaluate(){ 
 
        if(currentPhase == GRADIENT_ESTIMATION) { 
            vertices = getSimplexVertices(x); 
            if(vertices.isValid()) { 
    // if we have all vertices (some may be infeasible) 
                candidates = vertices;     
            } else { 
                // switch to NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION 
                currentPhase = NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION; 
            } 
        } 
 
        if(currentPhase == LINE_SEARCH) {    
     // step in the right direction.  
     // step(stepCount) grows with each iteration of LINE_SEARCH 
     xNew[i] = x0[i] - gradientPLI[i] * step(stepCount); 
 
     if (problemDefinition.isInputFeasible(xNew)){ 
    // if it’s feasible use it 
    candidates = xNew;    
            } else { 
    // switch to NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION 
               currentPhase = Phase.NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION; 
     } 
        } 
 
        if(currentPhase == NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION){ 
            // pull all input-feasible neighbors 
            candidates = getAllNeighbors(); 
        } 
 
        // return 
        return candidates; 
}  
Exhibit 4-8 – R-SPLINE getInputsToEvaluate pseudocode 
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The setEvaluatedSolutions method (Exhibit 4-9) also switches between phases, as 
necessary.  
In gradient-estimation mode, the gradient is calculated from the evaluated candidates, and 
it switches to line-search mode. In line-search mode, if the evaluated candidate is an 
improvement on the best solution, this is captured as the best and line-search continues. 
Otherwise, it switches to neighborhood-enumeration mode. In neighborhood-enumeration mode 
either it confirms a local optimum is found and stops or moves to the best solution in the 
candidates and restarts with gradient-estimation. 
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setEvaluatedSolutions(SolutionSet candidates) { 
 
 if(currentPhase == GRADIENT_ESTIMATION) { 
  // calculate the gradient from the simplex points 
  gradientPLI = calcGradient(candidates); 
  //start LINE_SEARCH 
  currentPhase = LINE_SEARCH; 
  stepCount = 0; 
  x0 = getBestSolution() 
   
 } else if (currentPhase == LINE_SEARCH) { 
  // just one candidate for LINE_SEARCH 
  cnd = candidates[0]; 
   
  if(cnd.getPenalizedObjectiveFn() < x0.getPenalizedObjectiveFn()) { 
   // if its an improvement capture the best solution  
   // and increase the number of steps in this LINE_SEARCH 
   setBestSolution(cnd); 
   stepCount++; 
  } else { 
   currentPhase = NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION; 
  }    
 
 } else if(currentPhase == NEIGHBORHOOD_ENUMERATION) { 
   cnd = candidates.getBest(); 
   // if one of the neighbors is an improvement 
   if(cnd.getPenalizedObjectiveFn() <      
       getBestSolution().getPenalizedObjectiveFn()) { 
    // move there and switch back to GRADIENT_ESTIMATION 
    setBestSolution(cnd); 
    currentPhase = GRADIENT_ESTIMATION; 
   } else { 
    // we found a (local) minima, flag a stop 
    stop(“local minima found"); 
   } 
 } 
} 
Exhibit 4-9 – R-SPLINE setEvaluatedSolutions pseudocode 
4.3.4.7 Memetic algorithms 
A memetic algorithm combines a population-based search method with periodic use of 
local (single-solution improvement). The MemeticSolver class in JOBS, as shown in Figure 4-9, 
uses any population-based method and any single-solution method as building blocks to create a 
new memetic Solver. For this proof of concept, after 𝑛  iterations of the population-based 
method, a local-search Solver is instantiated for each population member and 𝑛  iterations of 
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the local-search are run. The resulting improved solutions are used to initialize the subsequent  
𝑛  iterations of the population-based search. Stopping conditions and performance capture 
are handled at the MemeticSolver level. 
The MemeticSolver can be used directly, assigning appropriate Solvers on construction, 
or as shown in Figure 4-9, simple classes can be created with specific Solvers. The 
Memetic_GA_SHC combines a GeneticAlgorithm with a StochastHillClimber; Memetic_DE_HC 
combines the DifferentialEvolution with a (non-stochastic) hill-climbing Solver. 
 
Figure 4-9 – MemeticSolver class diagram 
4.3.4.8 Ranking & Selection 
A screen-to-the-best procedure as proposed in (Boesel, Nelson, & Ishii, 2003) to remove 
clearly inferior solutions has been implemented for any set of Solutions, but as it requires no 
additional replications to be conducted, this need not be executed within a Solver.  
A 2-stage ranking and selection procedure such as Rinott’s method can be implemented 
as a Solver, sending an initial round of replications for evaluation in the first iteration’s 
getInputsToEvaluate method, then determining required replications for the second iteration in 
the setSolutionsToEvaluate method. At the end of the second iteration, the best solution in terms 
of the expected penalized-objective function value is returned. 
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Larger scale ranking and selection processes, such as those required for full enumeration 
of a search space, could be implemented as Solvers, but because the default JOBS cache is 
designed for speed rather than to hold all evaluated solutions such an approach could result in 
memory overflow. A solution-cache backed by persistent storage and a Solver that at each 
iteration generates the next 𝑘 jobs for evaluation would be possible. 
4.3.4.9 Other solvers 
A discrete-valued, population-based genetic algorithm with binary-encoding has been 
implemented with Java Interfaces for crossover, mutation, and selection operations to allow 
switching between different crossover, mutation and selection methods that implement the 
necessary methods. The default GeneticAlgorithmBinary class uses rank-selection, single-point 
crossover and bit-flip mutation. 
Three additional real-valued population-based solvers have been implemented in a 
similar manner to the ParticleSwarm method: CrossEntropy (Rubinstein, 1999) and 
DifferentialEvolution (Storn & Price, 1997). Both are modified such that if an infeasible input-
vector is created these are rejected and replacements generated until a feasible input-vector is 
found. 
An additional real-valued, single-solution method for SimulatedAnnealing (Corana et al., 
1987) has been implemented in a similar structure as that used for StochasticHillClimbing.  
Finally, a RandomSearch class was developed that evaluates each input-vector from an 
initial random sample of the search-space and stops with no further iterations. This can be used 
in its own right or to generate sample data to better initialize other Solvers. 
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4.3.5 The SolverRunner 
The SolverRunner class manages execution of one or more Solvers simultaneously with a 
single Evaluator instance. At startup it calls the onInitialize method of each Solver, then for each 
iteration, retrieves the input-vectors to be evaluated and the number of replications to execute 
from each Solver and creates a combined set of Requests. The Requests are sent as a single batch 
to the Evaluator and once complete, evaluated Solutions are returned to each Solver. 
The use of a SolverRunner to handle evaluation for multiple Solvers makes it possible to 
gather more Requests at each iteration of the SolverRunner and to maximize the benefit, in terms 
of wall-clock time, from parallel processing. 
Once a Solver instance is configured for a particular ProblemDefinition, it is easy to 
create a set of Solvers to run concurrently, using the original Solver as a template. (For example, 
this might be required for a multi-start scenario. Use the newInstance method of the template 
Solver to create copies of the template that share the same problem definition and are otherwise 
identical but for different random starting positions, then use them together in the same 
SolverRunner. The SolverRunner will iterate until all Solvers have met one of their stopping 
conditions or the SolverRunner replication budget is met. If required, a list of diverse Solver 
types can be run concurrently, the only requirement being that they share the same Evaluator and 
ProblemDefinition. 
The SolverRunner includes an onSolutionsUpdate method that can be over-ridden in a 
sub-class to intervene after Solutions have been sent back to each Solver to share solution 




A SolverRunner may run a single Solver, multiple instances of the same Solver or even a 
set of disparate Solvers in parallel. As one SolverRunner completes, all solutions can be gathered 
and used as in input to one or more Solvers for further processing. In this way, memetic 
algorithms, population-based optimization algorithms with embedded local search, can be 
implemented by switching repeatedly between a SolverRunner with a population-based Solver 
and a second one with multiple instances of a local-search Solver feeding Solutions between 
them.  
Similarly, methods that switch between phases such as Industrial Strength COMPASS 
(Xu et al., 2010) can be implemented as shown in Figure 4-10. In Industrial Strength 
COMPASS, a SolverRunner with a single niching GA finds promising regions in the search 
space that are fed to a second SolverRunner with parallel COMPASS partitioning Solvers that 
feed their best solutions to a final SolverRunner with a clean-up phase to select the best. 
 




Testing for JOBS has been designed to show that: the various solver implementations do 
converge correctly both in constrained and unconstrained problems; that the choice of evaluator 
is purely one of speed and convenience and does not otherwise impact the results; that JOBS 
scales against a test problem introduced with R-Spline; and that it can scale to handle a 
representative large-scale, supply-chain optimization problem, with a complex, slow to calculate 
simulation model. 
The six-hump camelback function is a standard non-linear test function in ℝ design 
space.  It can be challenging because it contains multiple global optima, multiple local optima 
and because the magnitude of the function increases rapidly once outside the relatively flat 
optimal region.  The motivation for including it here is to check that the various solver 
implementations in JOBS are implemented correctly and generally converge to the global 
optimum in the presence of no constraints, linear constraints on the inputs, non-linear constraints 
on responses or constraints on both inputs and responses.  For added complexity the non-linear 
response constraints chosen create 2 non-contiguous feasible regions. 
The integer bus-scheduling problem was introduced in (H. Wang et al., 2013) as a test for 
the R-SPLINE optimization method.  It is useful for testing because it can be made arbitrarily 
large, has a very simple, and quick to execute stochastic model and we know analytically what 
the optimal solutions are before running so we can check convergence.  Primarily it is included 
as a scalability test for JOBS and to provide a comparison of a population-based solver (particle-
swarm) working in integer space relative to R-SPLINE.  It is also used though to test that the 
results from a serverless parallel evaluator and a local evaluator (with controlled random number 
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streams for the stochastic elements of the solvers0 provide identical results and that the choice of 
evaluator in JOBS is one of speed and convenience not search-performance. 
Finally, JOBS is tested on a large scale, ℝ , multi-echelon inventory optimization 
problem, using a serverless evaluator to see how well it scales to a realistic supply chain 
problem.  Note that the multi-echelon inventory model is significantly more complex than the 
bus-scheduling problem and with more events to process requires a longer run-time for each 
replication.  Without knowing the global optimal analytically,  convergence is subjectively 
assessed by reviewing the solution path.  Otherwise, performance is measured in terms of 
serverless utilization and the implied reduction in wall-clock time. 
4.4.1 The six-hump camelback function 
The six-hump camelback function is a standard, non-linear test function in ℝ design 
space (Eq. 4-7). 
 𝐻(?⃗?) = (4 − 2.1𝑥 + 𝑥 3⁄ )𝑥 + 𝑥 𝑥 + 2 + (−4 + 4𝑥 )𝑥  Eq. 4-7 
 
A contour plot of the function over the input-space ( Figure 4-11) shows a flat optimal 
region with 4 local minima and 2 global minima identified as A and B. (Figure 4-12) shows a 
closer view of the optimal region. This function was chosen as a challenging 2-dimensional 
problem to test the basic functionality of JOBS across multiple Solvers to show that each 
implementation converges to the optimal solution for both the deterministic problem and a 
stochastic version - created by adding a small amount of Gaussian noise to each response 
variable. Further testing adds input and response constraints, separately and in conjunction. 
Each of the Solvers implemented in JOBS have been tested against constrained and 
unconstrained versions of the six-hump camelback function with 𝑥 , 𝑥 ⊂ (−4,4). R-SPLINE, 
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operating in integer space, has been tested on a scaled, discretized approximation of the real-
function, 𝐻 (𝑥 , 𝑥 ) such that:  
 𝐻 (𝑥 , 𝑥 ) = 𝐻(𝑥 /1000, 𝑥 /1000) 
 𝑥 , 𝑥 ⊂ ℤ, 










Figure 4-12 – the six-hump-camelback function in the optimal region. 
The linear input-constraint is shown in Eq. 4-9. This constraint makes one of the original 
global-optima infeasible but is not binding when used alone. In this configuration, it is testing 
that the initial, generation of random starting-positions and subsequent activity for each Solver 
do not generate any unhandled, input-infeasible input-vectors. 
 










Non-linear response constraints are defined in Eq. 4-10 and Eq. 4-11. Eq. 4-10 is non-
linear and splits the feasible region into 2 non-contiguous regions one in the upper right quadrant 
and one in the lower left quadrant. The functional form of the response-constraint shown in Eq. 
4-11 could be modeled as two, linear input-constraints but for testing purposes, we treat it as an 
unknown black-box response. 
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 𝐺 (?⃗?) = 𝑥 ∗ 𝑥 > 1 Eq. 4-10 
 𝐺 (?⃗?) = |𝑥 | < 2 Eq. 4-11 
 
The input-constraint, response constraints and associated feasible regions are shown 
visually in Figure 4-13 along with the optimal values under different constraints. For clarity, only 
the input-constrained region and the combined input and response constrained regions are 
shown. The response-constrained region can easily be inferred. 
 




The unconstrained problem is optimal at points A and B; the input-constrained problem is 
only optimal at A; the response-constrained problem is optimal at C and D; and the combined 
input and response-constrained problem is optimal at E.  
Table 4-2 shows the results of running each Solver on the deterministic 6-hump 
camelback function with varying constraint types.  Each record is the results of 30 trials of the 
same Solver and problem instance, starting from different random starting positions.  The 
population-based implementations ( CrossEntropy, DifferentialEvolution, 
GeneticAlgorithmBinary, GeneticAlgorithmReal, and ParticleSwarm ) all have a population-size 
of 40 members. The single-solution methods ( SimulatedAnnealing, StochasticHillClimber and 
RSpline ) all run multiple instances in parallel, effectively implementing a multi-start procedure 
from random starting points. The number of parallel instances employed is essentially arbitrary 
but to some degree reflects the authors’ expectations that the Solver will escape a local 
minimum. The memetic algorithm alternates between a binary-encoded GA with a population 
size of 20 and 20 parallel instances of stochastic hill-climbing. 
Each trial is run until it converges to within a small tolerance of the true optimal, a 
maximum time-limit is reached or, in the case of RSpline, a neighborhood-enumeration can flag 
that a local minimum has been found, stopping further iteration.  
For a given problem-instance, let 𝑥  denote the best solution found by solver 𝑠 in trial 𝑡 
and 𝐻(𝑥 ) the associated objective function value. For each problem and solver, the table 
reports the best solution found across all trials, the average of the best solutions from each trial 
and the average difference to the true optimal. For simplicity, the subscripts are dropped in the 
following tables, meaning being clear from the context. 
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Limited effort has been expended on parameter-tuning for the different Solvers in this 
test, largely using defaults, the focus being on whether the Solvers and JOBS’ supporting classes 
are coded to converge properly in the presence of constraints. 
A data bar visualization is used to emphasize magnitude for the gap between the best 
objective function value found and the true global (avg. H(x’) – H(x*)). 
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Table 4-2 – results for 30 trials on variations of the deterministic 6-hump-camelback function 
 
For the deterministic problem (a), bounded but with no additional constraints, all Solvers 
reached the neighborhood of a global optima, routinely, across all trials. It is notable, if not 




















a) deterministic, H(x*) = -1.03163
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 629 -1.0316 -1.0312 0.0004 100%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 883 -1.0316 -1.0311 0.0005 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 156,452 -1.0314 -1.0138 0.0178 90%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 788 -1.0316 -1.0311 0.0005 100%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 536 -1.0316 -1.0311 0.0005 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 5,456 -1.0316 -1.0315 0.0001 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 2,392 -1.0316 -1.0310 0.0006 100%
R-Spline 30 10 1 57 -1.0316 -1.0305 0.0011 100%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 1,314 -1.0316 -1.0312 0.0004 100%
b) deterministic with input-constraint, H(x*) = -1.03163
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 397 -1.0316 -1.0311 0.0005 100%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 796 -1.0316 -1.0312 0.0005 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 280,383 -1.0315 -1.0066 0.0250 77%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 2,296 -1.0316 -1.0311 0.0005 100%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 304 -1.0316 -1.0312 0.0004 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 7,103 -1.0316 -1.0315 0.0001 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 2,356 -1.0312 -1.0310 0.0006 100%
R-Spline 30 10 1 259 -1.0316 -1.0304 0.0012 100%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 1,273 -1.0316 -1.0311 0.0005 100%
c) deterministic with response-constraints, H(x*) = 2.11566
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 2,059,471 2.1161 2.1624 0.0467 90%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 1,995 2.1157 2.1163 0.0006 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 595,173 2.1164 2.4561 0.3405 60%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 207,988 2.1159 2.1164 0.0008 100%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 963 2.1158 2.1163 0.0006 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 13,202 2.1157 2.1161 0.0004 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 4,052 2.1157 2.1699 0.0543 90%
R-Spline 30 10 1 85 2.1157 2.1170 0.0014 100%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 2,525 2.1158 2.1163 0.0006 100%
d) deterministic with input and response constraints, H(x*) = 2.49276
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 2,452,651 2.5663 2.8655 0.3728 23%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 2,653 2.4937 2.4937 0.0010 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 606,828 2.5103 3.6346 1.1418 40%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 839,035 2.4951 2.6290 0.1362 63%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 664 2.4937 2.4937 0.0010 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 22,298 2.4941 2.5014 0.0086 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 4,248 2.5068 3.3705 0.8778 40%
R-Spline 30 10 1 767 2.4962 2.6011 0.1084 70%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 1,059,762 2.4962 2.4962 0.0034 100%
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other Solvers, primarily as most trials failed to converge to the required precision and timed-out. 
GAB is a discrete, combinatorial Solver that is not well suited to this problem, but it still found 
solutions that were close to optimal. When used in conjunction with the stochastic-hill-climber in 
the memetic algorithm, performance is similar to the other population-based methods. R-Spline, 
a line-search method based on an approximation of the gradient in discrete-space, required the 
fewest evaluation requests over all problem variations. Given that the underlying function is 
smooth, a line-search approach should be effective.  
Adding a (non-binding) input-constraint (b), removes one of the previous global-optima 
from the feasible region and tests the ability of JOBS and implemented Solvers to generate input-
feasible candidates. All methods continued to find the optimal region.  
Adding only response constraints to the problem (c) creates 2, non-contiguous feasible 
regions but all methods continue to find solutions in the neighborhood of the true optimal. CE, 
attempting to model the optimal solution-space as a single multidimensional Normal distribution 
is now slow to converge. GAB also struggles to find the true-optimal, genetic algorithms in 
general having difficulty working with penalized objective functions as they deform the parent 
selection process. 
Adding both input and response constraints (d) also creates 2 non-contiguous feasible 
regions but only one of them includes the global optimum. Again, all methods find solutions in 
the neighborhood of the global optimum even if the proportion that reach the optimum drops. 
Table 4-3 shows the results for the same Solvers on the stochastic variation of the 6-hump 
camelback problem. Stochastic problems were created by adding a small amount of Gaussian 
noise to the objective function and to each response variable.  
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Note that JOBS allows for replication-schedules that increase the number of replications 
during an optimization run to improve precision of response estimates as the optimization run 
progresses. However, rather than fine-tune individual replication-schedules for each Solver and 
problem-type , and as this test uses a fast-running evaluation function,  the same fixed-size 
schedule, with enough replications to largely overwhelm the variability in responses on 
stochastic problems, was employed across all Solvers. 
Overall, the results against the stochastic version of the function look very similar to 
those obtained from the deterministic version although the solutions found are of slightly lower 
quality as measured by the gap to the true-optimal. In the case of RSpline, solution-quality 
degraded in part because of neighborhood-enumeration steps incorrectly flagging a local-optima 
in the presence of noise in the objective-function estimate and in general, we have found that 
solution-quality for R-Spline is heavily dependent on avoiding these false-positives. 
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Table 4-3 – results for 30 trials on variations of the stochastic 6-hump-camelback function 
 
4.4.2 The integer bus-scheduling problem. 
The integer bus-scheduling problem was developed as a test problem for R-Spline (H. 




















a) stochastic, E[H(x*)] = -1.03163
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 848,832 -1.0294 -1.0280 0.0037 100%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 988,057 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0021 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 638,736 -1.0293 -1.0189 0.0127 93%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 68,269 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0021 100%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 58,005 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0021 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 10,316 -1.0295 -1.0294 0.0022 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 4,185 -1.0295 -1.0295 0.0022 100%
R-Spline 30 10 1 59 -1.0291 -1.0282 0.0034 100%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 1,124,617 -1.0294 -1.0294 0.0023 100%
b) stochastic with input-constraint, E[H(x*)] = -1.03163
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 739,441 -1.0294 -1.0292 0.0024 100%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 885,576 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0021 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 619,251 -1.0292 -0.9397 0.0919 83%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 165,613 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0021 100%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 55,472 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0021 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 9,804 -1.0295 -1.0294 0.0022 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 4,182 -1.0296 -1.0295 0.0022 100%
R-Spline 30 10 1 223 -1.0291 -1.0281 0.0035 100%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 1,144,099 -1.0293 -1.0293 0.0023 100%
c) stochastic with response-constraints, E[H(x*)] = 2.11566
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 40,893 2.1195 2.1457 0.0300 90%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 657,960 2.1184 2.1185 0.0029 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 608,921 2.1191 2.5906 0.4749 67%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 41,876 2.1186 2.1200 0.0044 100%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 33,847 2.1184 2.1185 0.0029 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 6,053 2.1187 2.1188 0.0032 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 4,395 2.1186 2.1622 0.0465 90%
R-Spline 30 10 1 83 2.1189 2.1202 0.0045 100%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 904,440 2.1189 2.1189 0.0032 100%
d) stochastic with input and response constraints, E[H(x*)] = 2.49276
CrossEntropy (CE) 30 1 40 138,361 2.5474 3.0117 0.5189 7%
DifferentialEvolution (DE) 30 1 40 693,415 2.4987 2.4988 0.0061 100%
GeneticAlgorithmBinary (GAB) 30 1 40 590,493 2.6412 3.6234 1.1307 27%
GeneticAlgorithmReal (GAR) 30 1 40 57,305 2.5560 3.0962 0.6034 17%
ParticleSwarm (PSO) 30 1 40 34,053 2.4986 2.4989 0.0061 100%
SimulatedAnnealing (SA) 30 5 1 6,088 2.4992 2.5088 0.0161 100%
StochasticHillClimber (SHC) 30 10 1 4,488 2.5014 2.8491 0.3563 43%
R-Spline 30 10 1 257 2.5122 2.8864 0.3937 53%
Memetic (GAB + SHC) 30 1 20 852,939 2.5005 2.5005 0.0077 100%
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arrivals and total waiting time relative to days, it is parameterized by 𝑑, 𝜏, and 𝜆 such that within 
a day consisting of 𝜏 equal time-periods, 𝑑 buses must be scheduled to pick up passengers from a 
bus-stop where passengers arrive according to a Poisson process with a constant rate per day of 
𝜆. No passengers are waiting at the start of the day and any passengers remaining at the end of 
the day will be picked up by a separate bus. Buses arrive exactly when scheduled. The problem 
is to schedule each of 𝑑 buses to arrive at the end of a time-period so as to minimize total waiting 
time. Total waiting time for all passengers is evaluated by a simulation-oracle. 
This problem is attractive for testing because it is easy to make it arbitrarily large, 
optimal solutions are known analytically, it is fast to run even in higher dimensions and, 
depending on configuration, we can choose to have a single global optimum or multiple global 
optima.  
This problem class is used here initially to show that the serverless and local evaluators 
produce identical results given the same random number streams in both simulation oracle and 
stochastic elements of the solver – showing that the choice of evaluator is one of convenience 
cost and efficiency and not convergence.  
Further testing examines the scalability of RSpline and, as a competing method, 
ParticleSwarm, using local and serverless Evaluators to show that the right combination is 
dependent on the problem instance and the value drivers of the modeler, supporting the need for 
a library to enable the modeler’s choice. 
Where 𝑡 =  
  
⊂ ℤ  , the unique global optimal solution is for each bus to arrive in 
increments of time 𝑡 such that the schedule ?⃗?∗ = (𝑡, 2𝑡, 3𝑡, … , (𝜏 − 1)𝑡) . The optimal total wait 
time (in days) is given by 
( )
 . So, for 𝑑 = 9, 𝜏 =  100 and 𝜆 =  1000: 𝑡 =  10; the optimal 
schedule ?⃗?∗ = (10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90); and the expected total wait time is 50 days. 
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For the following experiments, the solution space is defined in terms of non-negative, 
integer, inter-arrival times, each with a lower bound of 0, such that the arrival time of 𝑏𝑢𝑠  
cannot be earlier than that for 𝑏𝑢𝑠 . 
Initial solutions are generated using a custom InputGenerator provided to the 
ProblemDefinition that randomly creates solutions such that all buses arrive between time 0 and 
time τ. 
To show that local and serverless evaluators produce identical results for a given Solver, 
the sample paths for stochastic elements of the Solver are controlled using common random 
numbers in addition to the sample paths for the simulation-oracle. Table 4-4 shows the results 
using R-Spline for the bus-scheduling problem with 𝑑 = 9, 𝜏 = 100 and 𝜆 = 1,000 using a local 
(serial) evaluator and a serverless (parallel) evaluator each with 20 trials. Both approaches use 
the replication-schedule suggested for R-Spline, with 8 initial replications, growing by 10% with 
each iteration. Local and serverless trials produce identical results in terms of the solutions 
found, the number of iterations required to reach solution and the number of evaluation batches 
showing that the choice of evaluator does not impact the end result only the speed with which it 
is attained.  
(Note that an iteration for R-Spline is a set of gradient-estimation, line-search, and 
neighborhood-enumeration phases and that each phase requires evaluation of a batch of 
requests.)  The use of the solution cache is evident in the difference between direct requests and 
replications that exclude solutions retrieved from the cache in their counts and total requests and 
replications that include cached values. 
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Table 4-4 – local and serverless evaluator results for a random-number-controlled R-Spline 
 run for 𝑑 = 9, 𝜏 =  100 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜆 =  10.0 
 
All R-Spline runs completed with a neighborhood-enumeration phase that identified a 
local optimum, however only 5% identified the unique global-optimum correctly; 95% of trials 
terminated prematurely having incorrectly identified a local-optimum due to variability in the 
objective value estimates.  
For this problem instance, the use of the serverless environment is not advantageous 
resulting in longer wall-clock times (avg. solver ms). A number of issues contribute to this poor 
performance. There is evidence of a few serverless cold starts, on average, 0.1 per run. This 
happens when a new serverless function-instance must be provisioned rather than re-using an 
existing function-instance: from prior experience the time required for this serverless-
environment is less than 2 seconds per cold-start. More importantly, there is little opportunity for 
parallel execution: with 𝑑 = 9 the R-Spline gradient-estimation phase requires 𝑑 + 1 = 10 
evaluations in a batch, each line-search step requires only a single evaluation and neighborhood 
 local serverless
trials 20.0                 20.0                 
% feasible 100% 100%
global optimal,  H(x*) 50.0                 50.0                 
% at global optimal 5.0% 5.0%
avg. best solution found: H(x') 51.0                 51.0                 
% gap to global optimal 2.0% 2.0%
avg. iterations 11.5                 11.5                 
avg. batches 46.1                 46.1                 
avg. requests 338                   338                   
avg. direct requests 327                   327                   
avg. replications 5,171               5,171               
avg. direct replications 4,597               4,597               
avg. solver ms 2,054.7           5,527.1           
avg. evaluation (ms) 1,952.4           1,971.7           
avg. cold starts 0.1                   
avg. serverless jobs 92.6                 
avg. serverless fn instances 2.2                   
avg. direct-requests/batch 7.1                   7.1                   
avg. replications/request 14.1                 14.1                 
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enumeration 2𝑑 = 18 evaluations. Furthermore, the serverless evaluation function runs very 
quickly, less than 0.5 ms per replication on average, such that even small variations in 
transmission time between client and serverless environment means jobs arrive in a staggered 
manner and the serverless-scheduler can re-use function-instances that have completed an 
evaluation request in series rather than create new ones in parallel. On average, each serverless 
trial used only 2.2 function instances out of the possible 18 that could have been run in parallel. 
The key issue though is the overhead associated with communicating an evaluation request 
between the client and serverless environment which is incurred for each batch of requests sent 
to the serverless environment. While this is typically less than a second for this environment it is 
incurred for every batch of evaluations. 
Table 4-5 shows the results of a similar set of experiments with 𝑑, and therefore the 
dimensionality of the problem, increased to 20. Local and serverless evaluators still generate 
identical results but now all trials complete prematurely by falsely identifying a local-minima 
and the average gap between the objective function value at the global optimal and the objective 
function value at the best solution found has increased to 4.2%. The serverless evaluator is now 
superior in terms of wall-clock time but uses the available parallel function instances quite 
inefficiently, again due to the overhead of making calls for sub-millisecond replications. 
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Table 4-5 – local and serverless evaluator results for a random-number-controlled R-Spline 
 run for 𝑑 = 20, 𝜏 =  100 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜆 =  10.0  
 
Changing the replication schedule to increase the number of replications per evaluation 
request throughout the run can improves R-Spline’s ability to run to completion and find the true 
global optimum, but the tendency for R-Spline to terminate prematurely makes it impossible to 
compare with other Solvers on final solution-quality or solution-time. Instead, for further testing, 
the replication schedule is fixed to a high number of replications (500) for all trials and the 
solution quality measured relative to cumulative wall-clock time and the number of evaluation 
requests. 
Figure 4-14 shows the Solution paths for 10 trials independent trials each of RSpline and 
ParticleSwarm, both with a serverless evaluator, for 𝑑 = 50, τ = 10,000 𝑎𝑛𝑑 λ = 1,000, 
relative to the number of evaluation requests. The global optimal objective function value is 
shown as a benchmark. All RSpline runs terminate prematurely, incorrectly flagging that a local 
optimum has been found. ParticleSwarm trials continue to run until they meet the stopping 
 local serverless
trials 20.0                 20.0                 
% feasible 100% 100%
global optimal,  H(x*) 23.8                 23.8                 
% at global optimal 0.0% 0.0%
avg. best solution found: H(x') 24.8                 24.8                 
% gap to global optimal 4.2% 4.2%
avg. iterations 22.7                 22.7                 
avg. batches 71.2                 71.2                 
avg. requests 1,324               1,324               
avg. direct requests 1,297               1,297               
avg. replications 53,021             53,021             
avg. direct replications 49,457             49,457             
avg. solver ms 18,804.4        13,890.3        
avg. evaluation (ms) 18,873.4        21,554.2        
avg. cold starts 1.7                   
avg. serverless jobs 292.4              
avg. serverless fn instances 12.8                 
avg. direct-requests/batch 18.2                 18.2                 
avg. replications/request 38.1                 38.1                 
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condition that the best-solution found is within 1% of the target objective function value. After 
an initial warmup-period, of perhaps 1,000 evaluations, PSO provides results comparable to R-
Spline and with more consistency. 
5  
Figure 4-14 – solution paths for R-Spline and PSO for, 𝑑 = 50, 𝜏 = 10,000 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜆 = 1,000 vs 
the number of evaluation requests (all requests are for 500 replications) 
Figure 4-15 shows the same solution paths relative to elapsed time. In this case it is clear 




Figure 4-15 – solution paths for R-Spline and PSO for (𝑑 = 50, 𝜏 = 10,000 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜆 = 1,000) vs 
the number of evaluation requests (all requests are for 500 replications) 
Table 4-6 shows the summary results for these trials. PSO only found the global-optimum 
once in ten trials but the gap in terms of the objective function value is smaller than that for R-
Spline. Note that for both Solvers, time spent in evaluating requests - avg. evaluation (ms) - 
exceeds the elapsed time for the solver run - avg. solver (ms). In the case of ParticleSwarm 
effective parallelization ([avg. evaluation (ms)]/[ avg. solver (ms)]) is 9.1 using an average of 
152.6 function instances, again due to the short processing time of the simulation-oracle (approx. 
200 ms per request) relative to the communication overhead. For RSpline, effective 
parallelization is 3.3, reflecting the lower opportunity for parallelization. 
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Table 4-6 – serverless evaluator results for R-Spline and PSO ( 𝑑 = 50, 𝜏 = 10,000 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜆 =
1,000) 
 
The swarm size for PSO used here is based on the rule-of thumb of 10 solutions for each 
dimension in the solution space. This swarm size is probably higher than optimal for PSO (Chen 
et al., 2015) used in serial processing but was used to promote the use of parallel processing. 
Rather than customize a replication schedule to each Solver, a fixed schedule of 500 
replications for each evaluation was used, primarily to prevent R-Spline from meeting a 
premature stopping condition. This may be unduly penalizing the PSO solver which is not as 
dependent on the precision of estimates to converge correctly. 
Finally, note that the increased dimensionality and reduced granularity for this problem 
with 𝑑 = 50 𝑎𝑛𝑑 τ = 10,000 resulted in relatively little use of the solution-cache. 
For the same problem class, varying the dimensionality and granularity of the solution-
space we have seen clear preferences for different Solvers and Evaluators, supporting the need 
for a library that makes it easy to apply the best Solver and evaluator combination for a given 
problem. 
 ParticleSwarm RSpline
trials 10.0                      10.0                      
% feasible 100% 100%
global optimal,  H(x*) 9.8                        9.8                        
% at global optimal 10% 0%
avg. (best solution found, H(x')) 9.9                        10.5                      
avg. iterations 57.4                      32.9                      
avg. batches 58.4                      205.5                   
avg. requests 29,200                 5,010                   
avg. direct requests 29,183                 4,934                   
avg. replications 14,600,000         2,505,000           
avg. direct replications 14,591,350         2,467,150           
avg. solver ms 645,176              300,616              
avg. evaluation (ms) 5,898,544          993,654              
avg. cold starts 23.9                     0.6                       
avg. serverless jobs 29,183                4,934                   
avg. serverless fn instances 152.6                   100.5                   
avg. direct-requests/batch 500                      24                         
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The serverless environment is an effective way to run large numbers of evaluation 
requests in parallel but for small numbers of short evaluation requests where local, serial 
evaluation is preferable. A local, multi-core parallel Evaluator may provide a useful intermediate 
step between the two. 
4.4.3 Multi-echelon inventory network model 
As a final test of JOBS, a multi-echelon, multi-product inventory network as shown in  
Figure 4-16 is optimized. The focus of this test is to show how the serverless Evaluator scales to 
a real-world problem that requires longer processing times.  
Let 𝑃 be the number of products managed by this system: all products have demand at all 
warehouses and are serviced by the distribution center (DC). Let 𝑊 be the number of 
warehouses that are used to satisfy customer demand: each warehouse orders new inventory 
from the single DC. For a given product 𝑝, and warehouse 𝑤, demand follows a Poisson process 
with rate λ . Warehouse ordering is controlled by a continuous review, fixed replenishment 
quantity (r, Q) inventory policy with parameters 𝑟  and 𝑄 . Demand that cannot be 
immediately satisfied from inventory, resulting in a customer-order backlog, and is met once 
sufficient new inventory arrives at the warehouse. 
The DC also follows an r, Q policy for ordering against external suppliers with 




Figure 4-16 – multi-echelon inventory model 
The random variables used to model processing times, transportation times and demand 
are shown in Table 4-7. 
Table 4-7 – random variables in the multi-echelon, multi-product network model 
Unloading times at warehouses and DC (minutes) TRIANGULAR(5,25,40) 
Loading times at the DC (minutes) TRIANGULAR(7,26,46) 
DC to warehouse transportation (days) UNIFORM(2,4) 
External supplier to DC transportation (days) UNIFORM(2,4) 
External supplier order to ship lead-time (days) UNIFORM(3,30) 
Demand for product 𝑝 at warehouse 𝑤 EXPONENTIAL(λ ) 
 
Table 4-8 shows constants employed in the model. Note that the annual holding charge is 
applied to the sum of average annual inventory for each product 𝑝 valued at unit-cost 𝑐  to get 
total inventory cost. 
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Table 4-8 – constants used in the multi-echelon, multi-product network model 
Shipping cost per shipment 15 
Unloading cost per shipment 30 
Ordering cost per order 5.5 
Loading cost per shipment 40 
Product unit costs 𝑐  
Inventory annual holding charge 10% 
 
For testing purposes, the model can be configured at run-time for a given 𝑃 and 𝑊. 
Before the simulation is run for a particular problem instance, demand rates per day, λ , are 
sampled from the range (0.05, 2) and product unit costs, 𝑐 , are sampled from the range (10,200). 
Sampling uses controlled random numbers so that the same combination of 𝑃 and 𝑊 will always 
result in the same problem instance being simulated. This approach makes it easy to test problem 
instances of different dimensionality that have varying customer demand rates and product costs 
without having to manually provide the data to each one.  
The dimensionality of the resulting search space is given by 2 × 𝑃 × 𝑊. As 
dimensionality increases, new demand and new order policies are added to the system and while 
the rate of daily demand at each node (λ ) varies, the number of events to be processed and 
therefore the simulation run-time can be expected to grow approximately linearly with 
dimensionality so higher dimensional problem instances not only have larger search space but 
also need proportionally more processing time for each replication. 
The optimization problem to be solved is shown below, minimizing the expected annual 
cost of the system (Eq. 4-12) that includes inventory-holding, transportation, handling, and 





𝐿𝑒𝑡 ∶    
𝑊 =  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠 
𝑃 =  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 
𝑟 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝 𝑎𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑤 
𝑄 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝 𝑎𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑤 
𝑟 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝐶 
𝑄 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑝 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝐶 
 
   
min         𝐸[𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑚]  Eq. 4-12 
𝑠. 𝑡.  
𝑟 > 𝑄  
𝐸[𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 ] > 0.95 
 
   
𝑤 = 0,1, … , 𝑊, 𝑝 = 1,2, … , 𝑄 






   
𝑄  ⊂ ℤ  
𝑟 ⊂ ℤ 
 
𝑤 = 0,1, … , 𝑊, 𝑝 = 1,2, … , 𝑄 





Eq. 4-13 requires that reorder points for all products at the DC and warehouses must be 
large enough such that when an order is created, total inventory, including on order, exceeds 
zero. Eq. 4-14 requires that the expected value of the first-time fill-rate, the percentage of 
demand that is met directly from inventory, aggregated across all products must exceed 95% at 
each warehouse. Eq. 4-15 requires all order quantities to be positive integers. Eq. 4-16 requires 
all reorder points to be integer but otherwise unbounded. Upper bounds on input variables are 
required by JOBS and are set by location to approximately 2 and 4 years of demand respectively 
for r and Q so as to be non-binding. 
This formulation can be solved by JOBS directly but a simple transformation (Eq. 4-17) 
removes the need for the input-constraint ( 
Eq. 4-13) and replaces it with a simple bound on the new decision variable 𝑟  . 
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 𝐿𝑒𝑡:   𝑟 = 𝑟 + 𝑄  
 





    
 min         𝐸[𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑚]   
 𝑠. 𝑡.  
𝐸[𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 ] > 0.95 
 
   
𝑤 = 1,2, … , 𝑊 
 
 
    
 𝑟 , 𝑄  ⊂ ℤ  
 




With the simulation model defined as a serverless function on AWS Lambda, this 
transformed formulation of the optimization model was created in JOBS as a ProblemDefinition 
using a cross-entropy Solver and a ServerlessEvaluator that can utilize up to 1,000 parallel 
function instances. Setting 𝑊 = 4 and 𝑃 = 10, this problem instance has a search space with 
100 dimensions. The replication length, warmup period and a fixed ReplicationSchedule were set 
to so as to reduce the half-width of objective function estimates to less than 1% of the estimate 
based on a set of initial trials. 
After an initial run of 40 iterations, the solution path, objective function value and 
response-constraints were examined, and it was determined that more iterations were needed. 
The cached solutions were reloaded, and the Solver restarted for an incremental set of iterations. 
This was repeated until 100 iterations were completed. Figure 4-17 shows the solution path of 
the optimization run by iteration. Although JOBS has not found an optimal value, the 




Figure 4-17 – solution path for 100 dimensional rQ problem 
Table 4-9 shows performance metrics for JOBS. With 100 iterations and an additional 
batch for the starting solutions, 101 batches were processed with each batch containing 1,000 
evaluation requests. JOBS split these into individual requests at the replication level and 
aggregated back into 336,633 jobs using TSS. Of the 1,000 function instances available, all were 
used, and all incurred a cold start at the beginning of processing. In total, over 2 million 
replications were processed and cached although given the large search space and the nature of 
the cross-entropy optimizer, that does not retain solutions between iterations, none of the cached 
solutions were re-used. The total processing time for evaluations of 1,879,798 seconds (522 
hours, approximately 22 days) was executed in an elapsed time of 2,510 seconds (42 minutes). 
This is equivalent to keeping 749 function instances constantly processing, and, given the 1,000 
function instances used, represents a parallel efficiency of 74.9%. 
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Table 4-9 – performance metrics for the multi-echelon, multi-product JOBS execution 
 
Table 4-10 shows the results of a screen to the best procedure (Boesel, Nelson, & Kim, 
2003) on the full cache of solutions evaluated that results in 2 solutions as candidates for the best 
solution found. Table 4-11 shows the response-constraint performance for the lower expected 
cost solution and shows some slack against the constraint for warehouse 3 that could perhaps be 
exploited to get a lower cost solution with further iterations. 
Table 4-10 – screen to the best results from the cache 
 
Table 4-11 – response constraints for the best solution 
 
4.5 Precision, granularity and indifference  
There are a number of practical considerations that a modeler should keep in mind when 
setting up a JOBS run to guide the process and avoid unnecessary iterations and replications.  
 
Batches 101                  
Requests 101,000          
Jobs 336,633          
Maximum function Instances 1,000              
Serverless cold-starts 1,000              
Replications 2,020,000      
CachedReplications -                   
Evaluation processing (sec) 1,879,798      
Elapsed time (sec) 2,510              
Effective parallelization 749                  
Parallel efficiency 74.9%
E[Annual Total Cost] 95% confidence interval feasible
651,821 +/- 3,874 TRUE
653,507 +/- 2,822 TRUE
Warehouse E[Fill-Rate] 95% CI E[slack]
0 0.951021 +/- 0.002015 0.001021
1 0.950554 +/- 0.003083 0.000554
2 0.950911 +/- 0.001497 0.000911
3 0.953299 +/- 0.001694 0.003299
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For most problem instances, even those defined on a continuous space, there are practical 
limits on the precision to which an optimal input vector can be implemented.  The input-
definitions for a problem should reflect this granularity rather than wasting CPU cycles finding 
increasingly refined but non-implementable solutions. (section 4.3.1.2) 
Similarly, there is limited value in continuing to search for improved solutions once one  
has been found that is good enough.  If the optimal objective function value is known, but not its 
location in the design space, or a suitable target can be provided based on past performance, a 
stopping condition can be used to stop when the expected value of the penalized objective 
function is close enough to that target.  Alternatively, convergence can be flagged when the 
improvement in the best solution found over a number of iterations drops below a threshold. 
(section 4.3.4.2) 
The replication schedule determines the number of replications to be completed at each 
iteration of a solver run and therefore the precision of estimates for the base objective function 
value response constraint values.  Setting the replication schedule to provide sufficient precision 
to help the solver progress without wasting CPU cycles on unnecessary precision is key to good 
performance yet, in practical use, replication schedules are often fixed at a modeler-determined 
value throughout a solver run.  There is some intuitive appeal in adding precision to estimates as 
the solver nears completion (as in R-Spline) but to the best of our knowledge, no good guidance 
in the literature has been provided for tuning these parameters.  JOBS currently implements three 
parameterized replication schedules (fixed constant, linear growth, and fixed growth rate) but has 
the capability to define more complex schedules based on the state of the solver.  (Section 
4.3.4.3).  Future work is anticipated for setting the number of replications based on the 
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convergence rate of the solver, the search-phase of the solver, the precision of recent response 
value estimates and the level of precision to which the modeler is indifferent. 
The penalty cost for a response-constraint that violates a constraint is given by 
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ⋅ 𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 .   Setting the unit penalty cost for a response-
constraint (and to a lesser degree the violation-exponent) takes some care, as the resulting 
violation penalties need to be material on the scale of the objective function value, or a violation 
has no impact to search, but not so large that minor violations, to which the modeler is 
indifferent are impactful.   JOBS currently provides the modeler with the ability to set both the 
unit-penalty and the violation-exponent but provides no support as to how to choose these 
parameter values other than to limit them to sensible bounds.   Future work is envisioned to assist 
an unsophisticated user to scale violations appropriately. 
4.6 Conclusions and Further Work 
The choice of problem formulation, solver and evaluator can be critical to performance of 
the optimization model for a given problem-instance. Much existing work on optimization by 
simulation has been driven by the desire to find provably convergent results for specific classes 
of problem. In contrast, the aim of JOBS is to provide an open-source, general-purpose, 
extendable tool to simplify the application of optimization algorithms to simulated evaluation 
functions with real and discrete decision variables for students, researchers, and practitioners. 
JOBS includes several optimization methods but the object-oriented design, including the 
problem-definition, deterministic and stochastic constraints, iteration management and 
evaluation of solutions significantly reduces the amount of code necessary to implement a new 
solver and apply it. 
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An in-memory solution-cache to capture evaluated solutions and reduce the need for 
(re)evaluation of known solutions has been implemented and is available to any solver. This can 
be enhanced or replaced by any other solution cache that implements the required Java interface 
methods to get and save solutions. 
Building on the Simulation Evaluation API it is possible to evaluate simulation requests 
locally or remotely, in series or in parallel. JOBS provides the architecture to develop Evaluators 
for any simulation implementation that supports the API and provides Evaluators for parallel 
serverless execution of JSL models (via AWS Lambda), local execution of JSL models and local 
execution of simple Java expressions.  
Parallel execution is further encouraged by the ability to run multiple solvers at the same 
time, either the same solver with different random starting points or different solvers applied to 
the same problem instance. Furthermore, it is possible to use Solvers as building blocks to make 
more sophisticated optimization methods. 
Over a number of test problems, JOBS has been shown to be an effective tool for 
applying optimization methods to functions that must be evaluated by simulation including the 
use of deterministic input and stochastic response constraints. 
The optimization run that uses serverless, parallel function-evaluation to execute 22 days 
of processing in approximately 40 minutes shows that a serverless model is a viable alternative 
to scaling out the execution of a large number of jobs, making new problems tractable without 
the need for a simulation modeler to manage or code parallel-processing routines against 
dedicated machines. 
It is common to many metaheuristics that most of the processing is expended trying to 
ensure the solution has converged to an optimum. R-Spline presents an interesting alternative 
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(for local search) using a neighborhood enumeration step to determine optimality in integer-
ordered space. This approach does result in fewer later stage iterations but was also found to lead 
to premature stopping of the search due to unhandled variation in the estimates incorrectly 
flagging a local optimum. This issue can be mitigated by trying to overwhelm the variation in the 
estimate by increasing the number of replications for each experiment, but only at the expense of 
wall-clock time. Replication schedules can be defined in JOBS to increase the number of 
replications as the solver converges and  intuitively providing more precision as the solver moves 
closer to the optimum but currently these are simple approaches that increase replications by 
some fixed constant or growth rate. For future work, the authors envision a more dynamic 
approach that ties the number of replications to the task the Solver is attempting. If a 
neighborhood enumeration is required, there should be sufficient replications to determine that 
the chosen solution is the best with some level of certainty. (A two-stage, ranking and selection 
approach would be appropriate). For some metaheuristics we need only be fairly certain that the 
best 𝑘 of 𝑛 solutions are generally better than the remaining 𝑛 − 𝑘 at each iteration, requiring 
fewer replications and only adding more as the variability in solution values decreases.  To the 
best of our knowledge this has not been addressed in the literature. 
From prior empirical work, the authors have found that the Trapezoid-Self-Scheduling 
rule provided the best overall performance from a number of standard candidates in building 
tasks for parallel execution on a large-scale serverless environment; TSS best balanced the desire 
to end processing on all machines at the same time with the need to avoid network congestion 
and client processing overload while managing hundreds or thousands of concurrent jobs. It is 
unlikely however that TSS is the best approach, and it is certainly possible to imagine dynamic 
loop-schedulers that adapt to the current conditions of the client and network. It is cost 
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prohibitive to examine this problem broadly via empirical methods and it is not possible to 
simulate the shared, rapidly changing and largely unknown network environment with any great 
accuracy (Paxson & Floyd, 1997). However, as network delays only reflect a component of 
serverless evaluation performance, it may be possible to approximately model delays with 
sufficient precision to suggest a better loop scheduling rule for subsequent empirical validation. 
JOBS is open-sourced and intended to be used - it will undoubtedly need revisions and 
fixes as it gets used on further problems. In addition, there are some known areas that could be 
improved. Firstly, JOBS provides a local, serial Evaluator for models built with the JSL and a 
serverless, parallel Evaluator for any serverless function that supports the Serverless Simulation 
API. An intermediate Evaluator to provide local, parallel evaluation of JSL models on multi-core 
machines may be useful for mid-size problems. Additionally, the AWS Lambda Evaluator in 
JOBS is built on provider-agnostic classes that can support any serverless environment. To take 
advantage of offerings from other providers, additional Evaluators need to be developed. 
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4.8 Appendix - Setting up a JOBS run 
To create a JOBS run there are 5 key components:  a model and associated handler that 
supports the Simulation Evaluation API; the ProblemDefinition, Evaluator,  Solver (or 
potentially multiple solvers)  and a SolverRunner.   
4.8.1 Setting up a model 
Before setting up a JOBS run, the simulation model that evaluates the control values and 
returns responses must be defined.  Any model and handler that supports the Simulation 
Evaluation API with an associated Evaluator will work.    In this tutorial, we will focus on using 
local JSL models with the local serial Evaluator and JSL models as serverless functions with the 
serverless evaluator. 
4.8.1.1 Setting up a JSL model for use with JOBS 
The JSL makes use of the ExperimentRunner class and annotations (@NumericControl 
and @BooleanControl) on ModelElement setter methods to define control values in the model - 
documented as part of the JSL implementation of the Simulation Evaluation API.  As a reminder, 
the JSL control names are a concatenation of the ModelElement object name and the annotated 
control name.  For further details see section 2.9.2. 
Make a note of the model controls that represent input-values in your optimization in this 
objectName.controlName format.  It is not necessary to use all available controls for an 
optimization run, controls that you do not set values for will be left at the default values for the 
model.  Also, make a note of the name of the response variables that you wish to use for the 




As a reminder, if you wish to create constraints that combine inputs (control) values and 
responses or have any form of non-linear constraint on input-values, this calculation must be 
done within your model creating a response variable to which an additional response constraint 
can be applied. 
4.8.2 Setting up JOBS components 
A JOBS run requires the modeler to create 4 components, a ProblemDefinition, an 
Evaluator, one (or more) Solvers and a SolverRunner 
4.8.2.1 Problem Definitions 
The ProblemDefinition identifies the objective function response, sets up input-
definitions, linear input constraints, and constraints on any other responses from the simulation 
oracle. 
Exhibit 4-10 shows Java code to set up a simple problem.  The underlying model has 
numeric controls (𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2) for a ModelElement object named myObject and response 




Exhibit 4-10 – Example creation of a problem definition 
Line 14 creates a new ProblemDefinition Builder object. Line 15 uses the builder to 
define the objective function response variable by name.    
Note that currently, JOBS only supports minimization. To maximize 𝐻(𝑥) a new 
response variable 𝐻’(𝑥) = −𝐻(𝑥) would need to be defined within the model and set as the 
objective function response to be minimized in the problem definition.  A future release will 
provide a builder method to switch to maximization, with minimization remaining as the default. 
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Lines 17-19 use the builder to add input definitions to the problem definition for 3 named 
controls.  Line 17 defines “myobject.x0” with a lower and upper bound only.  Lines 18-19 define 
inputs “myobject.x0” and “myobject.x0” respectively and, additionally, define the granularity of 
their inputs.  Defining an appropriate granularity (where it is supported by the chosen solver) 
reduces the size of the search space, and in many cases increases the re-use of solutions from the 
solution-cache and avoids running costly simulation replications to provide precision on inputs 
that cannot be implemented. 
Lines 22-27 uses an InputConstraint.Builder to create a linear input constraint  equivalent 
to: 2𝑥 − 𝑥 > 3.  Line 21 adds this constraint to the ProblemDefinition builder. 
Lines 30-33 adds a response constraint for a named response variable 𝐺(𝑥)_0. 
Lines 36-40 adds a second constraint for a named response variable for 𝐺(𝑥)_1 and over-
rides the unit-violation penalty from its default (1000) to 10. 
Finally line 42 creates the problem definition. 
Line 44 prints a text representation of the problem definition to the console as shown in 
Exhibit 4-11 
 




The Evaluator the modeler chooses depends on how the model is to be accessed.  JOBS 
is currently provided with 2 evaluators for models built in the JSL but can be extended to create 
more.   
Figure 4-18 shows the EvaluatorAbstract class and the ServerlessEvaluator and 
LocalSerialEvaluator sub-classes.   
 
Figure 4-18 – local serial JSL and Serverless evaluators 
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The LocalSerialEvaluator is used to run a JSL model defined in the same Java 
environment as the evaluator. This is primarily useful for testing and running small sets of 
experiments on the local machine.  The local evaluator is instantiated with a JSLJobHandler 
object in addition to the ProblemDefinition required by the EvaluatorAbstract class.  (This is the 
same model specific JSLJobHandler that is used to handle a JSL serverless request made with 
the Simulation Evaluation API).  Exhibit 4-12 shows a Java call to create a new 
LocalSerialEvaluator.  Line 318 creates a new JSLJobHandler sub-class for the bus-scheduling 
problem.  Line 319 passes in a previously created problem definition for this problem instance 
and line 320, optionally sets the solution-cache capacity.  
 
Exhibit 4-12 – Local Serial (JSL) Evaluator 
(Note that a solution-cache capacity of 0 is interpreted as unlimited capacity).  The cache 
can be turned off using a setter method of the cache object. 
The ServerlessEvaluator is used to call any model implemented as a serverless function 
on AWS Lambda that supports the Simulation Evaluation API.  In addition to the required 
ProblemDefinition parameter it also requires the name of the function to be evaluated as a string.  
AWS Lambda credentials and configuration are taken from the default AWS credentials and 
configuration files installed on the local system (see section 0). 
4.8.2.3 Solver 
Note that while Solvers are designed to be largely inter-changeable, making it easy to 
switch between solvers for the same model, any solver may have restrictions on the types of 
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problems it is capable of solving.  For example, R-Spline is defined only for integer-ordered 
problems and would generate an error trying to solve the problem in Exhibit 4-10. 
The IterableSolverAbstract class provides a common structure to handle iteration, 
stopping conditions, initialization and the replication schedule leaving the sub-classes that 
implement specific optimization approaches relatively simple. 
Figure 4-19 shows the class diagram for the CrossEntropy sub-class of the 
IterableSolverAbstract class.  The constructors for this class require the ProblemDefinition that 
the solver is to optimize and optionally an integer to define the size of the population used by the 
solver.  Where the population size is not provided it defaults to 10 * the number elements in the 
input-vector of the problem definition.  All additional properties of the CrossEntropy class are 
used to set and retrieve object attributes specific to the cross-entropy method. 
 A newInstance method is provided that returns a functional copy of the CrossEntropy 




Figure 4-19 – the CrossEntropy solver class 
Exhibit 4-13 shows the creation of a CrossEntropy solver (line 39) and use of the 
newInstances method provided by the IterableSolverAbstract (line 40) to create 20 functional 
copies and assign them to a Java List. 
 
Exhibit 4-13 – creating copies of a solver from a template 
4.8.2.4 SolverRunner 
A SolverRunner can be used to run any Solver or list of Solvers in parallel.  Exhibit 4-14 
shows the creation of a differential evolution Solver (line 30), the creation of a SolverRunner 




Exhibit 4-14 – using the SolverRunner to execute a single Solver 
Exhibit 4-15 shows the creation of multiple RSpline solvers from a single template Solver 
that are then executed together by a single SolverRunner.  Line 17 shows the creation of the 
template R-Spline solver using defaults.  (Any changes to these defaults that should be applied to 
all copies of the template should be made before the copies are taken).   Line 19 creates n new 
instances (copies) of the template and assigns them to a list.  Line 21 creates the SolverRunner 
using an Evaluator and the list of Solvers.  Finally on line 22, the run method executes the 
SolverRunner.   
 
Exhibit 4-15 – using the SolverRunner to execute multiple instances of the same Solver 
Note that the SolverRunner does not require that all Solvers in the provided list argument 
are instances of same class only that they are all extended from the same IterableSolverAbstract 








The goal of this research was to enable an “easy button” for the modeler wishing to 
explore the design space of a complex, stochastic model and it has made a number of 
contributions to this goal.   
Serverless function evaluation and the Simulation Evaluation API has been shown to be 
an effective way of parallelizing large numbers of discrete event simulation experiments, as 
needed, without needing to provision or manage hardware.   Extensions to the JSL enable rapid 
deployment of simulation models as serverless evaluation functions but any simulation 
environment that supports the API and is callable from the serverless environment is supported.  
While this research used just one serverless provider, AWS Lambda, it is possible to use other 
providers to take advantage of other capabilities or pricing opportunities.  Implementation of 
appropriate JobHandlers is left for future work. 
Evaluation of Dynamic Loop Scheduling methods for grouping tasks into jobs for 
submission to a serverless environment show that some commonly used methods do not always 
perform well due to increased resource contention on the master node and network so that a 
method that does not load-balance tasks across parallel machines quite as well can outperform 
them.  Further analysis of the results from these tests highlights a number of features associated 
with network transmission, serverless handling and master node processing that can inform 
future work. 
Future work should consider DLS methods designed for avoiding resource contention in 
network and master node resources and managing contention when it does occur.   The cost of 
evaluating DLS methods against a range of physical environments is prohibitive so a simulation 
model that can adequately represent the range of physical environments would be a useful proxy, 
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but it should be noted that the challenges of modeling an unknown and constantly changing 
network are formidable. 
Building on this work, JOBS is presented as an open-source Java library to support the 
study, research, and use of optimization of simulated functions.  JOBS provides a simple to use 
framework for a modeler to define and optimize a problem that depends on a simulated 
evaluation function, including deterministic, linear constraints on the design (input) vector and 
non-linear, penalty-based constraints on any combination of input and response values.    
A key design feature separates the evaluation of design points and iteration management 
of the solver from the core of the optimization method. This approach drastically reduces the 
code required to implement a new solver, allows multiple solvers to run in parallel, promotes the 
use of parallel function evaluation, enables a common solution-cache to prevent unnecessary 
evaluation of often-visited points in the design space and provides the ability to switch rapidly 
between local or remote and serial or parallel function evaluation.   
JOBS does not claim to implement the best optimization metaheuristic or even, more 
reasonably, the best metaheuristic for any particular problem instance.  It does however make it 
relatively easy to add new metaheuristics and these will be added as need and opportunity arises.  
JOBS is primarily designed to be used by students, researchers, and practitioners as a tool 
to enable both research and applied projects based on simulation models.  As it is used, there will 
undoubtedly be a need to add further enhancements.  Of immediate interest and given an 
adequate simulation model of the master, network and serverless environment, JOBS could be 
used to help design a congestion-aware, dynamic DLS method that maximizes parallel efficiency 
and minimizes wall-clock execution time.  
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Finally, optimization by simulation methods are sensitive to the number of replications 
conducted at each iteration.  Too few replications and the noise in the estimates leads to an 
unstable search, and, as was noted for the R-Spline implementation may lead to prematurely 
flagging a stopping condition.  Too many replications and the noise in the estimate is suppressed 
but at the expense of wasted CPU cycles.   To the best of our knowledge this has not been 
addressed in the literature and there exists a need to automatically determine an appropriate 
number of replications with each iteration of a solver that considers the variability in the 
estimates, needed precision and the needs of the solver. 
